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QUOTES

Some views on the complexity of knowledge and its representation
"Handling complexity· seems t~ be the major problem of the age 1
in the way that handling material substance offered challenge
to our forefathers. Computers are the t.ools we have to use,
and their effective use must be directed by a science compata.nt.
to handle the ~rg~niz1tion of large, complex• probabilistic.
systems."
(Stafford Beer. Managing modern complexity.. In; Tna
Management or information a.nd Know.ledge, a contpilation
of papers prepared for th'!! 11th. Meeting of the P.anel on.
Science and Technology. Washington, C.ommittee on Science
an~ Astronautics, US House of Representatives, 1970)
·

'

.. ·

" ••• face a lu spAcielisation croissante de la pensGe et de
~·action par la diversification de la recherche et·la division du travail ••• (UNESCO)so doit de favoriser l~s recherches
et las confrontations interdisciplinaires,· d'encouragor las
r1Hlexions d 1 ensemble, bref d.e souligner l 1 importance vitale
de l'espr.it de syrtt.hl;se pour l'equilibra de notre civilisation ...
Jadis bien vitale, car l'holl\me -,- j'entends .l'e;ssentiel, :i
savoir son jugament, Sa liQert6 -- peut aussi bi,en titre
asphyxia par son savoir que paralyse par son ign:orance, et il ..
pout tout autant se perdre dans la complexite d 1 u~ comports•
me·n~ social d6voraht :qua s 1 att>ophier dans la dmpllciU
i§Umeritaire d •une cond it.ion dite. de sous-devaloppemElnt."
(Slllocution de Rene Maheu, Oirecteur General de l 1UNtsc:o
au colloque international de 1 1,UNtSCO siJr le :tMme
''Science e.t Synthhe",
Gallimard, 1?67)
.
. Paris:,
.
'

.

***
.. "The practical ~1anifest.ation. or this interdepend:ence, ••
(be:t1•1een ·the social sciences and the human sciences) is
. interdi$ciplinary co-operation, 111hich culminateiii in multidis:c.iplinary research and is embodied in teamwork: an
·
indispunsable basis for the knowled9e of man, but at. the
same t.im9 an idea 1;•hich, in general, abstract terms, has .
a dangerous fascination, and 111hich mi9ht remain: no more
tMn an empty and tmproductive slogan i f its foundntlons
ant~ mechanisms ···ere not cl. early identif led by contact 111ith
specific problems propounded to research, and w!i.th due
·
regard to the various institutional, financial, t'echnical.
.anti human factors on Which its development, fruitfulne:>s
and copacity for reneu1al and creaUon in fact depend."

"Des mots aussi courants qua "groups", "classe"; "pouvoii:"
oiJ "structure... comptent ectuellerr.ent nori pas deux, ou
trois, cu quatre signJ.fications fonde·mentales -- ce qui ·a$t
est normal -- mais autant d 1 acceplions "qua d'autours,
.acceptions parfeitenn>nt irrGductibles a un oommun diino~
minateur, etf\l~me totalement au.t1:1noniiques."
{M. Moulin.· Oiscours inaugural du Coll,oqu.e sur le mot
sttucture sous las auspices de l '!JNES.co.
Im Rogor:aastide (Ed.). Sens et usages du terme structure dans
l es sciences humaines et st1ciales. ·The Hague, Mouton,
1962, 165 p.)
.
.

·.

(Ren~ Maheu, Dir:ector General of UNESto •. In:: UNCSCO • . '· ..
Main Trends of Research in the Social and Human Sele nee a.
Pads, UNESCO, 1970 1 vol. t, p. xiv-xv)
'

***·
. "I can~ot emph~sizo too strongl~ the importance of this activity
of intellectual synthesis• •• Any noUon that we may have about· . ,'.;>
the nature of science includes tho belief that something like
an overall pattern is to bet discovered and des-cribed •. What
we nee.d is scientific knor•ledge -- not inore and more misce1,.. .
laneous and unrelated information."
(:J.M. Zi·man. Inforniation• ccmmunicatien and knowladgfh
Nature, 224,. 2S Oct-. .1969, p. 323}
•...

"Thg most probable assumption is .that ovary single one of the: .. ·'
old demarcations; disciplines, end faculties is: going to
becc1mo obsolete and a. barri.ar to learning as wo.11 as :t.o
undeirstanding. The fact that we are shifting from a
Cartesian view pf the universe, .f.n. which the adcent has
, . been on perts and eiemen.t:s, to a configuration view 1 with',
· · the emphasis on wholes and patterns., challenges every l11ingle.
dividing line between ax·eas of study and knowle.dge."

(P.r. Drucker.
, our

.,

:.

9ha~ging·

The.:Ac;ie of' Discontinuity; 91.lldelin'es
society.)
··'

..

croissonto de la terminologie dthique que
l'on remorquo d~ns las rdunions intornational~s, o~ ello
focilito assurdm8nt les communications formelfee et les
ontontoo opporontos, no doit pas nou3 abuser. Oorriboro
lo mur de· broui.llard dos mots, la diversita, voi.re l'1 opposition des intarprdtations, des motivation~ et des utili- ·
sations diuisont profonddmont las esprits et, t la fa~eur
do cotte confuaion, las droits universals sent bion plus·
.souvont invoquds comm~ une arme offensive au dofensiva
contra autrui quo reconnus et pratiquAs comma la route
royale do l 1 union de soi at d'autrui en une fraternitd
objective,"
(Rend Maheu, Directeur Cdnd~al de l 1 UNESCO, 15e Conr~rence
Gonoral.e, Comptes rendus des dobats, Paris, 19.6!3)

~L 1 uniformitd

"The possibilities open to thinking are tho possibilities
of recognizing relationships and the discovory of techniques
of operating with relationships on the mental or intellectual plane, such as will in turn lead to eve wider and
more penetratingly significant systems of relationships,"

(B.L. Wharf.

Lenguag~, Thought and RealityJ p.

84)

***

,?

•on3 of the most significant results that uhould naturally
emerge from a· sludy i;uch as this, is tho precontation of a
chart -- admittedly provisional and subject to constant
revision -- of tha strong points and weak points of interdisciplinary. cooperation and of their substratu~i and the
identification of priority areas to which rasonrc~ scientists should direct their thinking and.institutions their
activities•"
(Rena Maheu in the preface to;· Main Trends of flosaarch
in the.Social and Human Sclencas. Part onai social
sciences. Paris, UNESCO, 1970, p. xxv.)

"like· the life for~s of the physical world, the dreams of
men spread and colonize their inner ruorld, clash, oxcfto;
modify and destroy oach other, or preserve th2ir stability
by making strange accommodations with thuir rivals. So
I regard it as a legitimate analogy, though not, of course,
on exact one, to speak of our inturpretotivo cystum -1 coll it on appreciative system -- os on ecological
system, even though thn la<us wt1ich order and develop a
population of ideas (conflicting, competing, and mutually
supporting} in communicating minds oro different from
those which order end.duvelop a population of monkeys
in a rain forest or of l.nsur:ts under a paving stono."{p.11-12)
an.d, in tho same context, "Cvory field of activity, politics,
law, and not least science, like every society, has its own
stability to guard." (p. 182)
(Geoff:rey Vicken • . Value Systems .and Social Process.
London, Pelican, 1~70.)

***

***
•Thus is affirmed now life and now death~ now death and
now life; now the admissability of a thing and now its
inadmissability 1 no'" its inadmissabili ty :and noUJ il;s adminauhility. The disputants now affirm and now deny, now
deny and now affirm. Therefore the sagely man does not
purr.uo this method but views things in the light of his
heavenly nature, and hence forms his judgment of what is
right, ••••
Words are like the waves acted on by· the wind: the real
point of the matters discussed by them is lost. The wind
nnd waves· aro easily set in motion; the success of the
matteL' of which the real point is lost is easily put. in
peril.
Honea quarrels are occasioned by nothing s'o much
as'by artful words and one-sided speeches."
(Chuang Tzu (4th contury B.C.) from Chuang Tzu: Geniu•
of the Absurd, arranged fi:om the work of James Leggo,
by Cba Waltham. N.Y ., Ace Books, pag~ 50 and 72.)

..
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conjunction with the production of. a Yearbo'.ok of World Prob.lams '( 1).

·Preface
This report has t:ieen. prepared for the Committe on Conceptual
and Terminological Analysis (COCTJl.) of the International Political Scj,ence Association. It constitut'BS a much-expanded
vei;sion of' a set of notes which were discussed in relation to
proposal$ .in COCTA Workirig Paper No, 1 {prepared by fred Riggs,
Secretary of' COCTA), and ih the COCTll Manifesto (prepared by .
Giovanni Sartori, Chairman of COCTA ,and fred Rj:ggs) at a meet ..
in.g sponsored by th!i lnternat'ional Studi>!s Association and held,
on the invitation of the Hoekefellar Foundation, at the Villa
Serbelloni (8allagio, 1 taly, 1-5 September, 1971).

Th:e possibilities of this computer apprqach may in fact be. ·moat
quickly re·cognized and rut'tded in studies ofi entities in natural

anitironmant systom~ 1uhere the representatio,n of. complex intr;rlinklng ''food chains ... and "food webll'.' has,t 0 date, posed an insurniountabla problem (2}. The use of the !nt.eract!ve g:raphics
,
techniques sug!4ested here,. 'arid for t11hi:::h a demon.stration film has
bean prepared l3), may constitute a breaktHrough in handling
organized complexity. Hopefully it will be pos~ible for groups
intarested in the d.i.fferent uses o~ the same type of network
analysis computer program to work togeth1n- ,in building up a
case for funding -- particularly in the case of fhe graphics
displny programs,
·
0

Although COCTA currently derives its main supp.art from the .
political science field, it is intended that its approach should
if'. posSible be .made r11lev;;mt to .a broad range or social :iciences.:
This report has therefore been written in such a way as tc moke
the design useful to a variety. of disciplines and uset'li.

· This report makes refer:ence to act.Lui ties a,nd. techniques in a
w.ide spread of domains, Cl.early I.he author :can claim no special
competence in all these domains. It is nev.ertneless impo.rl.ant
·to juxt:1pose material from such. different s~urces rather than
simply provide o bibliographical citat.ion, particularly as much
or i t is r-el:itively inaccessible, A number of the Appenc:!ices
are therefor& summaries, partial extracts, or commented extracts
from publis.hed matsr'ial. It is hoped that '.thil! approach w.Ul
facilitate the reader 1 s task ih appreciating the many facets of
this project.

In otder to achieve this, a very simple a~preach has bean. adopted which results, from a computer-level perspective, in a
means of handling any entities or relationships. !n this report, the stress has been placed on concepts, thec.retic;il constructs, ~tc. It could equally well handle {i) argJnizatio~s,
and other s~cial system entities and relationships, (11) real
"world problems" and their telationships, or possibly (iii)
personal beli&t's and their inl.arrelationi.hips.
The computer approach su~;19ested here Hi in f.ect the simplif'h
catlon and modification of one developed by Ufu a~thor for tho
Union of International Associations with a view to creating a
data bank of entities significant to the international systa~,
based initially Cti1 the contents of the Yearbook of International
Organizations. (1) The proble.ms of concept-handling· arose in ·
the treatment of organization program concerns.

This· wort< also suggested .a more syst..emic appi.·oach to education
about t.he intenelationships between fiEllds of knowledge and
. activity ( 2) as well as the pos!libility of handling and ann• lyzing information on intu·link.i.ng "w·or·ld problems" • .,.. in

1

:.

A. J. N. Judge, "ltisualiz:ation of the organizationa.l network. 11
International P.e:e:ociations,
1970,
2~, 5, May 1970, p.265-261.
.
.
.

2

J.W,Clark and A.J.N.Judyc-. Developrr.snt of tuns-disciplinary
conceptual aids. Crussels, Union of Ir:ternat.i.onal Associations,
1970, UAI Study Papai; INf/7.

••

•

A.:J.N. ::Judg~."What is a Wai;ld Prohhm'?". 'JnternatioI!.!!l
Associations, 23, 5, 1971, P• 266•273.

_."Information Systems and inter-organizati.onal space,"
Annals of the Ameri.ctin Acada~f Political aRd Soci!ll Sd.ence, ·
393, January, 1971, p. 47-64 ~
_ . "Inter-organizational data and dat.a 'bank design." Paper
presented at the annual . conferencti of the Internatio.nal Studies
Association, San Jua;;, 1971.

J'

2 O. Pimentel. "Coll\plexfty of ecological sy~tems and problems ·
in their study .and. manag£ment.!' int R:.C:\r. \iebb (Cd.)
Systems Analysis in Ccolcgy.
P• 15-35.

:3

..

New York,

Acada~ic,

1966,

A.J .• N. Judge." Visualization of Organization." ?6rnm' film,
Btussele;, Union of International Associations, 1S70.
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Introduction
Thi~ report addresses itself to the practical problems of dsveloping a means of filing concepts and other theoretical constructs
in a data bank. Such concepts u1ould be filed in terms of their
meaning and not in terms of the word by which they happen to be
represented in a particular school of thought. The reason for
this approach is that many of the words on u1hich most reliance
is placed in the social scienc~s (e.g. ~group", ."class", "priwor",
or "structure") have acquired a multiplicity of overlapping
meanings (•).

1.

Project Objectives
A project to handle, structure,· and analyzo theoretical

constructs is ptoposed which wo~ld be operated as three
d,istinct phases:
a concept-filing phase leadin to the creation
and mgintenance of concept inventorie!
-- a concept classification phase, leading to the
production of concept thesauri
a term-allocation phase leading to the production of standardized terminological thesauri

The concept file so created would be used to generate lists, to
· facilitate classification and in€errelation of concepts to produce concept thesauri, and, finally, to f~cilitate the allocation
Of •authoritative" terms to permit the production of terminolo•
gical thesauri.
The object of this project would be to ensure that any qualified
person -- with a few safeguards -- would be free to register entities in the file which mould then become available for secondary
analysis at any interested research cantre,
One form such an~lysis might take would be the construction and
comparison of various models or classification schemes for theoretical entities. At a t~rtiary level, efforts could be made
to link such entities with each other, cutting across tho boundarie3 of disciplines, ideologies, epistemological approaches,
paradigms or problems. Jhis activ~ty would provida new alternative means of approaching the entitias held on tho filo but would
not affect their use for mere restricted purposes;
In this report particular attention has been paid to some of the
techniques available to analyze complex entity networks or structures. Because of this complexity and the problems of ~omprohen
ding it, the u.se of' .interactive computer graphics has been exam•
ined as a powerful means of ·simplifying tha task and making the ..
project more widely sigfJificant.

{*) fred W, Riggs,"Concepts, Words and Terminology."Honolulu,
U~iversity ~f

Hawaii, Social Scionce~Resaarch Institute, 1971 1

6b P. ( Conirni t t.ee on Conceptual and Ter·minological Analysis 1

Working Paper n° 1.)

Giovanni Sartori. "Concept misinformation in comparative politics." American Political Science Review, 64 1 December 1970,
4, p.1033-1053 •.

to make the project more •idely relevant, would sun in parallel with the abov• three. Each
succeeding phase builds on the previous one, but need no~
necessarily follow it immediately in time for t.he project
es a whole to be of value.

A tranalation phase,

1.1..

Coner.pt ,Inventory Phose
A computer-based concept registration o·r, tagging system
should be set up which would allocate se9uonc! nu~bars
tu concopts cm a continuing basis. The er iteria for concept
registration should be kept to a minimu~ to ensure that
the system ropains "open" to a wide variety of users and
contributors.
This approach permits rapid inclusion and organization of'.
the data ond rapid production of updated concept !~·
These would facilitate the scrutiny of the data in var. ious pho~es and in terms of the perception• of different
neod groups.
·

1.2 ... f.!!.!icept Classffir:ntion Phase
Evaluation, classification and identification of concept
·interrelationships would be made independentl_! by a limited number of con tributing groups, possibly aBsoc:i•1 ted
orgunizalionolly with the international acadbmic bodios.
These groups would be primarily concerned mith allocating·
codos to be fed back to the computer system so that ordared
and refined concept thesauri could be produced to reflect
t.he perceptions arid needs of tho contribµting ·groups. An
important aspect of this codiri~ function by groups would
be the rejection of those conceptions registered ~hich
are considered to be of little value to the group's
perspoct.ive,
from thu1 computer data handling point of view, each contributing group would be building, refining, and maintaining its own "modal". Each such model would be handled a~
an independent optional qualifier on the sequentially- ·
ordered concept list.
f'rom the1 'point of vieui or any· such group, the computer
aystem 1111ould ·b~ viewed as holclin~ tho eollcepts in '111fhich

./

.

.. 2

the system to fe~dbaek their cl~ssif i~ation of the concepts
.· within thei.r- .i::nun models 1 othel' gr;oups of different levels
of "multi•discJ.plinari ty" may· con.stitute themselves to work
on the integ~ation into "meta-models" of two or more of
·the models already produced (c,g •. for political science and
sociology i~to ~ social science ~odel).

it is interested in t'hg .otOS·r· of- it; own Pref.~rr~d '.class!-.
ficati~n scheme.
There would of ·course be the opportunity at eny time to
look ~t th~ same concept list through the classification
scheme of any other cont'ributing school of' thought. Concepts would be identified by their sequential number plus
a number -which 1aould idertlify the modsl employed.
1.3~

2;
2.1.
2.2.

.·

2.3..

2.<i.

Term Allpcation.Phtise
At a later stage users of t;lne model might find it useful
to produce an ."authoritative" list o-f terms to be used
_for thos~ concepts of interest to them. This could also
be incorpotated into the cornputer system. Such terms
could then be used to produce standard terminological
thes~uri for the users of one modal.
Project Organization
The general organization of the project is outlined in
Appendix A1.
The problems of classification or modelling of oonceptual
entities and the advantages of a sequence number are exam•'
ined in Appendix A2. The project is conceived aa being or · •
use in a variety of doma.tns.. A summary is given o.f' the
.
range of possibl,e conceptual entities (Append.ix A<l), re- ·
lationships between entitie-s (Appendix A5), types of entity
classification scheme or ioodel (Appemdix A3), and dota
to be incorporated on each entl'.ty (Appendix A6) ! Prierities
are suggested in order to limit'the acope of the project
(Appendix A7). A standard form of concept notation for
use in print, but indepandent -of the operation of the
. system, is suggested in Appendix AS,
Each contributing group may wish to distinguish 'differently
between, or interrelatet the "entities" taggod in the
comput,er sequential register. There is no reason why
·"concepts" "propositions", "rel,:itionships", "problHms", etc•··
. should not all be treated as entities and appropriately
distinguished and interrelated (or ignored and rejected)
at the modelling phase. It might, for example, be par•
ticularly valuable .to include "theories", ''frameworks of
inquiry", etc .• by first g.Lving each a sequential number
·
(as indicated above} and then (in t:he modelling phose) re•
lating them to the major variables considered significant
and necessary to define the frame of discourse associated
with t.hat theoretical viewpoint.
This would permit the •ame system to handle concept t~esauri,
inventories or propositions, .inventories of problems, etc.
Once the concept, registration system is running smoothly
and the pr.ofessional groups are interacting effectively with·

.,•

There is no reason •uhy, for examp'.te, a copy (on computer
magnetic tape) of the. concept lis't and various models
should not 'be made available to universities for comparative research on the models or ai a tool in the educational
process. Alternative models cou~d be con~tructed which
could be made ·generally available:.
With respoct to research, i t is dlearly .important to enable
the user to examine the thesauri at different levels of
abstraction by introducing f il ter;s. In addit.i on there is
the possibility of comparative study of the manner in
wh.ich different disdplin&s perceive and interr_elate phenomena.
With respect to education, it is possible to devalop edu·
cational meta-models mhich would perm!t selection of concepts by filters correspcmding to different educational
levels (e.g. an "~tom" may be viewed as a billiard-ball
t}•pe StrUCtUJ:'e in the elementary Stages I a miniature SOlOt'
aystem, a system of electrically-~harged potential clouds
or, in the final stage, as someth;ing which can only be
described with mathematical symbo~s), At each level a
precis.e defin~tion in the approP.Iiate tP-rms could be
provided. In addition the approach could permit individual students to create their own concept thesaurus and to
.!ear~ from the difference• between their own and those of
particular disciplines •

3. .£Ja!nputcr Techniguee
3 .1. The outline. f:!f ths de.sign of a su~ table computer record
1s given in Appendix A6. Suitable record~handling soft1uare is discussed in Appendix B1, · Par.ticular attention
should be paid ta the approach used.b~ the tecim ~t tho·
M.I~T. Center .for International Studies (Appendix 62).
3. 2.

lrhe graph theory techniques mentioned in th1a next section
- ·(4) suggost the need for more .Pow~rful ways of displaying
and interacting with the neti~ork t;if theoretical constructs··
ropresented in computer memory -- . in order to avoid the
.
nacessity to generate longt indigestible, and impenetrable lists (however ordered).· The.use of the interactive
computer graphics technique for t~is purpose is eiamined
in Appe11dii: 63, Suggestions for the design of suitabie
graphics demonstration programs are made in Appendix B4.

·3.~.

It should ~e stressed that the baslc programs required to
opexatt the fil.ing and listing functions are very simple ·

..

5

4

·;:rnd could be produced wHhout making use of any sophisticated techniques or computers~

.

Some of t.hese more sophisticated ti;ichniques havo boon
discussed to give •ome idea of the analytical possibilities. ·rn fact there is.no reason why lome institutes
should not use the. file in its simple ·form whilst others
convert it int.o ·a more oomplex form •

.
4 .•

Methods of Representation and Analysis

4 .1 .•

Particular at.tent.ion has b!OJE!ll g·iven to tl)e use of' graph
theoretical methods to handle the complex thaoretical
constructs (Appandix C1 )·
Croph theo~y and related fochniques havo.·bocn used i.n tho
fields of artificial intelligence (Appendix C2)~,porsonal
constructs (Appendix C3), input/output analysis (Appendix
CS) and .sa~antlc mntricas {Appendix C4), Thcae particu•
lar uses are closely rel.ated to those possible in conneo•
tion with this project and represent·areas from 111hit:h
analytical techniques and computer programs may be obtai.ned and adapted.
·

5.

",,.:

,

. ...·.

: . 6.2.

Earlier InHiativos nnd Sources of Cunr.;opts
this field. Some of these are discus.sod in Appendix
01. Efforts to develop conccptunJ. discionaries are
discussed in Appondi• 02.

5.3.

project 21re suggested ~n Appendix D9. A list of· orgnni2ations; mainly international, which might be interested
in one or more aspects of this project is given in Appendix 010.
·
6.

C~beral Consideration~

Most earlier initiatives and proposals examined seem to fall
foul on one or more of the follouting difficulties:
The simple and unambiguous administrative task of filing
entities is merged into the complex intellsctuai task of
coding and classifying them~ · This makH the wllc:ile project
lengthy, costly, and complex..
·
·

.•

· 6.3; •The cl::issil'ication scheme may .be r.ig.id and "f .inal" / bast1d
, ,
· 1Jpon a high commitment to a particular set •of ·theoretical
· assumptionii of limited comprehensiveness, a:nd therefore
.unable to ada~t to· new type• of interrelati~nships.

A number of different techniques and proposals are discussed to establish th• spe-0iol focus ~f this project
in relation to them -- citation i.ndexing (Appendix 03,07),
the Universal Decimal Classification and 001111;,y systems
Appendix 04), the Aligned List of Descriptors (Appendix
05),. the·VNISIST World .Sciclnce Information System (Appendix
06),the International Standard. Suok Numbering Technique
(Appendix 08)~ and the SATCOM recommendations (Appendix 011).

Sour~es for the social sci~nce.concepts required for thl$

Ttie classification -0f tti.ooretical constructs may be E1s1sociated with ..an intellectual and material . 'investment~ in
a document physical.,.locllltioo system. This apposes any
flexibility or mojor reconecptualization of' rlilltitions1Mps
between entities.
·
·
--ln this project there is no.direct rela:tranship between
the classification scheme{s} and the ph'.ysical oroblelll
·of locating source documents.
· ·

.. 5.,1 •. Th!i!re ·have of' course been many previous ini ti:::itivcs in

, 5.2.

;;;-In this project the identiF !'cation of ~ntities tc1 be
included in a thesaurus and the practidal problems or
incorporatinQ these entities into an information syste~
ore distinguished from the theoretic~! ~roblems -0f
ciassif~ing and ~nterrelating such entitiea.
T~e
first is a rel~tivcly fast and unskill•d ~peration and
the second is a relatively slow arid skilled one. The
·technique or ide.ntit"ying the entity 111it\hili the S)•Stem
by a numerical tag derived from a classificntion sct:ieme
is avoided.
The savings in labor essociated with ttiis techriique are
only significant .in a system in which all. operatS.ons ·
arc. mnnual. Whore ·computers can be use.d, the tt.1c1
typos llf operation can be distinguished. in ord!lr to
sove resources, speed up operations and increase the
. flexibility ol' :recpnceptualization of ariy classifica.tion
scheme •

--In this project both rigid and rapidly revolving classification schemes cah be used to interrelate the entities
handled.
6.4.

The classification spheme may be exc:lusive .or •inhospitable• .·
11nd th&refore of 1imitetl use.

..,;fo this ·projl!ct both exclusive and hosp'if.able schemos
.may be used. This, gives it a wide rang!f or Ul'ies.

';..•

6.$~

.Sioma sy•te.ms are sp·aclfically designed wiU1··the special
s1roblems of a particular field of knowledge in mind. 'This
·makes them difficµlt to use in other areas.:

.--In this project speclalized and general ovordesignfng
,.· · the information handling system to meet: immcdiatelyperceived needs would reduce its usefulness and relevance.
t.o others and.therefore inc11Base the difficulty of en,$uring 'adequate funds over along period~ (The· degree or
, ·."hygiene" introduced may be. inversely proportional, to

7

6

--In this project it is not necessary to use a notation
in order to file th~ entity. Only a simple sequence
number is required• To indicate its position in a given
model, cross-reforoncos are inserted which again tako
the form of simple sequence numbers. In some models
tho entity may to dofi~ed by its relationship co8toxL
rather that by any spacial notation which users are free
to odd, ~ standard notation for use in print, but iGdepcndcnt of the organization of the system, is.suggested in Appendix AB.

· the utility of relevance of tho system to potential
users.)

6.6.

6.7.

Exclusive or rigid schemes, once created, are viewad and
defended as unique and "uni~ersally applicable" by their
proposers, thus eliminating any possibility of ~ore comprehensiveness, better-f~nded, joint efforts.
--In this project, every effort has been made to ensure
that it does not become associated wilh
particular
schools of thought, organizations or personalities who
might resent criticism cf their perspective and alienate
pclentibl colloboraters, All such individualism is
contained within the model tuilding activity which does
not jeopardi;ze other mDdels or the project os a whole.
Evon adequate universal schemes may become viewed as authoritarian and a vehicle for some form of conceptual imperinl•
·ism. Unfortunately the organization of relations between
entities is equated with the impooition of s now set of
relations. The organizers are percoivmd as acquiring power.
Such systems may give rise to a proliferation of competing
alternatives for greups of users with slightly different
perspcctivas on subject areas (e.g. UDC, Dewoy and UN/OCCD
Aligned List of Descriptors) who need a tool with slightly
different properties.
·

6,11,

The system may be viewed as a "one-shot" jcb using all the
appropriate special.lets. This is the case with scmn conceptual dircctorias. Even so, non-participants criticize_ the
position taken by the participants, thue suggesting the need
for new projects.
--In lhis project it is not necessary to limit classification to the views of one specialist. A number of competing specialists can participate together or soparutely·
without jeopardizing the ability of th~ system to adapt
and reepond to new prbposals,

6,1;z,

Systerns may bB slou1 (L•p to dBcades) in responding to proposals for change, to the pc!nt of abting as a constraint on
innovation to thosf.: dependent upon them.
--In this project:, modifications and alterr1atives can be
handled without difficulty.

·e,,13.

A system proposal may rai.se problems of standardization for
purposes of handling bibllogrep~ical or other data. Tho
.systam dsr;ign may then become a pawn in ths debats bet.ween
the different schools of standardization an2 information
handling.
--In this p"roject l;hsre are no featux·es which couid become
a major issue in the ongoing debate, since it is not
a conventional documentat~on system and doeE not have
major bibliographical concsrns. ·

--see 6.6.

6.8,

The actual procedures for intorporatins new entities into
any "approved" list within the system may appaar bureauct'atic and stultifying unless the system is u:>er-oricntod,
There is therefore the old problem of minimizing tho bureaucratic desire for due process and order and maximizino
user participation.
~
--In this project sw.igoetions hli!ve bcien mad& conct;rning
meens of maximizing user participation.

.6.9.

The system may be designed With only one typo bf user in
mind, e.g. scholars or students. New eystems, which comp~te
For the same resourries, then have to be created for other
users of the same data.
--In this project some consideration has been given to
methods of introducing "filters" in conj1Jnction with"
special medals in order to show special relationships
between entities in a man~er significant to other types

6~14,

o.1s. A syste~

proposal may constitute a threat to ot~cr systems
competing for the same resources -- particularly if major
cha~ges are pro~cssd for B~isting systems.

of use?:.

So.ne of the needs of users not immersed in the Western
cultural perspective have a:sa been considerud.
G.10.

The notation used to indicate the position of an entity in
a classif icat.i on scheme may be very complex. This may make
data handling very difficult.

A system proposal may become a pawn in the debate between
different shcoold of classification.
--In this project alternative clas&ification systems may
be handle ti.

--This pr<:ijact does noi; appea:- tc comrete with other
systems. It cen be cbnsider&d compl&montary to some
documentation systEms.

6.16,

A system mar d6mand, or be designed for, ccmplex computer
systems to the point of being unueable in less-richly-endowed
envircnments.
-·Ti::'i. p10.Ject. ::s basr,::! or. a ·.:err aimple f"ilinp s;•Ptsrr.

9

.. ,
)

.l;

"
and behavi~ral coMplications in a decentralized, minimum'
organiz,ation environment
.
. .
. . .·
. .
--computer simulation of· different strategies to keep the
system "open" without it becoming uncontro.lla.bJ.e
--preparation of a graphics demonstration program as ~ means
of gunera~ing further int-erest and showing the power of
this tm::hnique.
·
·
(xactly how much pilot project activity .ts re.quired will depend "·
upon the speodwith which it is detiired that'the project as a
whole should move forward and the range df interests it is
desired that tho project should serve. These .must be decided.
No comments have been mado on. the funding required· since .
cos't ost:tmation depends on decisions take>n for the next.
stage! The computer programs envisaged ~~r the filing o~
entities and rolati.onships and general:iori of lists and 'thesauri
ore however fairly simple to prepare and che.ap to run. The
other major costs would be cotlection·of concep'tual entitle~
(unless done voluntarily by a team using existing material),
administration (unless incorporated within the budget of some
existing· institute) arid traval cos.ts of those concerned wi.th
mouelling {unless it was decided to switc:h immediately to the ·,
postal modnlling conce'.pt outlined in Appendix A1).

for entities and relationships between them. Thu
resulting file may .homever then be ,subjected to ;:inolyses · ··
of va·rying· power depending on the computer environment·
available.

.

16.17. ·A system design may raise fundamental thoorcticol issues,
.and therefore alienate ilJlportar.t potantia1 supporters.
. •,:,;.rn this project the accent is. on providim,) a simple
· technique for filing entities .and· relatiomihips in a
. ~.: ..
way which permits a number of generoi anolyticol and
display techniques to be used. Every effort hos · ·
been mode to avoi.d giving a final and exclusive def•
inition of what ia incorpnratnd. ~uch theoretical
dobates are carefully confined ~o thi activities of .
modelling groups which are each free to ignore or accept
entities and relatibnships flled by other. mod•lling
groups.
'5.18.

.. ,· .

A system may raise difficulties concerning the status' of
.the entities handled=a~ »knowledge• or in relation to
language and semantics,
--The ddscription of this project
but rye~ its operation-is P..aradox.foal.ly subject to many of the terminologlcn1
problems it is intend~d to-solve. An attempt h~s therefure been. llli!de to d·iscuss sa11wntic f iolds · {Appundix t: 1 ) 1
problems of language.· and txonsiation (Appendix t:2), the
status of a di~cipline as a language (Appendix E3), tho
relationship betwt:>r:1n knoll!ledge, and infotmation (Appendix E4), and knowledge as a evolving struct~re (Appendix
ES}. The problems of natural language information processing tiave been avoided.
'

1.

·'A l.ist. of organizations, mainly international, . through which
. f'urthor $upport might l:;ie pbtai1tt1d for t.hill project .. h given

in' Append!)( 010..

·

.· ..

Future significance,
'

This report attempts to lay great stress on the diitinction
between a document-orienti;d infc;;rmotion systeJll and what has
been termed a knowled9e,-rcpresentotion system •.Tt1is project
.is considered to be a step towords mor.e effective knowledg~
reprcsentntion. To clarify the distinct.ion even further and
to show the possible future significance 'or th.is effort, an
attempt has been made.in Appendix f1 to compare an ideal doc.ument system· with an ideal knowledge-representation system.

.

..

~'

'
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B.

·.

Ne.xt Step and funding Req1,1i!:!E,. · .
,,·,

The phasing of the project is discussed, in Appendix A1. lha
next step: is to obtain critical com·ments on the various pro. posals b.ut forward and to undertake pilot proj.ects in some cf
··the following areas;
·
--file organization and ~omp1,1tar program d·evelop'ment or
adaptation
.
. . .
.
--opera~ional and lbgical problems .of .c.lassification with
models in' a few 'test are.as : .
' '
; ·. ,. '
. ,,_·.;.-¢cmput8r simulation of rua· liio11Eiment, 1111:1d~lling activity

~

.
·I

..
'

.

,-,_'

:.

,,

.,.,.

·.,,

~

.. .

• ,,.: ·i
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· Appendix A1
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trying to mlnimfze the inclusion and retention of
formu.ll:itions of dubious value'.

Organization of Project.
The success of a project of this type would be dependent up.on
the extent. to which any central organization can bl'! avoided
in favor of a process of catalysis.
There is too much to be
done to rvn the risk of jurisdictional, behavioural, and per.sormlity problems associateg with a central crganization.
These coulr.l rapidly al fonate potential support. The problem
is therefore to bring into existence a da~entralized ~atmork
of groups working on differ~nt aspects of the proj~ct, b~t
able tQ· excf'Jange the results or their activities without dlf•
ficulty.
(It is · impor~ant to re~ember that it ls probably impossible
to "organize a who.le area or knowledge because the lmttor is
well subdivided into territories and •istamping grounds" 1ehoso ·
incumbents are reasonably contont with the cur tent situation~
lt may, however, be po<>sible t.o offer them a ~uautrnl rl~!'Jice
by which they can e;!;t~h facilitate an::! ardor their own partic.vla:r approach, and, as .a by-product, see mor.a clearly its •elationship to that in other "neighboring" terr!toricrn. Having
by this means obt.ained a decentralized ;:iictul'e er. the c~irron~
situation, it is then possible to l.·Jbby the incumoents into
p:arti.cipating to soma dsigree in intet,.territory . eff'"orts at .
organizing are.as of kno111ledge whilst guaranteeing safE!gua-rds
for the protection of their "sovereignty",)
·
A.

· 1.

2.

11.

Production .of Standard Solution. i Once agreement has
buen reachl'lrl, a standard softwiit·e: computer program cnn
be made available to all those bodies' which wish to initiate some concept modelling ac~ivity, or to act as
o centrr1l fl.ling point for their particular constii~uency.
It is p?ssible that initially only ono botly ·
will be active, possibly os an extension of ·the pilot
project stage,
·

i'he area of t:iffi.cul ty which does ,.r.eqvire examination is
tha·t of hom to decide who should .!12l be permitted to sub•
mit concepts for .Fi.ling into the c;ommon data base. This
point is ~onaiderod below.
B.

£!!io1Hc Operations,

1.

Pilot Projects. During this Phase, efforts wo~ld be
devoted to the following areas:

c)

d)

..

envisaged, some or whi.ch could·

Investigati.fm.• Dut'ing this Phase tha pl'oject wpuld be ·
invei:tigatau in detail by eir-culeUng proposals amon9
appl.'opriate .specialists. The main object lliCuld be to
ensure that the PfO'posal. is ox·~.anl.ed in ~he right
direction, anti lihat funds for pilot projects are ob·
fa.ined.
Thii> Phase may bs corysidarad to be underwoy
al ready, through the actions of the COCTA c1>1nn1ittea.

a)
b)

'

Agreement on Standal'd F'ormats·.
On the basis of the
previous Phase 1 standard formats for filing new. formu~
lotions and for holding them on magnetic media would
~o agree~. Since this is a· new type of projeit, it
should n-0t e;1coi.mter the apparent.! y insurmountable d.i,f. f icu1 ties or those concerned u1ith organizing the computerized exchange of bibliographical iriformetion.

5 •. rilin9 Procedure. O~ce a standard filing form is devel•
.~ped, there should bo no difticulty for any group in receiving and filing theoretical formuletions,
This can
of course be done by mail.
,
.
By filing iS meant the purely administrative activity of
preparing the -forms for. the computer. There ·should be
a minimum of jcidgemental sf fort at this stjge, and nbAe
with roupect to the theoretical pl'oblems of the subsequent modelling activity. The object is to get the incoming infotm(it ion into a form wh~ch facilitates tho act.iv Hies of the members of the nio~elling bocl.i.es. ·

Lav1i.ching Phases,
A nwmbar of Phases can be
overlap.

3.

computer program da\'elopmont and file organ.ha ti on·
operational and lbgical pt'oblams of cl as a i f ication
•ith models in a fnw test areas.
computer simulation or file movement and modelling
activity iri a decarit;r ah zed, minimum•org.anil:a t.i on
environment.
It would be particularly valuabls to ;ain some insight into the behavioural problems of rivalry and
suspicion. between model building groups, .and efforts lo "take ova1·" the system.
.
computer simulation of differ&nt strategies
to .
keep the system 8 open" to .th•or~tical formulations·
from as·wide a range of sources as possible whi~st

Lists of f"ormulntiohs. Pariodicall!y the sequence of
iheorotical ror~ohs held on nlagnetic tape should
be scanned tc produce lists' for c~rculation to the.
modoll ing bodies and; if required 1 ·their. members. T111a
types af lists .can be ~nvisaged •. ·

a)
b)

. 2~

to

lists or newly-registered form.ulations which must
be scannerJ by each modelling .b:ody { o sea who ther
they ara in a.ny. uiay relevant td it.s· concerns
li.sts of thll compl(!.te sequence, of' formulations for
newly formed modelling.bodies wishing to re-examine
all possible formula~ions and .interrelate them in
thsir ow11 way.

Modelling or cla~sif'kat!.E.'.l.• The lists der ivied from tho
previous oparation can be examined, by tho modelling
. badies in committee or disttibuLed bf post to their members. from these (postal) dalibar.tions shuuld emerge

4

3

*collective opinion'on the place within the classification scheme, of each theoretical form~lntion reviowed. If necessary, o "provisional" view can b~
formulated µy the use of ,appropriate coding. In fact
. , . this might be a most uoeful w<iy of submit ti'ng a com•
mittee's view for wider conside1·otion. Different
·degrees of "def initiv~ness" could thus be envisaged.

a.

fnput of Term !nformdtlon, Tho forms fro~ e~ch body
allocnt.ing terms within a model would be: handled at
a central register~ point, a• with the mbdel. information i tcelf.

g,

Production of Term Lis~s. Whenever requi~ed, the for•
mulations incorp.o rated into the model would be selected and sorted into term lists, either in alphanumer-.
ic ardor or in terms of a thtsaurus-type structure.
Thia gives members an updated model ~~pr~ssed in
torms coded to different·l9vels of "proitisional:i.ty".-

3.· feedback of Model Information.

Tho details of the
of the formul<ition within a prirticula'l' modal
would be indicated on a standard form which could be
returned by post fi,r keypunching and incorporation.
ll modification of this appr·oach would be to permit·
individual committea members to each return formu
for any naw entity under consideration. In this way
all the alternatives would bl inco:rporat•d into the
model with som~ "provisional" codw so that each
. · member coul.d sne the proposals .of tho others, ond
their implications., In some coses, this could even
be operated os a means of post;;il voting on the treatment Cif controversial fo:r.mulations •. Tho odminiotrotivo
lend of the committee. is in this way largely computerized.

'PI'iCEi.

4.

5.

~.

:

'.

lt is clenr that thu above operotions permit· a quite
·extensive de:gree of 1'de-commit·teefication" •. Members of
a modelling body can individually register ·their views
t1nd pruferences by post on each formul<1ti.on in the mop1d
<:1nd in their o•JJn ti.me. The .resulting lists ~re. circulated
and nmended to f'ir111 up p:rogressiv13l y the con$ensus on 1each
~oint until final agreement can be reached. ;Alternatively,·
. i~ this is a final difference or opinion, th•n this ·can be'.
rogictered as such. Actual dfscussion· need. only take place·
Uilhon the occumulalion of cases (which cannot.' tie handle·d
."
Dy corrospondente and a "modelling bulletin• mechanis~)
· . .
•erits such contact.
·

.

Input of Motlol 1nform6tion. Tho forms f'rom each modelling body would pe hilndled ot the centrol. registery'
point (for that comrt.ituency), koypuncho.d and fed onto.·
tha magnetic tape filo. Keypunching errors would be
··
coi;rected th•are as f;:ir os possible.
·

.c. · $!bStll1uont

';

..

fi)e Mal.!.~· One of the disadvantages qf isolateci
rugiotrutiGn points is that formulations ,cQmmon to two·
or more c.onstituoncies will not necassar.i;ly be juxl:a".'
positioned. ln particular, unless each such point is .
allocated. a block of sequence numbers, there are. Hable
to be overlapping sequence numbering sys~{lms Ulhich
would jeopardize the whole project.
·
'

',

Allocation of.Model Torms.Working from the rormulotions ···.
structured into a thasourus-typa ordar, momber.s can
allocate terms to.ench entity in (nglish and whate11er
other langtJages are considered necessary. Again, there
is no raason why "provisianal" coding should not be
used to cover various working eyclos of term allocation.
feedback of Term Infarmation." As with model informtition,
the alphanumeric t~rms allocat·ed to each formulation can·
be indicated on a standard form which could be :returned by post for keypunching and incorporation onto mag-

netic t°'pe.

Ph;:ises.

A number of Phases cnn be envisaged which follow on from
ti,hose dGtail.ed in ''A" abpve. They do not, ho!l:tover., modify
'. ~he basic op1erotions noted in '10".
·

Production of Model Amendment Li;,ts. Whimovilr :requir<fd,
the fomulations incorporntod ir'ito 0 given model would
be solected and sorted into thr. thesaurus~typa structure appropriote to the l)todal and listed for i:Hstri-·
bution back to the memberii of the modelling body. Thi&:
· gives members an updated model 111ith all the formula~
tions boded to different level~ of "provlsionality".
Members cnn th on rl\!COnsider ttieir v im1s and proceed
from Operation 2 above or, altarnatlvely,for those
formulbtions which have been classified to the agree•
ment of. all conca:rned, tha term allocation operation
may be initiated,

6.

Members can then reconsider their views ~nd proceed
from Operation 6 abovl.

...
·,.

Ono moan:; of a.vojding this, aside from allocating blacks.·
of numbers to each registering point, is to circuhite
,i:opie:i of tho files between .:regisi:.ral:H:in point;s. (t:ither.
. t·he tnpes themselves could be moved, or data links ·
could be used.) ·This might be conside.red a standard
proc;eduru by mhich duplicates in all n8'J1ly• atlded' formu1.ations could .be locate<i and grouped togo'ther for c:on~
sideroticrn by each of the' interested modo'.!.ling bodies.
prior to arrivihg at a ~finalh dacisioh~

The circ~ilation of such informotion can b;e made ·very
•rapid. A c'ourie:i' .file can be circulated. petween tl1P.
.
regist:rat.ion points for a particular disc'ipline. Info.r• ·.
mntion is copied onto.and .off e.ach such sub-speclal'ty.
file. At one point in itfl movement, such' an intra.·
i:U.s9iplirie 'f'ile .could interac\ with an i.nter 7 disc,ipline

..
~

...

;

. ~'

. '.

L
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(e.g., for disciplines in the same group) to permit
a similar two-way transfer to take place. Similarly
a higher level courier file moving beturnen groups of
·disciplines could permit further exchange.
f ila

In this way cross-discipli~ary confusion could be
avoided. Clearly refinements are possible by using
mission-oriented Filas or geographical area files.
The system is very flexible. It could even be made to
interact with "classified" files by using security,
subject matter and evaluation filters to govern the
interaction.
The key feature is that it does. not require more than
a bare minimum of overall organization or Funding. It
can be extended very loosely in response to the initiative of any high.ly specialized discipline. Registration
points are created wherever (in terms of subject,
jurisdiction or geographical level) th~re is sufficient
common interest -- i.e., motivation plus resources. This
gets around the current situation in which vain
attempts arei mi1ds to get 8ignifi.cant funding for general multi-purpose projects, particularly via any
international program.
If cross-jurisdictional problems arise in particulai
areas, all the administrative work there may be dal~
~geted under contract to some party judged to be impartial and uninvolved -- a commercial computer
sp,rvice buroau, a universit», a governn1ar1t agency;or
a user coopsrativo point might be organized.
The costs involved at each collecting point are
(a) conversion of infci·mntioh aT\tl quriries to machinoreadable form
(b) processing and output relevant to immediate user
contacts
(c) transport costs of the courier file to the nexl
collecting point.
The funds are expended locally in a manner which can
be immediately justified and yet this results in making
available current.information from points very concep- ·
tually distan~ within the system.
D.

Accredited Sources.
It is clearly an advantage to allocate responsibility for
modelling group activity in a particular domain to the op~
propriate international professlcnal organization.
The difficulty arises in determining which sources of information should be recognized by such modelling groups. In
the earlier phases when the group is working thr6ugh the
standard texts, few problems should arise. But once a
model is av9ilable for in pecticn, problems will arise in
determining whose suggest ons for additions or e.mondments
should be accepted, With n a well-dafined profs~nion this
d~fficulty may be avoided by recognizing only accreditcG

6

me~beri! o.f the profession. The right to submit. amendments
then becomes a right accorded by the profension. This
procedure will undoubtedly lead to conflict when areas
common to a number of disciplines are conside~ed (e.g.,
the so·c:ial sciences, in general), unless each discipline
is restricted to its own model.
A distinction should also be made between the right to
file an entity and the right to suggest amendments to the
model. There is some advantage in giving wider access ·
for filing, but limiting the "retention period" of t~e ·
entity Filed according to be profesional standing of the
fi.lors,
A later development could be the possibility of retainin~
entitie~ only if a supporting "vote" was registered by an
appropriate number of appropriately accredited psrsons.
The degree of support would be a "real time" measure of
the degree of significance to the discipline of a giv~n
theoratical formulotion.
.
.
Whatever pro6edur~ is adopted it is essential, for the.
vitnlity and gcnern! relevanc~ df· the projecti thot a wide
ranga of people end organizations should be in a position
to add entities to the file -- given a few simple safeguards.
In this way the interests of every rele.vant discipline,
school of thought, problem area, "approach" or paradigm
should be protected. The sys tern would therefore be "open"
tC1 sociol scientists wr !ting in any 1 anguage (for language
problems, see Appendix C2), or taking any epistemological
or ideological position.

2

2.

class i f itation and Medell ing

3.
4,

There is .a considerable terminological variation ih tha scien~
tifiC lite.rature that Charactedzes the USe Of' the term "cliifSSifiCation". Oalenius and Frank, af..ter making this observation (*}
define the term as follows.

s.
6.

"Consider a collective of. objects of soma. kind and a
set of mutually disjoint. classes. (very object belopgs to one, 1:1nd only ono, of these classes. 8y ·
classificatiori we will denote the act of assigning
the objects into ~hese classes.

'

7.

a.

.

.•'.

,2..

:- .

.'

3.

nqt a suff iciont bt1sis for the classification .of knowledge and

· tf'!nt what is roquircd is, a directed graph, or' non-hierarchic
representation.
·
A~ a cohse!Jueinco, Mayne then l,'evises the ~raqit.ional i;equir~"'.
mdnts fa~ classification:

1.

This definition, whilst appearing to be inclusive, in fact only
covers one type of classification, nainely hierarchic classific<ition where classes are· mutually disjoint. Classification
· · theoretical formulations is one_ area· in which classes may or
. may not b.e mutually disjoint.

·•···.

~·.

'

, B.•

or·

Alan :i. Mayne (**} notes thut J.H. Shera has ·made an ·excallonl:.
.gener<il assessment: of the problems of gonar:ll librur.y classifi· · '·
cation in 6n article of his, originally publishod in 19~3 nnq
represented in his book, Libraries end the Organizntion of
·•.'
l<nowlcdoe. Moyne adapts Shara's b;;isic roquiremants for llill!.!tional classification to give
·
1. U,neority of subject arrangement (to permit ease of
location of books on library shelves) ,
T .t. Oalenius and o. fra.nk .• "Control of classification."
fieviGw of the InternatiO.nal Statistical Instit.ute, 36,,3,
1968, 279-295 (includes formal description of clossifica•
tion and introduces variceus parameters useful for cont1·ol
purposes)
.
··

(**)
. ·~ , .

...

Incollsistency of organization
Excessive complexity
Inability to adapt to the advance .of 'knowledge so that
those classifications fairl:y soon become incomplete -

HEi concludes with Shara that the hierarchical form in HseH is -

•..

Cl~ssification is a major operation o~ such sta~
tistical studios as 0 census or population or 0
census ..of bui;;iness: Thus, the units enumerated.
in a census of, population are assigned il'lto cla~ses
defined with respect to sex, age, ~tutus of employm1;1nt, etc. Likmuise, the iJnits enumerated in a
census of business ere assigned i,nto closso;:; defined with respect to e.g. tot~l turnover."

.·

Alan J. Mayne. "Soma modern approaches to tho classifi..;
,
.cation of knowledge.•', The ,Classification Society Sulle_tin,
1,4f1958, 12•17 o
. -··

-

..

»·";'

··~

.··

The relationship betwenn hierarchic and non'-hierarchic classil"ii1c::ation schemas has been the. su.bject of con~iderable •»ork by
Jilrdino :ind S:ibson {•). They aro particularli interestod in
t~e stability af the classificaf~on prod~ced tjy a given method_
as; l~ho umount of infot·mation (or numbei.r of at~ributos} is in-.
cr~ased for tho entities being classifle.d. Tnay are looking
fo1t rnoasures or· distortiorl .introduca!1 by the imposition of a

-

.:

(•:)

.....

',•

.. _

-is considered invalid for tho classification of
knol!lledge
,
-remain essential
-is not possible with ~ hierarchic classificatlon
schema but becomes possible with non.,.hierarchic or
dire~ted graph rop~G~entations.
,
.
,
is considered impracticable for a get')eral clasi;lfi•
cat.ion of knowledg.e {which permits Mqyne tu ar9ue _
'for a mnemonic ·system for certain specific areas}

c::i. Jardine, N. Jardine, and R. Sibson • . "the el;ructure
and construction !Jf taxonomic.hierai:chies." Mathematical
Bioscioncos, n° 1, 1967, 173-~79.
N. Jordir\a and R. Sibson. "-A model for t/a><onomy." ~VJ::ttical Elioscicmcec,n.0 2, 1968, 465-482.
-

"Tl'le constr~ction of hierarchic .··
and non-hiorarctiic classif ic.ations ." Computer. :Journal,
n° 11 1 1958, 177-184.
·
·
'
N. Jardine and .R •.Sibson.;

R •. Sibson. "Modal: for taxonomy II" 1 Mathetnatica.l Big,- ,
scia.nces, n° 6,1970, 405 .. 430.
N. Jardine and
Wiley, .1971 •

a.

Sibson.

11a.themat1cal, ·taxonomy, ·: London, ·,

.. ··.

:·

..

~:

elass~-

M:!!yne than notes that the. limitation of the traditional
_fi~ations are
·
·

In taxonomy, classification indicates the act of
cl"eating classes accordin9 to some principle, the term
"identification" is used for classlf ication cs
used in this paper. By th~ same token, the term
"coding'' is rather ambiguous. ·Wo refrain from
its use here, but mentio:n that cl::i.ssification as
useci in this paper is referred to as coding in
the literatur~ dealing with e.g. population censuses.

.

Coverage of ill knowledge (inclusiver\esa)
Monninijfulnnss or all tetms
Meaningful difforencas between terms •
~e
Significant ain:ongement of terms
Provision of n spe~ific place for every existent or
non-existent, past, present or· .futur~, topic or field
(inf.initr?. hospitaU.ty) . · ·· •.
. · ,
Unique 1uran9eme.nt of .terms
Uniquel:y defined not.it.ion for each ter·m.

·"::
'(',

:-.-·

;

...

...

·

..._.,-'-,·,

4.

givsn classification schema.
They develop a set of conditions for evaluating cl_usl;er methods.
used to derive hierarchic ·classification schema and show that
the· majority of cluster methods fail to satisfy these condi~
-tions, the only exception being the "single-link" or "neares::
neighbour" method.
The latter con be giver.I a simple graphtheoretical
description which makes clear its defects as a
m~thod of classification (•).
The defect of the single~link
~ethod is that. it clusters together
at a·relativoly low level
entities linked by c.hains of intermediates. This defect is
generally called "chaining". They note, hotuev·er,that to call it
a defect of the single-link method . is misleadl.n~:h
because
the graph-theoretic description makes it clear that chaining
is simply a description of ~hat the method does.
Jardine and Sibson suggest that the lim.ttations of the single•
link method ate lim.itations of the hierarchic classiricat.i.on
itself, an<;! that these limitations can be overcome using
a
{mathematically) more general system of classH icntion ~ In
particular, they note that it is possible to develop numerical
systems of classification that reveal the kinds of information
that are concealed by chaining, for example, informntion-obout
the relative coherence or homogeneity of clusters of entities.
Where clusters are pel'mitted to overlap. one would expect th;;it as
the degree or overlap is allotaed to fncreaset so the accuracy .·
. of the re~resentation al" the entities should increnso 1 although·
at increased cost of complexity. In the limiting case where arbitl'ary overlap is allowed an exact representation or the ori- ·
ginal dtita should be obtained. These intuitions are precisely
e.xpressed in. the generalized model developed by J':lrdine and
Sibson (1968), cove~ing both hierarchic and non-hierarchic clas~
sificat6ry systems.
This generalization permits Jardine and Sibson to conclude that
classification is a two-stage process. The first stage is the
d1rivation of a dissimilarity coefficient based upon the distribution of'. states of charac;teristics (attributes., or µroper· ti~s) among the entities to be classified. The second stabe is
the deiivation of a classification from the dissimilarity coef•
ficient. The single-link method is then re.garded as the first · ·
term in a sequence of classif iceto'I'y methods giving successively
m~re accurate but more complex representations of the entities,
Within th.is theoretical framework it is possil:>le to define
measures of the distortion imposed by a classificatory sy$tern 1
and of the relative isolation and homogeneity of clusters.

·Comment.
The above work make!! i t cleiar that cias~3if ication can introduce dis!;;ortion and that this can be avQided by using a directed graph rep.resentation. In this project the distinction
is made between the filing process, the classification process,
and the term al.location. But in the light of the above argument, tho classification process could be split into two stages
which correspond approximately to t.he two stages distinguished
µbove.
It is useful to think of the fir.st stege of the classification·
process as one of "ralatiQnship indicat~oritt, in which the
relutionships cf e given theoretical en,tity with other. entities are inserted. This r_osults in a (directed graph). net. .work of entities which can be searched PY computer, particularly to detect clusters tuith certain p~cperties. This stage
corresponds to the dotermination of sim~larity or dissimilarity between entities.
·
In a second stage 1 the above network can be distorted so that
its ele~en~s can be fitted into a chdsen set of clas~es with
o certain relationship to one anoth.er. Thls is "classification"
as opposed to the previous phase which ~nserts relationships
irrespecti v·e of ony class boundaries. It is co.nvenient to
call this- activity "modelling". Clearly the modelling activity is a valuable preliminary to 1'cl~ssification". It is
porticula.rly volua'ble in that once comp~eted, different
systems of cl.assification can be compar1=1d using the entities
intor-related by the model, Le., different dt:!gre,os of dis tor•
.ti on con be imposed upon the network of en ti ties .accord.ing to
tho immediate needs of the user. It may be useful to think of
modelling in this context as a long-t.erin multi-person activity,
whereas a given classification can be selected fr1om the modelled
entities in· terms of short-term, need-otiented considetatibns
which permit certain relationships iri the network to .be considered as "irrelevant" -- permitting the isolation of simple, possibly
hierarchic, classification schemas. In"some cases, it may
however be preferred not to distinguish modelling fr·om classification and to blur the two operations into one .another.
Control or Classification.
There is ample eviddnce, according to D~1enius and ~rank (see
above); that the classification op er.at ion may be i~at_her susceptible to errors: objects are not assigned into the proper
classes. ·As a consequence, ther~ is nedd for control. As a
basis for a control of the classification operation, two
kinds af schemas for varifidation have found e~tensive uses:
.
~chemes for dependent and schemes foi independent verificotio~ 1
respectively.(*)_
0

(*)

see: M. Wirth, G.r. Estabrook, and D• .J. Rogers. "A graph
theory model for systematic biology." §.lstematic Zool coy,

n° 15, 1966, P• 39,

· ( *)

for this distinction, see M. H.• Hans.en et .al. Quality
control in the 1960 censu!l. American Society' fot Quality
Control, Proceedirigs of 1962 Middle Atlantic Con('erence,
Milwaukee: Wisconsin, 1962.
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Tlw UNISIST (*")Study noted that little progress can yet b.e
re@ortcd in the way of indexing-at-source and that a serious
.
li1hiting factor to any form of cooperative indexing is the range
of occeptobil ity of the proposed indexes. Even the .all-embracimg and widely used ll.D.C • .has adversaries.
The Study ~1lso
no~od that it is unlikely. that the cone.apt of a univ.ersal
sc~emo will oven make any practical sense in the realm of deep
co~tont an::ilysi.s (p.46). The reasons are th1'1 dbservod differcn¢es in the semantic basis of indexing· l.anguages which iue
the consequence of well-founded i:J.ifferences in outlook and
interests on the part of a highly-diversified community· c1f
users.

An example of a scheme For clependent verific::ition may
be described in .the follo'wing way. The ''prmduction
classifie.r'' (that is the classifier carrying out the
classification that is to be verified) assigns an
object into a class by pµtting; one o:r more digits on
a schedule carrying the inf orrnatiori collect•d for
this object. The s.chedule is then handep over to
the verifier, who inspects the outcome o,f the lllo~k
of the production·classifier, and appro~es or dis•
approves of it.
Independent verification cells for having an object
assigned into a class by two or more classifiers, who
oper::ite inclepenclently of each other. The verifi~a
tion procedure exploits, in the one w~i or the other,
a camparislin of the outcomes of the works of the
classifiers.

1111 that con be looked for, according to the UNISIST Study, 1'is
th~ existence of semantic relations betw~en th~ ~ifferent lex~
iql sots (be they cnllod c1assifications, lis~s of .disc:
• th~sauri, autom::itic clictionarios for converting natural lang-·
ua~e into information langua_ge, etc.}. .The study of. these ·
relations ia the subject of ongoing research Qn the. "co.rr:patabi~ity" of indexing vocabularies •••• the subject is no~ ~eceiv
inG much attention~ as an essential part of pr6jects aimdd at
est<ibli shing morld-wida inte,connoctions betwee·n informutlon ·
systems." {p.46)

.Oalenius and rr::ink h::ive investigated a ma::ins of evaluatlng
various ul teTnat ive procedures for independent class if !cation
which might be of use in desigMing the procedures of modelling
groups und testing their consistency. They provide ::i rational
means of at.tacking the' problem of u1hather .::ind how one ,should
use a small number of highly qualified cl;::issiJ.i'.e.rs, or .a
larger number of les:s qualifi.ed ones--·although they do not
appear to cor1sider how extra iii.eight might be given to the mdre
qutilified if a mix, were used.

It •·;ciuld appear from this, that the distinction! beto1ee" the

impracticalltiies of classification and the prac'ti.calities· of
"relutionship identification" (i.e., modelling)' i.s b1;?comin9
crn~ablishcd.
nut the filing or aqministrative aspect of
"entity capt!Jre" is noou blur.red into the modelllng phase. There
is uo. yot. no suggestion that work on "compatibi:Iity" would be.
cotjsiderably Facilitated if similar filing techniques were
us~d prior to the activity at the modelling lev:el at which the
"wqll-foundad" theoretical differences arise. Standardization
is possibls, ·btJt at· a lower level consisten.~ wi'th user require~
men ts. ·until this is realized the relation<> hip .between l,elfic:al
se~s cannot ~e handled systematically by. comp.uhr me;thods.

filing and Clussification.

It is a basic feat.ure of this proposal thut there are· major advantages in separating .the filing of new entities from ;:my
moclelling ~r classifying a;tlvity.
(a)

In the case of census data applications, possibility of
using ·computer m<1thods to simplify the rel<ltion:::hips betwoe.n a team of classifi.ers is. touchod upon by Da1onius
and rrank who make a very ~lear distinction between·the information a,s filed un.d.er
i.dentification record (i.e.~
the sequence number, in this case) together with a census record
giving any verbal data (i.e., the definition und c'onventionul
label, in this case), .and the·. class l abal as decided by the team
of expert~ {i.e., the relationships determined by the ~odol•
ling activity, in this case).

an

(b)

i

Adllan.taqes of l'Jumerical Sys'tem~

of

Th~ threo major adv.ant ages
a sequential, non-sign if i,cant
nu111bar.ing system for entities are
.

--facili tatio.n of administrative activity i,Jy remo11in1g
the burden of requiring that the file nu~ber reteivo
tho "imJllrirnateur" of an overloaded qualified exper't
--prop::irat;ion of tho basis far a proper .semontic analysis
by avoiding "the difficulty •ncountered in manip~la
ting sem::intic reality without th1'! assista·nce of a cor•
responding .concre.te rllal ity" ( *) arid permitting

In the case of document ind.axing applic;ition, no distinc•

tion is made between fillng and clessificatlon. Because
of this., th.e administrative problem of filing and ths
qualified expert problem of classification combine to ·
create severe problems •. Two approaches within this frame
of reference a~e envisaged:
·
sharing the burdln ~f classification (and niing) by
transferring this function ·to. the producers of documents
reaching agreement on unigu~, .or compatible classification schemes and indexing languages

( * )1

A. Martineit. "Arbi traire Unguistique et d(luble artlt:ulation."
Cahiers rernand de Saussure, 15, 1957 1 107 (cited
by Coorges Mounin, Les roblbmes th~oroti t'.les de la 1~ra-

ductian, Pafls, Gallimard, 1963., p.122-123 •

{ * ~i) ·see
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rsemantic facts to be treated independently oF thoir
formal (linguistic) sup?orts " (•).
. .
--admission of "artificial" theoretical snt1~1es (no~ concepts groupings of other concepts) for which ~o simple
term ~xists or for which a questionable naolog1sm would have
to bs invented. This is difficult in the case of term
oriented systems.

.I:t.ec1s

of Modal
It' is important to keep in mind the many possible uoes of.
the proposed computer-based filing system. Concontration
on one set of uses may not necessarily keep the system
alive either in.terms of funding or value to current research
activity. Multiple demands on it would ensure multiplicity of fund sources and many bodied willing to Feed in
entities and assist fn different aspects of the coding.

The following types of model are an illustration·of the
possible lines of development. The list does not pretend
to be exclusive so that other kinds of model could be
included. As att8mpt has boen made to group the modols
into types which in soma cases might usefully be treated
on the same occasion by the responsible modelling group.

It is important to nete that the mcdels are not only simple
hierarchies but can also'be networks of relationships
in CBsus whore categories overlap or one entity can be a
C!!mponunt of several otfler entities (sea Appendix 1\2 ).
Croup I.

Current structures.
This is a poor title but refers to all the rurrent
and new structures and relationsflips as made up
of;
a.

Comoositional models
These models would be primarily concerned
with the manner in U1hich entities are nestod
within one another to rorm hierarchies. Six
typos of relationship are possible hsra in
three sets of two.
1.

Meta-level: reference numbers of all
entities of which this entity is a component.
(This relationship could be split into
two sub-types as the computer-level dnta
formats for bther types of model require
such a split,)
Examples are: theories in which this conbept is used, general class of concepts
to ~hich this concept belongs, general
problems of which this problem is a pait,
organizations of which tflis orgaGizalional
unit !s a member

2.

---------------------~--,----··--

(*)

A. Martinet. l'.r!...!.Si.t_.

·-·-•--"O·.. -····-·- ·--··------

Sub-level: reference numbers of all entities which are comr-onenls of this entity.
(This reletionshi~ co~ld be split into two
aub-types for the sa~c re&sons as above.)
E:rnmples ale: cancer-ts ueed in this thoory,
cc::icepts llll1i.ch bi:·lnni;; to lhis class of
concepts, prc~Grties or att1itutes of this

3

concept, sub-problems of .this problant,
organizational units which are members of
this. organization, 11tt:.

3.

~.

Associated refertinco numbers or all ralflvent entries which have a horizontal relationship to this on tit y.

a.

See - also entities, nqmely those which
should. also b.e borne in mind when considering this entity.

3.

Examples are: cases of insufticient ler-.
minological preciliitln•
·
· ·
b.

b.

Associated: reterenie numbers -of all entities·
in other discipli.has urhose value is potentially .modified by this entity•
a..

Strengtliened entities (see above>

b.

Woake:nad entipes (see above)

Croup II. :£.pnt.extual struch1res

·Mata-level: reference numbers of ·all milro'inclusive entities whose val~a is dotent1a11y
jllodified by this .entity.
Strengthened antities, nnmoly those
more inclusi.ve entities which ore ·
perceived by the modelling group to
be in some way legitimnted or reinfotced by the presence of this entity.

'Again this ils a poor ti Ue but refers to th.e: his'til)rical and comptehensiori;;il rela.tionships wh~ch
'constitute a context For. the Group I current'. sit•
!uotion, and ·would be used in learning .about i:.he
tCroup I situation. ·
These models would be pr.educed by those 11todelling
groups primarily concerned uiith educatiof!. and
muking more sophisticated COl'Jcepts comprflhansible; The concept of levels here is th13ref 0 re
associated· with "le.arning order·". Six·
types of relationship are ag.ain distinguj.shed
in three sets of two.
·
1.

[xnn1ples are:· theories 111hich are. indirecitly dependent up.on tho vnlid.i.ty
or this concept, px--obltrms which ox-a
iridi~ettly aggravated by the presence
of thi.s probl•D:m.
b,

Strengthen~d entitles (see above)
Weakened entities. (see above)

[x::imples are: a purely economic'.
de~elopment theory that ~s undermined
by a social development considerati_on.

At the same time that the modalUn.g activit~
is undertaken on the compositi6nal ~elbtion
ship in Ia, it ohoul.d be necesm:iry tb consider
some non-compositioMl r9la~ionships to .othet'
entities. Six s_uch types are di stinguisha.d in' ·
three sets of two~.
·

a.

a.
b.

Uso - ins teat!. entities, namely those·
which should be substituted for.this
entity.

Examples are: cases whore an entity is
outmoded for that model.
Behavioural models

1.

Sub-level: reference numbers or all lower
lev(rl entities whose value is potent;hlly
modified by "this .entity
·

Meta-fevel: reference numbers of the' anti•
t~es representing more sophisticatod~-'complex
or difficult to comprehend versio.ns. of the
definition represented by this entit~~
a.

1.Jeakened ent:i.tios, namely _those more
inclusive entities which are perceived
by the modelling group to be in s.oma
way undermined or threatened by th~
presen.ce of this entity.

Correct 'unti ties, na~ely those def inition~ which a.te valid, and useful ~om
plexifications.
Examples: the. chafo from the "billiard
ball" concept of an atom, through a
"miniature solar system", throughBohrSunrnierfold
or bi ta1 model, then, to a
symbolic representation of the "eleotrcin
cloud:" ·in' quantum mechanics.

Example.s ore: theories which are .i.n.cliractl y undermined by thj!I validity of
this .concept, organizations whose · · ·
monopoly is weai.,_ened by .the presence
of this organizatiCln·.

b.

I,

Incorrect entities, name.ly. those' defi• .
nitiOnal complaxifications w_hich _i:rre
useful educational! y as an illus~ration
of less valid or less useful comp_ledrications (i..e., how . .!!2i to cond1ive ·
of it)

\
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b.

Sub-level: reference numbers of the entities
representing simpler and easier to comprehend.
versions of the definitions represented by this
entity.
a. Correct entities, namely those definitions which aro valid and useful simplif icatiorfs
b. Incorrect entities, namely those definitions which are less valid and useful
simplifications.
3. Analogies: reference numbers of entities
representing analogies which may clarify
understanding about this entity.

2.

\

b.

a.

Correct entities, namely those analogieo
which are valid and useful

b.

Incorrect entities, namely those analogies which are less valid and useful

These models would be produced by those modelling groups interested eithur in historical research on the history of ideas or in providing
an historical framework to assist education. It
is probable that the educational and hiotorical
models whould be considered together, which is
why they have been grouped. Six types of relationship are again distinguished in three sots
of two.
1. Meta-level: reference numbers of the entities which succeeded or replaced this entity
in the history of the evolution of the discipline (organization, problem, etc.)
Correct entities, riamely those definitions which were valid dovelopments From
that represented by this entity.
Examples are: the chain of concepts of
the structure of tho solar system,
b.

2.

Incorrect entities, riamely those definitions which were invalid and fruitless
developments from that represented by
this entity.

Sub-level: reference numbers of the entities
which preceeded or were replaced by this entity in the history of the evolution of the
discipline (organization, . problem, etc.)
a.

Associated: r~ference riumbers o~ entities
contemporary with this one but insulated from
it withiri another culture or school of
thought, such that it did not then affect
the history of the evolution of the discipline (organization, problem,_ etc.), namely
a parallel historical evolution.
a.

Correct entities, namely those which
conesponded closely to the def fnition
repres•nted by this entity.

b,

Incorrect entities, namely those which
contradicted or undermined the def lnition
represented by this entity.

Group III. Real world systemic relationships

Historical models

a,

~·

Incorrect entitles, namely those "co~
peting" definitions in the same conceptual milieu which .did not constitute
a step in the Formulation of this entity.

Correct entities, namely those definitions
from which this entity developed directly.

l(I

The previous groups of models deal with the rnlntionship between conceptual entities in anthropocentric
terms or within the logic of particular disciplines.
There is little concern for the effects of the presence of one conceptual entity on another in the
ecosystem of ideas, but especially the effects on one
anothe~ across disciplinary line~ of components of
real world systems.
The best example of this distinction is the internature of environmental problems, when
for example, it is the real world interaction of
che~icals in Food chains which cause egg shells to
become thin" -- leading to high chick mortality
rate of some bird species. For a social example,
the relationship shown between the ~ntities, represented by boxes in Figure 1, give a schomatic
repres.entation of the .factors binding a Canadian
Indian to a pattern of problems,

~isciplinary

The same approach as above may be used to handle
models of such real world systems.
1,

Meta-level: reference numbers of entities representing systems of which this system is a
subsystem.
a.

Positive entities, namely those systems to
which this sub-system contributes in some
positive manner.

b.

Negative entities, namely thnse systems to
which this sub-system contributes in some
negative manner.

7
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Sub-level: reference numbors or entities
representing systems which are sub-systems of
this system.
a. Positive entities, namely those sub-systems
which contribute to this system in a positive
manner.
b. Negative entities, namely those sub-systems
which contribute to this system in a nega'tive manner. .
3. Associated: reFeronce numbers of entities representing systems which are part of tho same
system (but unrelated to this entity in any of
this above ways).
~. Positive entities, namely those sub-syitems
which contribute ta this system in a positive
manner.
b. Negative entities, namely' those sub-~ystems
which contribute to the system in. a negative
manner ..

to facilitate the administrative work o~ tho def initive model.,
(i) Preliminary models
Each modelling group can use one (restricted)
·model to st~re features of the modol which are
n~t yet finalized.
Or else several preliminary
models could be experimented with.

2.

'

Gt'oup IV. Term.::£_ri~_til_d __ ,rr~o_d_e_l_s_.
In some ca~es where classification is rudimentary
or non·-existant, the emphasis is placed immndiately on the terms. This is the case when:
(i)
official Lerms are used and the definitions
are conventional or undefined as in many
library or descriptor lists. The entity
is defined by the term.

(ii)Entity handling model:!!_
When entities are First registered it may be
useful to use one or more rough classif icotian
models to ensure that the entity? iF inadequately
coded, is drawn to the attention of the modelling
groups liable to be interested in it,
Croup VI ·!'lis..§_!..9.I:~::.!:'..E..~'rntr.d models.
An assumption ~ads in earlier groups is that .the
modellin9 bodies w.ould all be dlscipl!nc-oriontcd.
There is however no reason why mission-oriented
models.sh5uld not be used where appropriate (e,g.
i.n connection with development, environmental problems, etc:.)
tt'oup VII. l_rij:filis_S,!2lin'!,!Y models.
Clearly it is most important to avoid a "babel of
models". A second level operation of model reconciliatioM to form a set of interdisciplinary or intermodel models could therefore be instituted when required'.
~hese

·Could either (i) be constructed (automatically
by computer) .from all the entities common to tho
models_ from which it is d~sired to produce an interdisciplinary model, or (ii) be constructed by selection based on judgement of the best from each.

(ii) . a particular official definition exists for
a particular term as in official dictionaries {e.g. the Larousse Litre as rcflocting
the decisions of the Acad6mie Fron9oise)

(iii)

terms ore related in a thesaurus without
definitions (e.g. as in Roget's Thesaurus),
Such thesauri may have many lcvols of
classific<itinn.

Croup· VIII,

A final assumption made in dealing with the earlier
groups was that only the current or historical situations would be modelled, There is however no
reason why speculative models should not be produced
showing tho relationships between entities at different points in the future, The modelling activity
might then in come ways represent the Delphi method
of forec<isting.

There is no reason why each such set of terms
should not be trealod as a model as in the other
groups. Where appropriate, th~ classification code
position would be omitted and only th~ term positions used.
Group V.

Group IX.

~L~tra~_y_E!_ __np_~l.:!!.·

The assumption made in discussing the earlior groups
of models was that the model was in some way a definitive structure on which new work would build. It
is however possible to use the model building code

I~

•

A

r..,.--·-~~-------'------~-----"--~-~-~----------·---°"--

,
_____
. . . . . . . . . . ___ . .,_,,. . -.. . . . . . . . ____ . ..
~_

f_y_t.YE_!3_:_o_ri_e_n_t,e_d __m_o_d_e_l_?_.

£!',£2.P.l12L_f!JE.£rll:.§..
P.erhaps a lon·g term ideal is for a person to bo uble
to "look at" {or interfere} with the basic list of
entitio~ in terms of his own model which is his personal "thought file". Each new idea he gets could

8

l
I

be usefully reflected in tho structure of this file.

\

It would not of course correspond exactly to the
models for ~is discipline but the precise points of
difference could be establishod by computer analysis.
Clearly such personal models allow the person to
think in the categ'ories most meaningful to him mi th
.the labels he. finds most mnemonic. The translation
into the terms of any other model ctin be dono automatically whenever required. Such models would not
be widely circulated but might be very useful if
held on the file of a particular faculty of a university.
Group X• .fu!..12.::!!LC!.9-'11 s •
In some cases a particular sub-branch of knowledge
may be fragmented by reinterpretation, reconceptualization and redefinition of the samci entities. It
is then appropriate to use a "sub-modelling" strategy.
In other words, instead of requiring "dissident"
groups to conform or to divert their ene~gies into a
parallel model with differences in a minor area, a
sub~model could be used to redefine that area in the
dissident group's terms. The sub-model would therefcire offer an alternative interpretation.
Group XI.

',.

La!l_g_u3_g_e~_3_s2ub-mode l_s_.
It may be convenient, for some purposes, .to consider
the relationships between theoretical formulations
used in a particular lanauage as a sub-model, The
differences between the concepts encountered in
Inda-European languages are relatively minor, so that
term equivalents pose no great problems, but should
it be ftecessary to enrich the system by incorporating
theoretical formulations from other language groups,
problems could·arise, (see Appendix E2).
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Appendix

~14

lvpos of Entity Included,
Thero is o vory varied terminology currently is use to characterize theoretical products. Gunnar"SjHblom notes the use·
of conceptual (analytical, theoretical) Frameworks, analytical schemes, paradigms, orfentations, frameworks for inquiry,
thoory sketches, pro-theorios,otc.(•)rhe same is true for the
components of tho scientific process: •problems, dbservations,
empirical generalizations, models, derived propositions, hypotheses, theories, etc. It is unlikely tha~ any immediate
agreement could be achieved or a standard terminology, even
if this was in fact beneficient.

(Hf ~/JU\l
f(.llliV/.lU~T

Eoch of the conceptual constructs represented .by the above
terms may bo treotod as an "entity" which could be incorporated into a computer file. Once incorporated, efforts could
bo made to attach an appropriate distinguishing code to them.
~l the frnmeu1ork of a given model,
It is highly probablo, for example, that under different models the same entity may bo coded differently, or alternatively that distinc- .
tlons important within one model will bo insignificant in
another (e.g., theory and model; hypothesis and proposition).
The same system could well handle other types of entity at any
time if required, such as: organizations, problems, schools
of thought, thuoretical viewpoints, individual authors. With
respect to real world substantive problems, which might be
considered a3 irrelevant in this context, it is interesting
to note one author's comment:
"The fact is that most of the problems (in socJety)
that wo stand ready to consider are bogus problems. They are generated by theories about technological progress~ and theories about the way
society warke, Theory is often tho only reality
countenanced by our cul t;.ire."
(Stafford Deer. •Managing modern complexity," In:
The r-li:rnagoment of Information and Knowledge; a
compilation of papers prepared for the eleventh
mooting of the Panel on Science and Technology,
Committee on Science and Astronautics, U.S.
House of Repr•sentatives, 1970, p,43)

J 7tMl'lf.:AlllHt_ GfMIJJ.f.Nl

Inl8rrelationship of mPasuring

~tandards

As a summory,tho above entities are numbered below to facilitate discussion on possible groups of entities:
A,
!l.

Concept!1_
Mota-concept!!_
1,

2.
3.

4,

T*JG.

theories
propositions
hypotheses
models

5,
6.
7.
8.

analyses
conceptual frameworks
analytical schemes
theory skatches

Sjoblo:r., Th1rnret.ical tecting of approacheE in political
science (Paper presented at a conferonce of the Intornatio~al
StudiGs Association, Oellagio, 1971)

;i.1

\

Appendix.AS

2
Typos· of Rolationship Included

c.

~l

1.
j!.

\

3.
D.

Assumptions
1,
2.

3,

E.
f.

rt is not the intention of this project .to sP.t up .a sin·glo rigid
classification of permissible relationships between ontitioG. Juot
as no effort was mad~ to llmit the types of entities that could
be handled (Appendix A4)~
it should nbt be necessary to makj the
futile attempt to resolve the intellectual problem of how mo:iy
types of relationship are significant.' That .. the atten:ipt would be
futile on the pai:t of any one group is shown by Eric de Grolier's
excellent ch<ipters on the expression of relationships in generalized
and specialized coding systems, in natural languages, and in experimental languages (•). He concludes, in his l:JNESICO/FID supported
·
studf~ that it proved impossible to produce a systematization that
was "sufficiently satisfactory to •arrant even praliminaty publicatio~" •

paradigms
viewpoints
schools of tbought
assumptions
criteria
values

Methods
Problems
1.
2.
3,

G.

subst.antive
metho'do.logical
probiem formulation

Hierarchies
1. · taxonomy ·
2. typology
~.
classification

"
H.

. ThiS conclusion should not howeiter lead to a decision to mfopt some
hypothetical "best existing scheme" or to the formulation of a new
schet11e. It should .be recognized that the project should be capable
of handling as many differ'ent schemes as pos.sibli~,
In fact the
·
evolution of kno:11ledge (Appendix £5) is partly represented by
attempts to produce· neiu schemes of rel13tionship 1md categodzation.

..

Operationalization
1.
2.

Without recomrnendin~ any particular scl:teme i t ·is useful to atte~pt
to .list out som.e of ~he relationships. to gil{e an idea of. the
variety that.has been envisaged.

·int;licators
indexes

I.,. Data

1.
2~

3.

J.

1.

bodie~

of data
interpretations of data
obseritations

social
-.-.-.

,1"1 ·• ApP-urtenanca (belonging).
1.1 «:rnclusicn, implication
12 Parts, organs
1~ Components, constit.u.ents
14 Properties, at tributes·
141
"
"
physical
142
"
"
ch.emical
143
"
"
biological
15 Aptitudes, predispositions
'

.

1.

Di~ Gro'lier (**)
.
A suggested clarification of th~ sign ":" ln ~fie UDC (r~Jected
by th.a FID Central Committee on C!Bssificaticin for the tJDC)
consists of the following relation~hips:

org~n{zations

There is some advantage in a two-level coding here, because
it might be possible to arrive more easi'.l;y at agreement on
the more general level coding, even if there are differences
between models on ttre coding U!it.hin tha:t 1level. There is of
course the· possibility that within a particular model tho ·
grouping would be done differently, in whi.ch case the cocf.i.ng
scheme· would be pecu:iar to that model.

( *) Eric de Grolier.

A Study of General Categories applicabl.e
toi Classification and Coding in Docum:ent;:ition, Paris, UNESCO,
1963, p. 17-60, 61-142, 143-158.

(**)RB!ationship sets 1-4 w~re optained, from de Grolier, op. cit.

j,).

2
2 .. 2. ConstH.:utive, o·r, o~ causalit;y, finality, etc., joining
two elements of which the presence or action of one affects
the presence, state•or status of the other. This rnlcstionship can assume various meanings, according to the nature
of the two elements concerned:
the opposition of active
und pcsssive, a genetic relation, causal relation, conditional relation, functional or factorial relation, bond of
finality! modiatory relation.

Proce_ss

21
211
212
2121
2122
2123
21
211
212
22

Action: ricting c>n (subject), affected by (object)
Favourable (stimulation; increase)
Unfavourable
·
Delay
Inhibition
Destruction
Interaction
Favourable (sym6iosis)
Unfavourable ( ant.agonism, competition)
Operation, means used: process (subject),product,
result (object)

2,3. Associative, defined, in opposition to the consecutive
relationship, as joining two elements of hich the mention
of one implies the simultaneous mention of the other. This
relationship also assumes different m'<?csnings ac;cording to tho
the ?ontext1 relation of the part to the whole, or place,
of hierarchy, of appurtenance, of specification, semiological relation. It is parallel to tbe predicative
relationship; the difference being that in this an
element is considered as depDndent ('predicate'), r•hereas
the associative relationship joins two el~ments both considered -- in the dictionary -- as being independent.

1.3. Dependence
3
Causality, origin, etc.
31

32
33
3

31
32
33

Causality; ceuso (subject), effect {object)
Origin: originating (subject), arising from (object)
Conditioning, requirement: conditioni~g (subj~ct),
conditioned (obj~ct)
Interdependenc:e
Correlat·ion
Association
Ccmbination, synthesis

1 • 4. Orientation
41
Aspect, particular case

42
43

Application
Use

1.5. Comparison
51
Resemblance, likeness, similarity
511 Analogy
512 Equality, identity
52
Dissimilerity, unlikeness
521 Differonce
522 Opposition (of character)

2.

2.4. Comparative, indicating an extrinsic bonci between two

elements (independent, as for the associative relationship)
of the dictionary: the ~uthor weighing up any two characteristics, in order to differentiate them as to their
nature or their function in the same context.
3.

Parraclane
A set of nine relationships obtained by correlating fwo series
of lhree characteristics derived from the psychology literature:
3,1, Coricurre1nt, Non-time:
1 ated concepts •.
3.2.

Conc~rrent,

co-presence of two other:!lise unre-

T~mporary:

comparison, or relation agent/

activity.
~.3.

Concurrent, Permanent:
properties.

The negation of a relation may be represented either by putting
a zero before the numb~r used, or by putting over it the sign
used for this purpose in J.ogisti.cs, the dcssh.

3.4.

Non~distinct,

Gardin

3.6. Non-distinct, Permanent:belonging to;

a term or class in a dictionary in its relationship to any other
term or class:

3.7. Distinct, Non-time:

~elationships are enough to record the chief situations of

association, also subjective

Non-time: equivalence, synonymity.

3.5, Non7distinct, Temporary:dimensional relation;
de=ived from environment.

properties

genitive.

d1stinction from, or substitution

For, imitation,
3,8:, Distinct., Temporary: action upon

2.1. Predicative, attaching to a term indicating an element or
entity practically autonomous as an object of study, an
essentially dependent property which describes its state,
quality or function, i.e. predicate.

I

-·

'··----------·-~---·-----.

--~·-----"~-·~-~--·-··---------'--------·----'---··-~-··-

3.9. Distinct, Permanent: causation or functional dependonce,

\

5

4

5.2.2. Synthoti,c; relti.tions which ·obtain between the
larger entit;ies <¥f a higher ordei~ and ttie smaller
entities of. a lower order they contain i.e. from
consHtute to constitueryt

4. Perry·and Kent
A system of ten an~lyti,cal relationships:

\

4. 1 •

Categoric:

A is a member of the class 8

4 .2.

Intrinsic:

A is composed of 8

4 .3~

Inclusive:

A is a component of 8

4.4.

Aggregate:

A groups (is made up of} several members
of cla.ss B

lj

.5.

Producti~a:

A produces the object B or is used for the
·action 8

Though ofteh coextensive ·with, ·i~ey should be distinguished
f·tom functional or intra-level relations, s.ince they are
inler-levei relations which hold between entities of
differen~ ord•rs.

5.3.

5.3.1. Syntagmatic;

essentially relations of agreement
which hold between different invariants in a group.

A makes a use of, is determined ar
influenced by 8

4.6.

Affected:

4.7.

Instrumental: A is produced by, acts upon, or upon
u1bich B acts.

4.8.

Negative:

A is characterized in an important manner by
. the absence of B.

Relatio~a of:presupposition

5.3.2. Paradigmatic; r.elatioris of presupposition that
·hold among variants of ·the same invariant or among:
related invariants, wit'hin paradigms of variants,
or within paradigms of '.invariants. Rel at ions .of
thi.s order._ are_ used to es sign anti ties tci categories.

5.4.

4 .9. "Attributive :A· possesses B as one of its most important
·
charadteristics.

Phxsical relations

5.4.1.

4.10. Simulative: A has certain properties of, but is not B.
5. Juilland (*)
Relations of occurrence ( *')

s.1.• 1,.

5 .• 2.

5.4.2. 'Relations cof Pr.ominencel

relations are also
1:1tNctured to soma eli:tent by· any stress consistent!y
placed uµon the importa{lbe of one entity in telation
to othe.rs.
·

functional or part/whole relations; each ·part.
.may b'e characterized by the relations of occurrence it contracts with similar whole•.

5 .1. 2. Oistributio.nal or part/p·art relations;· each part
may be cha.racletized l:iy the relations of occurrence
_it contr<;tcts witli similar parts of· similar wholes.

s.s.

·Statistical relations

5;5.1.· Relations of frequency;

the ralative frequency of
occurrence 6f entities in a system can .be used to
accomplish a quasi-mecharn.ical segmentatioi1 of
entities into classes or domains. In this way a
statistical definition fcir categories ma~ be
elaborated.

Relations of constituency
5.2.1. Analytic; ·relations between the smaller entities
of a lower order and the larger entities of a higher
order which contain them i.e. from constituent to
constitute•

5 .5. 2 .• Relations of dispersion; these are established
with re~erance to the c¢efficlent of dispersion
that, ought to accompany each entity subject to a
frequency analysis.
·

(*)A. Juilland. An outline of a general theory of structural
relations.
The Hague, Mouton, 1961.
("*)"In regard to relat·ions of occurrence, the main weakness of
many modern studieS! is due to .. relying too heavily on the
more specific part/part relations, lo the practical exclusion
of the more general part/whole relntion.s. A truly scientific
mo\fel, capable of satisfying the d!.ial requirement of specificity and generality, must combine both types of relations:
its functional roots fulfill the condition of generality
required in comparative and ty.pol.ogic investigations, its
distributional roots the condition of specificity required
1n the analysis of particular str.uctures."

.

Relations. of length; by "lengl;h" is understood· n.ot
·soma· strictly physical m'easura. of length b_ut a
structural ar Functi6na1 length measured in number
of parts per whole, or of entities per domain, or
of constituents per constitute.
·

6 .• ~.!.!

Other types of relationshi.p are noted. J.n some of the append:ices.
The different: types of' model ( Appendi'i< A3) cover composit.ional,
bahavioural,.didactic, historical, cybernetic (i.e. input/output
of· Ap.pendix CS ) , problem oriented, .etc. relationships. There is
a citation relationship (Appendix 03, 07) 1 and relationships
between beliefs (Appendix C2, C3}.The M.I~T. l\OMINS approach is
particularly intereeting (Appendix 82').

Appendix A6

2

Data to be Included on each Ent"it:t,

A.

Conce~t

inventory (Filing,

~~~
Again, since entity filing is distinct from the
later modalling activity, this zone is "free".
It is therefore used to distinguish betwee·n

dentification or Registration

Phase
1.

Entity sequence number.~)
Each new theoretical formulation, of whatever type
(see Appendix A4 ) , receives a unique number which
is the next available in a sequential list. The
number therefore contains no significant digits or
codes and has no meaning for classification purposes.
(It may be an advant<ige to use th.e check digit technique described in Appendix 08)
For practical purposes it may be convenient to preallocate blocks of numbers to different filing centres
whenever required. This avoids problems of duplication and speeds up administration. Where duplication does occur, this is elimi~ated at the modelling
stage.
One advantage of this sequerice number as a concept
identifier is that it is not necessary to file a
definition or conventional term at the same time.
This is convenient if a new theoretical formulatiQn
has been tentritively conceived with known relationships to othe~ concepts but with no clear definition
or label yet. It avoids the need to coin doubtful
neologisms in order to register the concept. In
some cases it may even be an advantage to leave the
term defined ·by its context of relationshi~s, and
not to bother attempting to find a suitabl.e term.
In which case the sequence number would be used as
the onl~ identifier until a suitable terminology for
concepts in that domain a.an be elaborated 1J1ore systematically.

2.
2.1.

langw.~

2.3.

Since the definitions or the label may be given in
several languages, a language code is used. (e.g.
English "1", French "2", etc •. )
~~~

2.4.

Thero are bound to be cases, for a given language,
in which alternatively worded definitions (with
the ~~ meaning) are put forward. Similarly,
where several conventional terms or labels refe~ring
to tho ~ entity exist, these may also have to >be
filed. A simple sequential code {"1", "2", etc.}
is therefo~e used tb distinguish between successive
alternatives.
3,,

Cross,.-reference.
Cross-references are use.d during the modelling phas!B
so .that this zone is "free", It is, however, used .in
this phase to identify the sequence number of
other entities which use the same conventional
fabels as this entity (i.e. where the same label
is used with a different meaning)
other entities which are defined using the s1ime
verbal definition (but for which the definition
has a .Ql!._Ferent meaning). This may be a lowfrequoncy or trivial case.

Model description ·
Model number
The act of filing an entity is distinct from the
later modelling activity. The "model number" in
this case is "O". This artifice permits the definitions and the conventional terms or labels in
different languages to be handled within the computer record framework as well as the modelling and
term allocation activity.

(*)

entity definitions (for which it is "0")
entity conventional labels or terms (for which
it is "1")

Paragraph numbers refer to column& in Figure 1 of the
computer record layout, No attempt has been made at_t~is
preliminary stage to indicate how many character pos.i.t.i.ons
would be required for each zone in the record.

4.

Source c1:ide
Therq are several possible ways of handlirig information about the source of information on the entity.
1.

Ignoi::..£. In a simplified system it is not necessa:ry
to include it since such information can be found
in a backup card file •.

2.

~:.!!J:.~. Some general code, indicating .the
country, the publication, ar the filing g~oup can
be used.

3.

Name. The name of the parson, or filing organizatIOii', mriy be given in some abridged form {e.g.
"DEUTKW" for Karl W... Deutsch)

\

3

4.4.

\

Name and Support. 'In a more elaborate sy.stem, in
which members of a discipline are expected to indicate· any strong "support" or "opposition" to any
new theot8tical formulation, a "voting" technique
may be envisaged (see A~creoited sources in. Appendix A1 ).
This option cduld be confined to tho "alders" bf
the prof~ssion -- ot left open to all members of
a·profession. As "professional" activity, this
might be restri~ted to the modelling phase.

A given member of the prcifassfon, if sufficiently
aroused, could then file his support or opposition
in the fo~m "OEUTKW +" or "DEUTKW -"·
4.5.

Name arid fteferance.
It might b~ thought more valuabli to give not only the name but tho reference
to t.he. document in which the theorotical formulation is o:i,scussed and justified •.
On the question cf abbreviati.ons to document reference, on~ ij immediately .in the jungle of disp~te
amongst librarians, documentalists, etc. Several
possibilities exist.

4 .5 .1 •

Use an.extended bibliographical "standard" refere.nce. This uses a lot of space and is mainly
pleasing to librarians.

4.5.2.

Use ·an abbreviated re.feren.ce as in "Science Cita.;
tion Index" (e.g. the first four letters of the
first two significant words of the title, plus
the ye~r oate, issue or volume number ~ithin
which pagination is consecutive, and the first
significant page number -- "DEUT KW -- NERI! GOVE-1963 -- 0 -- ,92")
Use a siquence number code. To avoid.getting
bogge.o down in document a ti on problems, a simple
sequence numb~r could be used for each publicati.on:

4~5.3.

either:

page numbers might be an additional requirement (e.g. "DEUTKW 509;..192"}. Again., as a
"professional• activity, this might form part
~f the modjllin~ phase.

A parallel "documemtation" system U10uld be re. quired 'to decode the codes used in the approach
but it might prove much tidier and practical in
-the long run (e .g ~"OEUTKW 509") *. The precise

for a very useful discussion of this app·roach t·o documen"".
tation, see Jacques E.J. Halkin, "PToposal and wishes for·
an open structure in the communication of information."
Scheduled .for publication in: A.I. Mikhailov (Ed.) .I.b£
Theotetical Problems of. Infotmation £l.eJil!l'Val_ _$'yste_!!l_;l_.
{The Hague, International federation for Do,cument·ation, 1971)

Model descriptor.

5..

.This is not used during this phase,·

6.

Relationship descriptor.
This is not used during this phase.

7,

Date codas.

7.1.

....

·Date first used
The :date on whic.ti a theoretkal formulation was first
used is inserted here. If th:is is not supplied, the
computer can automatically insert the date on which
th.a entity was filed.

1.2.

Date last used
This da.t.e is supplied a.s a result of general consensus by all modelling gr.oups and is therefore not
dealt with during this phase.

7~3.

· Retention period
rt may be an advantage in this phase to tag some
entities of unknown value so bhat they will automatically be dropped from the'. system aftet a certain
pr.;_riqd unless some contrary i[istruction is received
in the meantime. Different ritention periods can be
. used accoI'ding to the stat~a ~f the source.

Ei.~.

for <1dministrative p\lrposes it is conveni13nt to have a
zone in which codes may be used.to inoicate th<1t the
e.nti ty is "under consicteratiom", ".of doubtful value",
"no longer l!sed", etc.

i)

referred to by the system (e.g. a
·complete sequence across all authors)
or: ii) r[!fei-red to by the system for a given
author (e,g~ starting from zero For
each new author)

( *)

4

9.

..12.U·
Ttie words or text used for:
--·

the con1,1,entional tar.ms .or liiibels
the definitio.ns

111oul.d be inserted into this zone. This zone could also
be used for any spacial .comment$ which ,mi~lht be usefully
.added.

.·

6

5

8.

\

(to permit identification of the term records in the
next phnse U!here it is non-zero)

Concept ending ( Modelling or Classification Phase)
Many of the zones discussed above are used in this phase
but for a different purpose or in order to establish computer records distinct from those created during the
earlier phase or by other modelling groups,
1.

Entity sequence numbef.
this is repeated for each new relationship established
within a model and is of course the same as that used
in filing the identity in A.1.

2.

Model descripto_E..

2.1.

3.

This zone supplies the ·main means by which the relationship· of this entity to other entities is indicated
for the particular model indicated in 2~1~ Thesequence number of the other entity is indica'ted here.
In effect, every such "relatiortship" gi~es rise to a
new computer record (see Figure 1).
·
The type of relationship is either implici~ because of
the model use~or is described in 6 and 7.

Model number
As discussed elsewhere (see Appendix A1 ) , each
modellin9 group receives a unique number (e.g. "362")
which identifies the system of .relationships which
are elaborated and filed, while at the same time
,distinguishing it (at computer levef) from any other
systems.

4.

2.3.

Source code.
Depending on the method chosen (see A.4.1~, A.4.2., A.4.3,,
AOtl.4., and A.t1.5.),the source coding would prob<:Jbly
either be allccatei during the concept filing ~hase
with nothing in this phase, or in this phase with
nothing in the previous phase.
In the ~ost ~ophis
ticated system, it might however be desirable to give:

There is some argument for attaching special significance to particular digits of the model number
with a view to clarifying a hieraichy of models or,
at least, showing a relationship between models. In
other words, at this level a U.D.C.-type eppro3ch
might be used so that "political science" models are·
all identified by "32N" end "anthropology" models by
"39N". This is probably a temptation to be resisted
however, since it has some theoretical implications
which are better contained within models. In which
case a simple sequential list should be e-stablished
from which the next available model number could be
taken.
2.2.

f..!:.2.§s-rcfcronces.

'source coding for the entity in the concept filing
phase.
source coding for individual relationships within
a model, during the modelling phase.

Sub-model number
This is a zone to be used by a modelling group whenever a level of dissent is encountered so that alternative sub-models~ the general model can be
satisfactorily handled and identified. Normally, in
the ab.sence of sub-models, this uwld b·e "D".

Source coding during the modelling phase m:lght be particularly helpful in the administrative work of elaborating a model, since it permits members of a modelling
group_, working independent! y and in isolation, to "vote"
on the insertion or deletion of particular· relationship~> {see A.4 .5.).
Such a postal vote syntem would be
particularly helpful in clarifying with precision just
what mas under discussion at any point in time.
· 5.

This rone is used t6 indicate which modei is tci be
considered at the entity cross-references in 3.
In a simplified system this zone would not· be required
because the assumption would be made that each model
was totally is1;lated from other m.odels.

Language
Since the relationship between concepts is supposedly
language independent, this zone should normally be "0".

In a more sophisticated system however, there is need
for a means of expressing relationsh.ips between parts
of models, for example, it may be that in a certain
domain two models are i~entical or hhat one forms a
subset of th13 other. In such a case. t.here is little
need to duplicate all the relations~ips in the second
model, provided cross-reference between the models is
possible.
.

There are,. however, cases where relationships are
identifiable in one language but absent, ridiculous,
or ambiguous in a second. In such cases it may be
convenient. to use this zone for a form of languagedependent sub-model.
•
2.4.

Alternatives
This zone is not used in this phase and

~

be

0

~.1.

0 11

.'l'I

Model descriptor.

Model number
As for 2.1.,, but the model i.s only to be 1antered at

a

7

5.2.

\
5.3,

5.4.
6~

6.1.

the entity to which the cross-re1ference in 3 refers.
Sub-model number
As for 2.2., but again is only to be entered at the
entity to which the crbss-reference in 3 refers.

6,2,

This .is used for evaluation descriptors. In other
words the codes used here supply some form of
ranking to the relationship describ13d in 6_.1. (e.g •.
some measure of rP-lative iri1portance (uiithin the model),
s~me measure of degree of relativity, etc.)
It is in thi~ zon~ t~at the de~ree of c~nsensu~ on
the characterization of' the concept· by the discipline
could be coded.
The zone may even be used to carry qu·antitative informatio·n on the. siie o.f flow represented by the1
relationship and also its periodicity, if' relovE!nt.

Language
As for 2.3., but agai~ is only to be entered at the
entity to which tbe cross-reference in 3 refers
Alternatives
Not used. (Thi& zone may even be omitted entirely.)
Relat,i.onship descriptor
This zone is used t6 describe the relationship constituted by the link betwe~n this entity and that cross~
referenced in 3. Two· basic types of relationship
descriptors· may be distinguished.
Relationship descriptor A
This.is used to give an indication of the relative
. levels of. the tU<o en ti ties rel a te·d (e.g •. ciass and
~). directions of flow (e.g. f.rom or to), etc.
These are used, for example, to indicate any hier~
archical relationships •. These codes and the crossreference in 3 ar~ all that: is required. for a graphtheoretical anal ys.is of the network of. concepts.
It is here that any "see ot.her•i ·code would be inserted.
It is ~lso important to indicate the tvpe of relationship between two entities, for example:
logical (i.e., B includes A, etc.)
consistency (contradic.ion/support) (see
Appendix 01)
·
time (precedes/follows)
cybernetic (information exchange}
responsibility (fl ow of decisions)
etc; ·(see Appendix A5)
This is an indication of wha·t is flowing or the nature
of the relationship. It does not s.eem feasible to
predetermine the possible types of relationship which
might be required (see Appendix A5), The technique
which can be adopted is theTefore to use a simple
numeric code -- the next available in a sequential
list -- for each new type of relationship with which
a modelling group\;ishes to work.
1!1.!!...EL'!D.9~~.il~-o_t_t_h_~-E~_'Lu_ld

be ..Mf.L_up_J:_g the
~l.!.ruL9-~C!.Y.I?.·
It is desirable that standard
codes should be developed to facilitate grnph-theoretical analyses and that a standard code system
should be used_ to denote types of relationships (e.g.
"321" where the numbers have no special significance).

Relationship descriptor 8

Again, the 5!,.r_.F_E!.fi.9..e_(ll_e_rl_!: of' this_3on.£.:_~ld_Jl!L..!2!!
.YJ>...!.9.._t_!1_e__mp_d_e_lJ_in_g_ 9!?!"P.· It is however desirable that a standarq form should be developed
even if' exce~tions to it are frequent.

7. Date codes
7.1. .!2£!.te f .irst used

7.2,

This may be used to indicate the dat.e each relationship l:ietuiee.n entities Ul"3S first noted, or al te,rnatively the computer can automatically insert the date
on which the relationship was first .filed.
Date last used

Tbis date may be used ~h~n the relationship ~s Finally
.rej .acted as. invalid br unacceptable.
7~3.
Retention period
This zone may be used by members .of a modelling group
to communicate with one another. A ~ember may submit
"trial balloon" relationships, with a very short (onecy~le) retention period so that othe£s can "see how
it looks". Once agreed, the retention period can be
set so that relationships P.eriodically come up For
review.
B. Stat.us code.
For modelling group administration purposes, it is
convenient to have a zone which may be used to indicate
that the relationsl:lip is "i,mder conf!ideration", "a
tentative proposal", "a firm propoi;al", "agreed by the
group", "required pr'iori ty attention", etc,
9,

Text.
Normally a relationship record should require no text.
There is hoU1ever no reason why thi.s zone should not
be us~d· .for. any text c.omments on a rela.tionship u1hich
may seem significant .to the modelling group.

10
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c.

\

Term Allocation Phase
1, Entity seguence number
Required as!befor•

2.

Model descriptor A
Model number
Required as before. A term can only be authoritatively al1ocated within the modelling group. It is
utopian to expect that c:onsensus can be consistently
achieved b~tween modelling groups on a unique author~
itative term for the ent.ity to which they all refer
in their different ways.
· · 2.2.. Sub-model .number
This should n.ormally be zero, since it will probably
be easier to achieve.consensus on a term between model
and sub-madel than between model and model.
·2.3." Language
Required as bef·ore for each language version of the
2.1.

~uthoritative t~l'm.
2.4~

Alternatives
This mus.t be "1" or greater to distinguish the
term· records from the relationship re.cords. If
alternative authoritative terms al'e required in
a given language the zcine would be used to.distinguish between them.
·

3.· Cross-l'efetence.
Normally this would be "0". It may however be ncc1:1ssary
to indicate other entities using the~ term (but
obviously with a different meaning).
4.

Source cod~.
There may be some cases where it is fmportant to indicate the document in which the justification for the
uniq.ue autho·ritative ·term i.s urged,

5.

Model desct'iptor B.
May be required ii' the cross-refer1;1nce to a use of the
same term in a different,model is needed.

6.

Relationship descriptor.
Not.required.

Date codes.
7.1. Date first used
This may be used to indicate the ·date the term was
first used, or alternativ.ely the computer can automatically insert the date on which the term was
first ·filed.
7.

7.2.

Date los~ used
Terms fall from favour. The last date of use can be
.indicated here.
7. 3, Retention por iod
May be used as in B.7.3.

8.

Status code.•
May be us.ed as in 6.B.

9.

12.h
The words used in· the authoritative term are injorted
into this zcme. Alternatively the equivail.ent de.cimal
coding could be inserted, if desired. ·
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Limitation of Scope
The design of the system is surfidiently gener<il that i t
could be.used to order theoretical formulations ln any area
of knowledge, Such broad coverage u1ould. cle.arly be imprac- ·
ti(iable, and probabl)' even undesir'able; in the Foreseeable
future, .In considering tho problem of scope·, i t is. useful
to take into account what the UNISIST pr'oject intend• ta
t:ovor, bearing in· mind th"at it· is designed to orde.r a vas~
number of do:cuments ai:id not the more. fimited numbei; of original' the.or·etical formulations which they may c1mtain. Originally (1967-6'8), it iuas intended that UNISIST should cover.
·the l;>Qsic natural .sciences but arguments wer·e put foru1ard
for the·inclusion of technology ~or at least ~ome of its
branches,. especially medicine, agricultu.re, building and construc;l:ion ." Ultimate! y, "the posi Hon· of .the ICSU/Unesco
Central Committee was that UNISIST should devote its primary.
effo:rt to the basic sciences",,,and at.the same.time b!il sympath13tic to a progress:i,ve 'inclusion of the applie1:J and engineering scie.nces -- and eventu·ally ·the .social sciences -- on
an equal footing with thlil former" (UN!SIST Report, P•. 135-6)
No time scale u1as given, however, (In s.ome ,respe1ct.s the priorities see~ strange, in that· it i~ not scientific·knowladga
uihiCh ts. lacking but rather the social s.ciemce krio1irledge on
how best Lo use and co~t~in it.)

~~ime

But the.
interes.t ·at tha. l.lNISis'r s.ystem, science and
technology, suggests a cunvenie-nt dividing line. Basically
the'·uNISISf ·system is ·concerned with qocument's about materiai
objects, at·tributt?'s of objects, theoretical formulations
about. objects, and processes involving the manipulatibri of
obJf/cts. .».. term-oriented documentation information system
wHl undoubtedly: be satisfactory for this. domain, since any
ter-m. ,is probabfy discreet ·as far as· its meaning to this do·· main' is concerned.
The. domain which could be better handled by the project pril'."
posed here covers the non-material psycho-,•ocial entities,
. theoretical formulations about p.sycho-social s.ysti;Jms, with
the possible inclu•icn of relationships between objects in
environniental eco-systems which interact ·with social environment systems (*), Clearly even this is 11ast and ambitious; and
the scope can be narrowed ·even further.
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.
Even in the case tif the proposed "global environmental
monitoring'' information system, which w~ll be integrated into UNISIST, there is. n6 concern for interaction
betwee·n ·different pollutants an.d other env'i.ronmental
factors or with the impact on ~ systems. The
latter is cons.idered "important" but· "subje,ctive" and
nQt "included as an operative pat"t of the system"
(Global Envirqnmental Monitoring; a report s.ubmitted
to the UN ConFerence on the Human Environment, Stockholm,
1'972, by .the Commission. on~ Manito.ring of the Scientific
Committee on Problems of the E:nvironment (SCOPE) of the
International Council of Sci.entific Unions (ICSU), Rome,
!CSU, H171.
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It is useful to re-emphasize that the pioposal is not concerned with the areas covered by social st~ionce do-;;;m.,nt<:iti.on
as there are many such documentation projects. Tho UNISIST
report mentions the parallel programs proposed by such bodies
as the International Council of Social Sciences and tho International Committee fo~ Social Sciences Documentation. Thero
are numerous equivalent projects at the natibrial level. The
object is to concentrate on theoretical formulations which
· ma·y or may not be mentioned in a given collection of documents.

It is possible to allocate a tentative order of priority for
tha formulations which should be included,. Needless to say
this order is governed primarily by the interests of those
prepared to allocate res·ources. Any group tuith its own funding could modify the priorities and ensure the early incorpotation of those formulations which it considered significant,
The priorities proposed would be based on three

dimensioo~:

;

i)
ii)

iii)

commencing with the more abstract formulations and
€hen moving to the more specific or.concret~
commencing with formulations of interest to several
social science disciplines and then moving to those
common to s.everal schools of thought, and finally
to those curr~nt within one school of thought only.
(The suggestion is that a~ effort should be made to
elaborate the significance of "inter-", "multi-" or
"trans-disciplinary" concepts as a priority area of
studf with respect to knowledge analogous to the
focus on international reiations as opposed to
nationai level activities. Clearly"intor-discipli·nary" can be defined to in~lude "regional" groupings
of disciplines down to a "bilateral" interdisciplinary focus. The d0gree of interdisciplinarity of
a concept .is a valuable means of determining prior,ities.)
commencing with theoretical formulations bofore going
on eventually' to methods and sup~orting data

This proposal does not of course preclude any modelling group
from concentrating solely on the formulations of its own school
of thought. However, since tho object ii; to improve communications between schools of thought using the same terms differently, it does seem that the suggested priorities shou'.d focus
on the more difficult. areas first and establish L:Jhatever common
ground there is. Clearly once disagreement arises between disciplines or schools of thought over a formulation, more specialized models are required to reflect the subtleties defended
by each side.
The main ~oncern should bn to ensure that the system reflects
the general framework of theoretical formulations. Highly
specialized formulations should not clutter up the modelling
activity. Little effort should be made to include minutiae

about particular social ~ntities which have not been reflocted
in moire g~neral formulations -- unless such minutiae represent
unique evidence of the need for~ formulations. The system
should be compact and .easy to use rather than large and unwieldy as are most documentation systems.

Appendix AB

Concept notation in documents

\

It has been stressed th~t this project does not require a complox
notation system since each concept is represented by a single
sequence number, plus an indication of the model number in question, if required. Nevertheloss, since one object of this approach
is to permit scholars to refer, with precision to a particular
concept in their papers, a standard method of indicat.ing such a
concept in print is required.
A similar problem arises in the natural sciences in distinguishing between different isotopes of the same atom (i.e., cases wher~
slightly different versions of the same atom exist due to differences in atomic weight), where the same symbol does not distinguish
between isotopes. The solution adapted is to indicate the atomic
weight as a superscript to the standard symbol.
In the case of concepts, represented in print by the same word,
one solution would be to use the sequence number of the concept
as superscript to the word:
*942
democracy
e.g.
democracy * 251
To avoid confusion with bibliographical references, the number
could perhaps be preceded by an asterisk.

AppEtndix 81
Computer Record Handling Software
In order to carry out thf3 initial stages 1 very simple1 computer programs are quite sufficient. These may be used ta accept records of
new entities, produce entity lists, accept mad.el coding, produce
model lists of concept inter-relationships, .accept authoritative
terms and produce term thesauri.
At a later stago, which should however be kept in view in the design
of the first stage program, it is possible to switch from sequentially
ordered processing to processing networks of concepts. Sequential
processing is highly convenient in computer terms in order to
m3ximize the efficiency of the administrative aspects of record
handling, sorting and list production. It does not however give
direct access to netcuorks of concepts (and other entities) radiating
out from the central entity in which the user happens to be interested,
nor does it allow him to switch rapidly from model ta model for
comparisons. In other words, for day to day operations resulting in
the production of standard check lists and thesaurus updating,
sequential processing is probably essential, whereas when the information stored is to be used via a direct access terminal or on a
query by query basis, then some form of network processing is
essential. It is a relatively simple matter to convert from one to
the othor provided this is planned for. The record handling could
in fact be done (centrally) on a sequentially ordered file and
institutions wanting copies could convert the file into a network
order for direct access work· within their institute.
Software already exists to handle "networks". A frequent applitation
is the computer processing of Critic al Path and PERT netuiorks. These
are networks over time and are less applicable then programs developod
ta handle parts listing and assembly and stock problems in manufacturing companies, One of these programs PLUTO (Parts listing/
Used-on Technique) developed by International Computers (UK) will
be described as an illustration, (N.8. UNESCO (Paris) has installed
an ICL computer which could use this software.)
PLUTO disc files record structures. That is, data about the entities
that form ~>tructures and the r<Jlationships between thE1m. Entities
can be a person, an organization, a concept, a problem or any
namooblo thing. Many types of entity and relationship may be handled
simultaneously. Information is held in the form of multiple interlinked hierarchies of entities which greatly simplifies retrieval
and presentation.
A distinction is made between master files (denoted by rectangles
in figure 1 ) which carry data about the entities within a structure
and structure files (denoted by diamonds) which carry data about the
relationship between entities. The files are linked together by croas,references to form a total information system or data base which can
comprise a number of master and structure Files. Information
is retrieved undei program control by following links from record to
record and from file ta file.
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Each master file contains the entity records and each structure file
contains the cross-references either between the entities in the same
m<lster file or to these ih a second master fi'le. The network of
files may be added td or. modified as new applications are envisaged.

\

In the management situations (for which the program was originally
conceived) structure information is complex and affects many parts of
an organization (•ee figure 1 ). The same is even mor~ true of
structure information. in relation to concepts, theories, assumptions,
methods, etc •. The special diagrammatic notation (shown in figure
1 ) has been developed to facilitate thinking about the sort of
interlinked system of files which i~ necessary in a given case.
This notation is used in figure 2 to illustrate the power of 'this
approach as a means of handling the different conceptu:::il en ti ties
of interest to social science. Cledrly this can only be an illustration for much thought is required to obtain the correct file design.
Special. ~omputer programs are used to explore at ~ser tequoat the
~tructures created by complex file interlinkage of this kind.
Searches down a hierarchy are termed explosions and searches up a
hierarchy are termed implosions. These may be requested from any
starting entity or file and can he governed by examination of
qualifiers in link or entity records at each level encountered.
It is this sort of feature which crould be vital to obtaining full
benefit from the graphics display (see A.ppendix 03). ·
It should be apparent that this, if not the software itself, is a
very useful method of' handling and exploring data on the. relationship between concepts and. other entities. In fDct, :the full power
of the PLUiO software would not be :required (although it has the
advantage of being available) and i t is possible to envisage a
very much abridged version o.f it which would perform all the structural
inter-linking requirad and be more easily :related to the saquentially
ordered file,
·
·
Ct;lmputer p:ro-gra-ms relevant to this er:oject have been produced for
work on sociometric data. Programs are also mentioned in connection
with citation indexing (Appendix 03 ), analysis of belief structures
(Appendix C'2 ),; and personal construct theory (Appendix C3 ) •

Tho AOMINS Computer System (*}
W.o.rk has been in progress for some years at the M.I.T. Center fpr
International Studies on the development of very general systoms
for time sharod computer data m~nageme~t. The key to £hu AOMINS
data nianagcmcn.t concept is the main~en.ance of data content directories
at the systems programming level normally reserved for computer
operating systems and disk access cor1trol codes. The programming
language ~llows the specification of relationships between named
characteristics of .entities and all oms these relationships to be
manipulated in several useful ways.· Great strl!SS .is placed on ·
using the compu-ter to function as "officer manager" in handling and
checking incoming information· to be ins•rted 1nto the syste~. An item tif data is. perceived to be ~ sequente of categories of
information· in n-adic relations applied to a specific entity.
Relations may be:
a) monadic concerning one category (e.g. something exists);
b} fil'..adic co~cerning ha .. cat~.gories (e,g. an entity has an attribute,
an entity precedes another entity in time; an entity includes
another e.ntity, ·an entity receives information from another entity,
etc.);
·
.

-

I

.

'

.c) triadic concerning three categories {e.g. ~h en~ity sends a
certain type of information t.o some other entity, an entity
includes one anti ty which' is :relatec! to a third entity, etc.)
d) etc~ For four or more categories (**)
N-adic. data descriptions fq.r social· science propc:ts.itional inventories.
are noted as being quite complicated e.g. '~itilen~e' is 'pomer'
·
over 1 powe:r 1 pver·'well-being•.
Tho Al)flllt<S,.system makes. use of a i;c~lculus or relations" For stntihg
the deriv"ation of a new relation that drams on those already existin9.•
and which yields .a ·new relational reco.rd bet.we.en partfcular entit.ies,
It is in the structuring of the prograrnming language around the
relat:ton:.'11 record and in achieving intimate interaction l!lith many
s.torage levels. that this system differs from mosl; procedure languages.

(*)

This Appendi1x is basetl upon the. following material:
. Stuart D. Mcint"osh ·and D.M. GriffGl. The requirements for a
computer-based information system~ (111.I.T., Center for International Studies, 1958 1 (c/68-l4c), 8.2 p,
. The current ADMINS System for non-texl:~al. data. M.I.T.,
.Center for International Studies, 1967 (Rev. Oct 1961;1;
c/61-26), 39 p.
·
Computers and categorization (Paper presented to the Classif.ication Research Conference, Bangalore, 1969). M~I.T., Center
for International Studies, 1969 (C/M-28), 41 p.
ADMINS Implementation. (M,I.T., Center for International
st.udies), 1971.
Large disparate data ba~is. In~ E.L. J~cks (Ed.).
Associative Informal ion Techniques. Ill .• V., American Elsevier,
1971, p. 71-113.

(**) In tl\e Mark III version of the. system only dyadic relations .were
p,ossible. The Mark V version will' pc;:rmit four or more ca.tagory
rel et ions.
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OnEI of thEI forms of analysis pos·sible, which is relevant to this
project·, is that of cross-reference analysis. The sys tern is des ignod
to handlq sociometric data, citation relationshipo, thesaurus structures,
and ''maps". The two mai.n features are measurement of flows and logical:
operations on the cross-referenc~ relations.
In responding to p·rablems, including t.he non-hierarchic' tt6ssification
schemes noted with respect to this project; a simple matrix structure
is ruled out (e.g. categories are columns, rows are items, cells hold' •
entries) • . An ·"extended" type of complex matrix is used as tha basis
for·the data struqture .which has "both vertical and horizontal pointers
scaffolding small arrays."

'.

The system is design~d to facilitate ttm9del building", particularly
· wit,h the use of social statistics. It would also appear that the
multiple model technique suggested for this project could be easily
. handled together :riith some of the problems of conversion between
-odels. The system is of course specially designed to permit many
researchers, each at different computer terminals, to experiment
simultana.ously with a.nd redefine their own sets of ·categories from
a com~on dat~ baee. Such "experimental models" can either be
del~ted when completed or stored for further uae.
The aim is to
provide an environment where the researcher is really lnteracting
with his data, so that he can make effective intellectual decisions in
response to substantive results from the terminal at the pace at which
he ·is able intellectually to deal with his problem..
·
The ADM INS s.ystem is a very ambitious one. It is designed ·at a high
level of generality ·to handle many applications which are of little
·interest to this ~roject. But it is quite evident that this project
could be run at quite a high level of sophistication. arr the AOMINS
system -- even, possibly, to the point of permitting a modelling
.group (with each member at a terminal) to interact with one another,
and .the model on which they are working, as a "computerized committee",
,lt: is ·also obvious that the "large scale ADMINS" approach i.s too
sophisticated and too dependent on access to large 'third generation
installations. A "limited ADMINS installation" is possible however,
The e.i:irly success of this project, however, depends more on tho
ability to use much simpler installations for the filing and listing
operations, whilst always permitting a switch to a more c.omplex
mode, possibly a. subset of ADMINS, for netwotk analysis, graphics
·display, etc.,for specific: research projects on the data base for
which resources can be obtained. Much interesting research can
however be undertaken using low cost programs, many of which already
exist.

Appendix BJ

~J.P.i!..!w..

Tho suggestion has been made (se~ Appendix Cr) that struc-·
turing the relationship between theore.tical entities (concepts,
propositions, problems, etc) could bes't. be acC:ompli.shed using
graph t.tieary methods. Thero are three disadvantages to this
approach:
graphic relationships are tiresome and time-consuming
to draw (and are costly if budgeted a~ "art work").
once drawn, there is a strong .res:istance to updating
them(becausa bf bhe previous point) and therefore
they quickly become useless.
·
when the graph is complex,' mui ti dimensional, and
carries much inform<ition, it is difficult to draw
.satisfactori1 y in two dimensions. The mass of information canno't be filtered to highlight particular
features -- unless yet another diagram.is prepared,
These three difficulties can be overcome by making use -of what
is known as "interactive graphics" (*). This is basically a
TV screen a·ttached to a computer. The' user sits at a keyboard
in front of tho screen and has at his disposal what is known
as
light-pen (or some equivalent device) which allows him --· to point to elements of the network of concepts dis~layed on
the sore.en and instruct the computer to manipulate them in
useful ways. In other words the user Cari ihteract with the
represehtation of the conceptual network usfn·g· ih-e full power
of the co~ptiter to take care of the drudgery of

a

drawing in neat lines
making amendments
. ,
.
,
displaying only part of the network so that the uuet is
not overloaded with "relevant" information

In effect the graphics device provides the user with a window
or viewport onto the network of concepts. Ha cari. instruct tho
_____,. ____ -------4-.-.. ~~------------· -·---~..-------·------·-

T*fl11is term 1s used widely to cover both the. more common "alphascopes", whith can ~isplay letters·and numbers on predeter~
mined lines, and the "vector displays" with light-~en facility,
which can also generate lines and curves •. It is the latter
device .which is discussed here. See, for. example:
See: Ivan Sutherland. Computer displays. Scieht.ific American, 222,
June 1970, p~ 56-8.
lnteractive graphics in data processing.
IBM Systems Journal,
"7 1 3 and 4, 1968, whole double issue.
Computer Graphics 197Q; and international sy.mposium.
Brunel University, 1970, 3 vols.
Mich<1el s. Wolfberg. An interactive graph thi.eory system.
Hoare School of Electrical Engineering Report 69-25 1
Univ.ersity of Pennsylvania, 1969.
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computer, via the keyboard, to:
1. move the window to give hime, effectively, a view onto a

\

different port of the network -- another conceptual domain
2, introdu~e a maonification so that he can examine (or "zoom
in" on) some detailed sections of the network
3. introduce diminution so that he can gain an overall view
of the ~tructure of lhe conceptual domain in which he is
interested
4, introduce filters so that only certain types of relationshi~s
and entitieB-a-;::e-displayed --either he can .switch betu1een
•ociels or he can imposb restrictions on the relationships
displayed within a model, i.e. he has a hierarchy of Filters
at his disposal
5. modify parts of the network displayed to him by inoorting
or deleting entities and relationships. Security codes can
be arranged so that (a) he can modify th~ display for his
own immediate use ~ithout permanently affecting the basic
store .of data, (b) he can permanently modify features of
the model for which he is a member of the responsible body,
(c} and so on.
6. supply text labels to features of the network which are unfamiliar to him, If necessary he can split his viewport
int·o two(or more)parts and have the parts of the network
displayed in one (or more) paI't(s). He cun then use the
light pen to point to each entity or relationship on which
he wants. a longer text discription (e.g. the justifying
argument for an entity or the mathematical function, if
applicable, governing a relationship, and have it displayed
in an adjoining viewport.)
7. track along the relationships betu;een one entity and the
ii9x'tby moving the. viewport to focus on each new entity, In
.this way the user moves through a representation of "semantic space" with each move, changing the constellation of
entities displayed and bringing new entities and relationships .into view.
8. move up or down levels or rlladders of abstraction". The
user can domand that the computer track-fr1_c.c!fs-play (ooe
po.int 7) between levels of abstraction, moving from subsystem to system,at each move bringing into view the semantic context 6F the system displayed,
9. distinguish between entities and relationships on the basis
of user-selected characteristics. The user can have the
"relevant" (to him) entities displayed with mere prominent
symbols,and the relevant relationships with heavier lines,
2.£.E'Sent~. Some users may
prefer block diagram flow charts, others may prefer a matrix
display, others may prefer Venn diagrams (or "Venn spheres"
in 3 dimensions) to iilustrate the relationship between
entities. These are all interconvertible (e,g. the Venn
circles are computed taking each network node as a centre

1Q, select an alternative form of

and giving a radi.us to i.n'clude all the sub-branches of the
network from that node.)
11. copy a particular display currently on the screen, A user
may want to kBep a personal record of parts of the network
which are of interest to him, (He can either arrange for a
dump onto a tape which can drive a graph plotter, a micro~
film plotter, or copy onto a videocassette, or, in the
future, obtain a direct photocopy.)
·
12. arrange For a simultaneous search through a coded micro-·

film to provide appropriate slide images or lengthy text
(which can in its turn be photocopied) .•
13. simulate a

_t_h_r_e.e.-.d.i_m.ep.s_i_o_n.a_l_.Pr_e.s_e_n_t_i3_t_i~on.

of the network

by introducing an extra coordinate axis.
14. rotate a ihrec-d{mensional structure (about the X or Y a~is)

in order to heighten the 3-D effect and obtain a better
overall view "around" the structure.

·

15. simulate a f.9.u£:.c!.Lm..e_n_s.i£.f'JE_l_2._r_~.§entat_i.£!1. of the network by
using various techniques for distinguishing entities and
relationships (e.g. "flashing" relationships at frequencies
corresponding to their importance in terms of the fourth
dimension,)
·
wh~ch the magnification from the viewport
is modified as a particular structure is rotated,

16. change the speed et

17. simulate the consequonces of various changes introduced by

Bi0--u5er

in terms of his conditions, . This is particularly
useful for cybernetic displays,

_t_c!Ji!_o_l_t:!_g_iR_~l_:_.a_n_a,l_y_s_~ on particular parts of
the network and display the results in a secondary viewport (e.g. the user might point a light-pen at an entity
and request its centrality or request an indication of the
interconnectedness of a particular domain delimited with
the light pen.)

18. perform ,various

In order to understand the value of interactive computer
graphics, a few basic principles of commu:-iication should be
cons.idared. Languages are used to convey thoughts. Languages
may be. gestural, ver!:>al, written, notational, or qraphic. The
effectiveness of a language depends upon its ability to retain
and transfer meaning and this in tur~ depends upon the complexity of the language. One can conceive of a spectrum of
"language and medium" from primi~ive gestures through to sophisticafod computer environments. At each point in the spectrum
there are disadvantages and advantagos roi communication. An
attempt has been mode to list these out in Figures 1 and 2.
These should be consinered as very tentative schemas only, (•)

(*) Figure 1 was inspired by a similar tentative effort by Colin
Chex·ry to relate communication equipment (radio,, TV, press, etc.)
to psycho-social qualities. See: World Communication, threat or
promise? New York, Wiley, 1971, p. 5J.
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These Figures suggest that most of the advantages of the
early portions of the spectrum are combined together in the
later protions where interactive graphics is used in various
ways. The qu.estion in why do graphics help to convey more
information than words. One reason is that as concepts become
more complex they do not lend themselves to easy encapsulotion
in words and ph.rases. Many objects, processes, o·r abstrac. tions can be portrayed for discussioFl using a few simple
graphical symbols much more easily than they can be described
v~rbally (cf. the classic example of the spiral staircase}.
The other pressure is of course that many subtle invariants and
relationships currently displayed in statistical tables,
are ignored unless they. can be represented in meuhingful
. graphical form (*).

we can seek the terrae incoghitae, Plateaus, imclave.s of
knowledge, cusps. peaks-,· and saddles .by a tonceptual
'photogrommetry. Exploring tho face _of a now concept
·would be comparable to exploring the topography of the
b.ack of the moon. Commonly heard remarks such as
"Now I'm beg.inning to get the pictu.re" are perhaps an
indication that these processes already play an unsuspected role in conceptualization.
·
Topology is thus a generalization of th~ idea of diagram~
Traditional in teaching (grammatical diagrams of sentences,
geneologios of kings, whirling modeHr of .solar systems),
it extends easily to the machine. By sketching tentative
three-dimensional perspectives on the screen and "rotating
thlm on the tips of his fingers", oMe iMternalizes ideas
nonverbally and acquires a sensation of sailing through
st:~ucturos of concopts much as a co_smonaut sailing through
_constell.ati.ons o.f s_tar.:5.
Such now ways of creati~g representations break i~gioinod
·thought patte.rns. and force re-examination of preconceived
notiom;. A mapping is a corr.espondence is an analogy.
Teaching by analogy, always a fertile device, can be
carried out beautifully by topological means~ ••• Topolagi1~al techniques are useful at even the most advanced
levels of scientific conceptualiration ••••
Most traditionally educated humans ar_e brought ·up with
the belief that ·thinking is synonymous with vnrbal think·1ng. The time seams ripe to make a break with this limiti.ng concept. Psychologists and educators a.re coming to
the realization that man often has ta get awa)• from spr.iec:h
to· think clearly" Scientists and creative artists havo
testified that to create they had to regress at times from
the. word to the picture, from verbal ~ymbolism to visual
symbolism ••••
Whether the concept seems spontaneous. or belabored, thnre
comes a p6inf: in its evolution when the mind transconds
itn·.accounting for the elements of information.one by one,
and begins to form an integrated impression. The whale
is quantitatively differentia~ed from the sum of its parts
to become conceptually quite differ~nt."

Some current interactive graphics uses include, for example,
calculation and analysis of electronic circuits, design of
aer~dynamic
shapes and other mechanical pieces, design of
optical systems and plasma chamf:)ers • simulation of piotot ype
aircraft <ind rocket flight, visualization of complex molecules .in 3 dimensions, air traffic control, cheniicul plant
control, factory design and space allocation, ptojoct c.ontrol,
primary, secondary and uhiversity education and educational
simulations.
In every case above tliere is some notion. of geometry and
space, but the geometry is always the three-dimensional conventional space. There is no reason iuhy "non-physical spaces"
should not be displayed instead -- and this is the domaih of
topology. The argument has been developed by D<3an Oro.wn and
Joan lewis (**).
"Bath geometry and topology deal with the notion of space,
tut geometry's preotcupation with shapes and measure is
replaced in topology by more abstract, less restrictive
ideas of the qualities o.f things, •• Being more abstract and
less insistent on fine points such a.s size, topology ·gives
a richer formalism to adapt as a tool for the contemplation of ideas,...
·
Concepts can be viewed as manifolds
sional variate space sp.anned by the
the situation. If a correspondance
represents our incomplete ·knowledge

in the multidimenparameters describing
is extablished that
by altitude functions,

( *)

See, for example :..-R.•_.-8ach. Graphi_c:_~i:iE..tio11aJ:...Jl.<J_t.~~r_I}_~;
a new ?y?proach to gr<!P.hical presentation af statistic~. London,
Humphrey, 1968.

('·)

Brawn, Dean and Lewis, Joan. The process of conceptualization; some fundamental principles of learning useful in
teaching with or without the participation 6f computers.
Educational Policy Research Center, Stanford Research Institute,
Menlo, Park, California. p. 16-18,

It i.s usef.ul to introduce C,S. Pe.irce.•s te·rm "iconic",· namely
"a diagram ought to be as iconit as possible~that is, it should
represent {logical) relations by visible 'relations analogous
to them."(*) !conics is th.erefore connected with the degree to
which features o'f the graphics display contrib.ute towards (or
(*)

c.s.

-··

... --.---··-·"'" ... -·-:-·

Peirce. Collected Papers; edited_ by c. Hartshorne and
P. Weiss. Harvard Univ., 1933, vol •. iv. cited by:A,Battersby.
"The Application OF iconic principl"8s, to the design of a problem solving system for psychological research and of valuo
for management training•" In: Computer Graphlcs 1 70. Brunel
University, 1970.
·
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There is, however, a quistion of "iconicity for whom". Philip
Hendren (•) cites a well-known survey by Anna Rowe (Ths Making
of the Scientist) in which a ~igh correltaion was found between
{1) visual imagery and experimental inclination, (2) non-visual
imagery and preference far theoretical science. Many theoretical scientists prefer not to use visual imagery -- which -may
explain their difficulty in communicating with other sectors
·of society. Don fabun (**) points ·out in
the following
that non.,.Americans may not fi.nd the di.splay of concopts and
their relations by newtork structures very meaningful (***).
"Americans tend to sea the edges of. things and tho
.intersection points of crossing lines, and to attach
importance to them. Thus our st::-eets arq normally
laid out in a grid pattern and we idontif.y placos by
their proximity to intersections. "Europeons and
~rientals, however, ara .inclined to attach importance
ta an area; thus a French street Gr avenue may change
its name ever:y few bl.eeks; and houses in Japan may
not have street numbers but be identified by name and
area or the time at which they were built."

.7
But when the pioc:es o~ the syr;tem have been assembled, the
mind is nearly useless for •nticipating the dynamic be- .
•hav!or that the system implies. Her~ tho computer is . :
ideal. It will troco the interactions of any cpocifiod
- set of relationships without doubt or error •. .The manta~
!.!l'?J.l.ej___i.§_J~-~.J..}".• It is incomplete. I t ~s ~rni:irecisely . .
stated. Furthermore, even within one 1nd1v1dual, the
montal modol changos .with time and wit~ thie f!ow of convernation
The human mind assembles a few relationships
to fit th; context of a discussion. As the subject
·
shifts, so do$::i the model. Evon as a single topic is
being discuzsod, each participant. in a conversation is : •
using a diffE)rent mental ·model through wh,ich to interpret
tho oubjoct. And it is not surprising. tha't consensus
loads.to actions which produca unintended results.
f'undnmentul assumptions differ but are never brought
out into the open."
Those structured models have to be applied to .any S!'!rial.ly al ..
dared data in card files, computer printout or reference booka.
to make sense of that. dtita. Is th ore any I'.eas.oh why those
iflvisible structural models shoul1'.l not be made visible t.o ·
c:lurify diffarencas and build a more comprehens:ive vinible
mbdol? 1'.he greater the comple~ity , howeve.r, .the more diffi•
cul. t it .i.s to use mental models~ For example, in discussf.ng
hls -0xaminntion of an electronic circuit diagram, Ivan
. Sutherland writes:(*)
"Unfortunatol y, my abstract model tends to fade out when ·
I' get a circuit that is· a little bit too complex. I
cantt remumbor what is happening in one place long enough
io sea what is going to happen somewhere else. My
·
model avaporates. If I could somehow rapres~nt that
abstract model in the c.omputer to see a_ circuit ill animation, my abstraction wouldn't evaporatp. I could tuk•
the vague notion that "fades out at the edges~ and.solid•
ify it. I could analyze biggtlr circuits. In all fialdn ·
there oro r::uch F.lbstractions. !!:~... _l}.f!.V.O.n.~L.Y.fl.t_m_a_d_o,._.'-l_fl..Y..
.u.s_o..o.f. _t}~e. _c_p_rnp_u:t,e.r_' .s. _c_a.P._a_b_i_l_~_t.Y~.•to.....''.L.~r:..fll _l!J'.:''.:...~-~r;_e__a_~ striicUons.
The scientist of today iii limited by his
pencil and paper and mind. Ha can dra!fl abstractions,·
or he can think about them. If he draws them, they will
be stat.i.c, and if he Just v.isualizes them: they won't
ha1:1e very good mathem:ltical properties· and -will fade
out. With a computer, we could give him a great deal
.more. We could gi11a him drawings that moire, drawings
in three or fou~ dimensions Ulhich he can rotat•, and
drawings with great mathematical accura6y. We could.let
him work with the.m in a way that he has ll'f!Ver been able
to do before. l_thip_l<__tl'J.aJ:..y_~allLJ2.f!L.9.<!.~.n.ll__i_rL~.h.~.AU.q_
~t!!.n.t.i.V.Ls.c.j,,e.n:tJ.f_i_L!!.t~1!.~2!.t.e going. to·. come --~G!lll .l!.9:1!!.~~$
invent~!Lr:tY.~ ...?.b.S..tt.a_sJi_o;n_~_wJ:!!_~ti.£.~l'J.-C?.!l!.Y.. ..bJl__t.~.P.;'.~~-E!.l'J.!:.~L;.a · ·,
.E.Q_mputer 9raph.t,i:J3l form."
·
0

·.

The fundamental.importance of interactive graphics,in whatever
form, is its ability to facilitate· understanding. Progress in
understanding is made through the development of mental models
or symbolic"notaticns that permit a simple representation of a
mass of complexities not pt,;eviously unde.rstood. There is nothing new in the use of models to represent psycho-social ab•tractions. Jay forreater (••••}, making this soma point with
respect to social systems, states
"Every person in his private life and in his community
life uses models for decision making. The mental image
of the ~orld around one, carried in each individual's
head, is a model, One does not have a family, a business~ a city, a government, or a country in his head.
He has only seleeted _cp_r~C!Jfl.t.L"1LiEL.r!J.l.~J:j9D._s_Q~JJ!!..."!.~ich
he usas· to represent the real. system. The humon mind
selects a few perceptions, which may be right ·Or wrong,
and uses.them as a description nf the world around us.
On the basis of these assumptions a person estimates the
system behaviour that he believes is implied •••• The human
mind is excell'ent in its ability to observe the elementary forces and actions of which a system is composed.
The hur.ian mind .i.s erfective in identifyil.ng the structure
into \Uhicb saparate scraps of information can be fitted.
( •) Phil i_p -HeTiCi'r'Bri. Computer .graptiics and colo1• for design and
communications in architecture and urban design. In: Com~
puter Graphics 70. Brunel University, 1970.
(**) Don Fabun. Communicationsf the transfer of meaning. Glencoe·
P.ress, 1968, p. 25.
(***) Although, in the case of France, there has been a marked increase in attention to "communication networks" and "or9ani2ation~l networks"
·
·
(****)·Jay Forrester. World Dynamic$. Cambridge, Mass. Wright-Allen,
1971, p.14-15.
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· soma new activity to achieve such a measure of aall::isfaotion.
·ay exploring the network ~he student is, in a sense, engaging
in a 'parallel exploration of "semantic space". This is of some
value according to some per•pectives.

and education;··
A visual disp'lay unit linked to a computer h.as comd.derable
advantages as a ~echnique for the communication of new concept• (•)~
As the multiplicity of conceptual frameworks increase in complexity,
new techniques must be sought to simplify education coricezning
thlim. The problems posed by the time currently required to com~
· municate even a superficial knowledge ot' the ex.is ting frameworks , and the r!Hficl.Jlty of building. up an integrated picture
of their complexity, s1,Jggest that a visual display unit with
computer mass memory support may have many possibilities.

Just as world unity is a long way "off in organizaUonal terms,
and yet ·a multidimensional network of organizations can be
"hold" in compl!ltor· mcimory for exploration, so unification of
knowledge can be simulated by holdi.ng ar:id linking concepts
in dlrFeront frameworks between which links have been sugg<istecl
during the. course of research. In both cases. the dynamic
.
collection of data stands as a symbol of the goal. Built up ·.
empirically, the systemB must be· explored· by' research workers
and ctudunts alike in order to im~roue their concepts of the
more general systems• The details of interactions ca·n be
provided in considerable amounts, but the problem for both is
to build up more integrative concepts.

An important reason for u~ing this approach is tho tendency to
consider the recognized complbxity of the sy1tom of dimciplinos
to be too great to lend itself to any form of unified treatment.
Nol'mal instruction methods, in the case of such complexity,
would have to cross so many discipline boundaries that they
necessitate concentration cm one particular feature of the system at the ex~ense of the others, and any integrated picture
of the whole.

·

The process of interaction between display and person is really
one in which the display is used as a crutch until the mind
can hold a more int.egrative concept. The mind is the most
potent d;i.splay device. The problem is how to. 'pump' i t (in
laser torms) to a·n optimum operating frequency w,i.th the aid
of inte1ractive displays. It may be possible to ·use the graphics
display unit as a focusing device when "hunting" intuitively
For a creative ·solution, ·At a certain ·paint the user•~ mental
display abilitiel cah be "launched" from the sophisticated
bacl<-Llp or d:eadying platform providad by the display unit.
If necessary ths display can be improved prior to a "relaunch''•
It is with this sort of approach that the speed of convergonce
. on unifying concepts can be increased.

~n important possibility in building understanding is the.9bil~
'ity to manipulate part of a multidimensional network, via t~e
visual display unit, so us to. portray the system of conceptual
networks from an origin chosen ·anywhere within the network •.
Thus a concept(or even organization, known and understood by
a particular user, may bo used as visual origih and all other
concepts (or organizations) displayed in terms of their rdation•
ships to it -- according to a variety of models helpful to
~iffering personality types.
Entities distant in communication
term• can be.reduced in visual importance, whereas "nearby"
concepts of relatively little "absolute" importance· can be
made of greater significance (approximating the recognition
. norm<:1ll y accorded them by the u.ser).

'In order to improve the rate of generation of more integrative
concepts, it may be valuable to examine the validity of som~
.of the following assumptions:
1. "Highly general and integrative concepts can be adequately
communicated through symbols on paper." It ~ay be that
the more abst~a~t concepts required riannot be adequately
grounded in symhol~ on paper (that :is without merely using
,the symbol as an aideLmemoire). It i~ possible to conceive.
of an .e'Clulibrium diagram which woul.d indicate in what communication media, or combination of mE1dia, a given co.ncept could be "held", and in uihj.ch it was metastable or
·unstable.
a. "Once a concept is "discovered",·~ ourselves can rema~~·
ber i t and hold it effectively in our ouin minds." To
hold a concept however, requires a constant stream of
appropriate environmo~tal stimuli to reinforce it. This
is particularly the case if the con~ept is highly sophisticated and "delicate" (even if, anci perhaps particularly
if, very simple). · Conventional media may be associated.
with a characteristic reinforcement rate UJhich may be
too low to permit certain concepts to be held fo~ long.

.The newcomer to a concqptual framework has a known system base
from which to start his exploration of the neighbouring. sy-stems.
Which interact with it. In a programmed learning mode, he is
able to understand how his known systems are "nested" within
: any larger system, . ·'He can work From his base system by re.-.
·.questing a restructuring of the display in teims of other
system viewpoints as he builds up knowledge of, and a "feel"
for, those ori.ginally conceptually distant from his starting
point. Text can be displayed concerning the new system, interaction or perspective, before any new "jump" is made. In thi$
way, he can progress toward the nio'l.'e fundamental levels of'
. any c.onceptual framework or into other areas of detail.

! .

A valuable feature of an interactive system is the possibility
given to a student of simulating the result on the system of
~wiping out" a single sub-sy.tem or class of systems which he·
believes to be·of little· value,· Of greatest importance, the
•student can work out and locate which conceptual Frameworks
(ol' organizations) offer the. best !>Venue o·f fulfillment for
hi~, or, alternatively, preci•ely in ~hat way he must initiate
.P )See, fox: example, Douglas Engelbert. Augmenting Human Intellect;
a conceptual framework. Stanford Research Institute, 1962.

'.;'

·,

.·
-·

..11

..
a student could locate the unifying concepts most in
sympathy with his current understanding of his environment. Related techniques could then be. used .to expose .
him as rapidly as po3sible to the evidence which outdates
llis .view, The system framework could .then sp,eed him
tonceptually. th~ough the succession cf' sys·tems perspectives
~p to the present,
Should he »stick" at any point, then
it would be in o contoxt which fat' him possessed.lower
entropy than tha.t uihich he perceives in l~ter points.
He thus sticks at the point which most reinforces his
~oncept of himself as a whole person in a unified con¢eptual environment.

It may be that sufficiently rapid reinforcement can only
be provided with interactive graphics devices, One author
emphasizes their importance for mainta.ining "thinking mo"'
menfum". We may have to keep using such devices to aid
us in focusing our thinking to recover the concept "which
we have already discovered", until we have built up an
attitude which permits us to pick out sufficient reinforcing evidence from the environment unaided.
3.
"Highly integrative concepts can be developed by interaction between specialists using conventional communica~
tion and storage media and traditional academic interaction procedures." It may be that for pur.el y tochnicol
reasons (despil;e the possible wis.hes of the people concerned) interaction may not pet-mit the generation of unifying
concepts of great genel'ality.
Interactive devices create a man-machin• environment with
properties \J.'hich diff£Jr from those of the traditional
concept gcinerating environments. Skillfully used ·it may
··be possible to ensure the interaction of specialists, man.;
ipulating related concepts through interactive devices,
in such a way that progressive convergence towards increasingly more general concepts is b~ilt into the interactio~ ·
proce·ss.
·
·
4.

s.

....

'

"The discovery of general integrative concepts crossing
discipline boundaries would of il;:.self lead to solutions
to the problems of modern society," It may be that the
place i::tllocated to such concepts in modern society.is
such that their value is effectively negated. They may
be "contained" in a position in culture space in such
a way that they are prevented from having any marked effect
en society ·- even those which have not yet been ~eveloped.
This is a reason for studying the system in which such
concepts are developed,
It may be a question of the speed with which the concept
can be got over (and "anchored") relative to that of the
reaction of compensating social mechanisms coming into
play ta counteract any implied changes,
"Old er primitive unifying concepts are irrelevant in the
20th century." Jt may be the case that for some groups
of personality types certain 'outmodad' integrative concepts are the most useful in ter:ms cf ths problems to which
they are exposed in the light of their conceptual apparatus.
Similat'ly, i t may not necessar1ly be t"rue that the learning
path for some students and schoolchildren ~s optimized
if the latest theories are •tressed at the expense cf
the it' historical predecessors.
A major function of systems thinking could be to determine
the inter-relationship between historical viewpoints -particularly since many cf thell! are still held in some
parts of the world system •. Wit'h appropriate techniques

furthh graphi.cs _possibUitio.s
1.

It is technically feasible to ~opy a displaye~ conceptual
aetwork onto a videocassette, These can be r•copied for
•istribution and aie played back over normal television
sets, This gives a non-i1Jteracti11e, low-cost access to
't1he same information. This technique has considerable
~otential for education, briefings, and research.

2~

l'ilict'ofilm plotters are currently used to copy the contents
Gf a display directly onto microfilm. The·y have the advantage cf being extremely fast, In addition, unlike currant
di1play screens, they can handle vety compli~~ted diagrams
with·severol thousands or lines and symbols. The micro•
Hilm can then be processed automatically and mounted an
apnrture cards at enlarged to hard copy.

-

•..

•

l'hh gives an fixcellent method or building up low cost
~mnpa" of the conceptual domains in which one is i~ter
ested, Altern<itively, the. film itself can be used for
dropprihg demonstr<ition movies. It would als9 b~ technically feasible to a~range for the microfilm frame~ to
t:lo coded under compute!' control so that the fil.m a.an be
optically scanned to permit later display of a user-.
apecifiad Frame (as on the Kodak Miracode system).
I'.

3.

Qolour graphics units are in ~se (some up to 150 x tso c~
jJn size). These perm.it entities and t'elationships to b•s ·
c;oded so that even more information can be held in one
i!mage. Tha use of colour is however more applicable to
~isplays of areas, such es might.be used with a Venn
d!iogram, ratr.er than a network, presentation.: ( *)

4.

Lt is possiblo to plot any diagram using drum (simple
g:raphs) or flatbed (complex diagrams) plotter$. The
liatter occur in sizes tJp to 150 x 1000 cm.

~.

fitted with display screens For. each eye have
dovelopdti {to train pilots in landing expensive
Fighters on aircraft catriers). The wear•r is provld~d
wii.th a persi:;ective on displayed structu.res which changes

H~lmets

b~on

{ ~) (Phi.lip Hendren) An ordering princ.ti:;le fer per.spact..i:ve draw.j.ngs
en[ a color display. Unpublished Technical Repc~t, Rice University,
S¢hcol of Architact~re.
-1..:
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dynamic interactive ideograph (•),
as he moves his head(*). It could be used to fill a
s~m~ntic space with structures throug~ c·hich the individual could move i.e. he is completely surrounded by
computer generated struct~res (with which he could
interact).
6.

.7 •·

a.

Perhaps it will only bEJ such devices which will ensure
the adequate utilization of theoretical knowledge. As.
Harold Lasswell points out:

A number (up to hundreds) of display terminals may use
a common data ba~e. This permits users to interact with,
and explore, each other's "semantic space" in a very
intimate manner (*•). A team cJn work together on the
additions to some complex structure - users from different
disciplines each contributing elements and linkagos. This
technique is currently used in the allocation of structures
in three-dimensional space in the design of complex factories, where ventilation, electrical, piping, chemical, and
many oth~r engineers have to interlink the structures with
w~ich they are concerned (•••).
Very suggestive of new approaches to experimenting with
concept, problem or organizational structures is.the work
underway using graphics to detect all the different possible
ways of constructing a specified chemical structure, given
a set of specified possible su~-units and ~estrictions on
the ways they can be combined (••~•). One possible application in this cohtext, is the charting of possible
sequehces of concepts leading to the understanding of
some more general concepts. This would be of interest in
programmed learning work.
There is much parallel interest in interactive graphics
for art. A definite convergence of interest in the handling of structures and relations is now evident (*****).
Hopefully this will lead to the development of even more
sensitive interactive devices which could be used to
contain and reflect even subtler concepts - a sort of

(*).Some interesting theoretical ·and technical suggestions towards
such a device have been made by Gordon Hude (8 device for
generating a universal binary metalanguage for computer
oporation, London, Prov.Oat.Spec. 69.212;also othar unpublished documents from Gordon Hude, 11 The Close, Ounmo~,
Essex CM6 1EW, England.)
(••) Harold D. Lass~ell. The transition tocard more sophisticated
procedures. In: Davis 8. Bobro~ and J.L. Schwartz (Ed.)
Computers and tho Policy-making Community; applications to
international relations. N.Y., Prentice-Hall, 1968, p.309.
(***)For suggustive'uses of computers to construct potential fields
around interacting entities (in this case atoms), sea:
Arnold C. Wahl. Chemistry by computer. Scientific American,
.April 1970, p. 54-70.
.
Arnold C. Wahl, et.al. BISON; a new instrument For the exper-

i~ent~list. International Journal of Quantum Chemistry, Sympo-

sium 3, Part 2, p. 499-512, 1970.

A.C. Wahl. Chemistry from computers. Argonne National Laborato·ry
Reviews, 5,1, April 1969, p. 43-69.

(•)

Ivan Sutherland. Computer displays.
222, June 1970 1 p. 56-81

(**)

Nila Lundgren, Toward the decentralized intellectual
workshop, Innovation, Technology Communication, 1971 1 · ·
24, p. 50-60 (r6porting en D. 'Engelbert's work at Stanford).

Scientific American,

(***) H.J. Genthner. Interactive computer graphics.
Automation. November 1968, p. 14-17.

"Why do we put so much emphasis on audio-visual
means of portraying goal, trend, condition, projection, and alternative? Partly because so
many valuable participants in decision-m<:1king
have. dramatizing imaginations •••• They are not
enamoured of numbers or of analytic abstractions.
They are at their best in deliberations that
encourage contextuality by a varied repertory of
·means, and where an immediate sense of time,
space, and figure is retained." (••)

Computer and

(***~)E.J, Corey and W, Todd Wipke. Computer-ass£sted design of
complex.organic syntheses, Science, 166, 10 October 1969 1
p, 178-192 (see also the third footnote on next page)
(~****)See: Papers on computer graphic art (In: Computer Graphics 70.
Brunel University, 1970, 3 vols.); papers on art and decisionmaking information ~In: H.S. Brinkers (Cd,). Decisionmaking - creativity, judgement and systems in press),
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figure l

Comparison of different methods of communicnting concept1

Intcrnctivo precise mBBscgds; respon- no structurcd ovurview;
sivc; contents can be
bounded by languogc mode
(alphascopc) oriented to $Uit user
of program; pror.c::;ses conveyed as a sequ~nce of
isolalad mcnc~gvs (or ~s
a game experience)

grnphics

Adv:int DOC' s
Gesture

direct and to the point; no abetrnctjon poasible
dramatic imp;wt

Speech

personnlizcd, subtle,
poetic, im3gcful,
analogy-full, adjusted
to audience

no permanent record, meanings
and models shift from phrosc
to phr•ise

Writing

permanent record; words
weighed ond compnrod in
context; document formos
an intelligible whole

meaning of worda undefined
betu;ccn dor.u~1Bn7.~;
definitiona become concretize=
<ind lnnguagc dorcndcn~; co-;iplexity of abRtr~clions
limited oy syntax of lang~~go;
problem of jargon

Image

Maths

provides context in
superficial ond unstructured
physicnl terms; involving, highly complcx, high
informetion coGt~nt,
high inturrcl:itionship
h~ndles

very

coripl~x

abotractions and re~

lotions ond a multipli
city of di~ensions

Dfogrom

structurcd Lo mnku a

(t1X!Jibit

$pacific point

chnds)

l\rtii.:tic
mobiles

complex, new nnd unpr~dictablc

rDlotion-

ships
Dir,~.P·nrn

(flow
charts/
grr.phs)

or di.frer

portray nll deLoctablc
int c<r-rol i, ti or1s hip o
in p1·ncise monnox;
panoramic view of
syz tum

lose of intt1itivo apprA~i:i~
tion or ttw cor-.c"pls .ir.•;cl·h.:l;
ir~flt!n~tt8blu without lancth;
initinlion; system of noLhtion becu1.1c:i n:CJ1'c: r:ompi::-:x
th~n th~ concepts duscri~~UJ
impetson:1l
ov c r- ~:~ :i. rlp 1 if i c ;: L .i u n; e ": :.) q ·:.: ration of ~;ur.1e fn;1t.urr::> Z.t
expe11~c of otti1n::;; proi.uc:;,cs
only di$ploy~d slu~icHlly

expcricncu prim~rily incumr::unicablo
vicually co~pl0x Lo lhc pci~t
of imperi~trubiliLy; procEs1~1
otill convcyud stnticilll~;
difficult to modiry

Psychoclnlic very subtle and complex
unvironimogrry and relationmcnt
shipn; proccs~ oriented;
inlegrotion of visual
anrJ uudio; psyctiologicolly involving

no scientific content;
no significant invoriantG;
expcriencc primarily incommunicable

gr~aLcr

user solectivity
and control on content
(stn1cl.urcd und form of prcsontation;
imagr;!)
complox obstroctions h~ld
on displ;1y; proc~sncs
displuyod as flouR;
dyn~mic; enhanced craativi t.y; 2-11 dimons ion'}.

highly structured without
tho $UbLle relaLionuhipa
characteristic of arts;
user ntill centred "outsic~"
the structure "looking in"

CunipLitor

91,rwr <1tion of rlf:w and un-

urupllics
art

predictable dynamic
im;1'1t:ry

no scientific or "rtnl
world" predictivn valu&

lntcnictivu

~ropl:ics

Int i:irnctivc le rims

l'-'O!'k

5.n9 sirnu} la;; ..

gr::1phics

i!H.J:i:ly on t..1Hnn idt:;jz:

(multiturm1nal)

<JC!.~HSG

to each othc.:ru

uBPrrJ;Jnt:i.c r>rr1c:n°; inter-_

active Lhinking

·

!nlo1rnctiv1< hi~itie1· information congr<>ph.ics·
tnnl; vi,;ually moi·c
(culourc'd
intrj gu.ing; cl 0~01· to
lt. im;!9c)

nri..i ~;tic mf•di

c;

i ti<ore

pourn·ft.Jl prt'r;ont;iLicm
of procossus

funtle;mantal di::tir1r:t,ion
rumc.:i n~ Lt.·t•.i·~ '.:n urtisl ic:
UHU of lhc displr:;1 or
nurfncc volumn End

scientific interest in
atruct.urP. end <l<1la !;;:i;,11;
still only r&flucLs o
portion of the s~Ltlutic~
of all invuriw1t:; anc
pro,:es£os kno~n to pty~h~·
logiSt$, diplomuto, ~t~.

Int.c:r:1r:tivu u:.;01· pc.ycholoaio1lly
gr~"pliic!l

(~ll hul r.ir:t)

cenl.rFJd ui\;h.i11 the
struLtl1rc

inloi·nr:L i vc cont inu::-.11.1s ~~ r r1Ur1 lion <;nd
icJr:U\)t :!ph
intr.r:,ction Lr:L1:1r_•0ri
(hypolhu-

tit:al)

sr:lcntifir:ally r:tructurnd.
end ~otlholi~~lly r:lructurc,d dic"pl;,y; cnhd1c(;cJ
creativity; raflccls
cubtloLiGc cf psyc~olo~)i sL~,

cJipln•:i~t~,

Dtp~

ublc to convarL to hnd
ftom ~ "fiold thuur~"
pro~0ntr1liun uf ntr1JCtL1r~s

still only a scaffofriing
for disciplined thought
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f'igure ,2:. Cross"'.'comparison of dil'ferent methods

of

co~municating con.cepts
cicntd. FiqureJ

(H=high; M=rned fom; L=lo\ll)
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Outline Specification of Possible Graphics Demonstrntion Programs.

A computer

progra~ is required, for use at an interactive grn~hics
display console, which would all.ow an uninitiat.ed person to s1~
down at the console and "associate into" the screen on the basis.

(i)

firstly of~ field oi knowl~dge (organizationsr problems,.
etc.) well knowh to tiim (i.e. of which he has a "model" in
his head)

(ii)

and, later, of the structures ~lready built up by him
on the screen which can be amended or completed.

from computer data processing point of view, it is obviously immnteriol
what meaning the user attaches to the entities and the relationships
which he inserts -- in each cas.e, the meaning is r.epresonted. by a . .
user selected label. There is therefqre a clear advantage! in des~gn
ing the demonstration program, to make it of use for entitJ.es as
diverse as
concepts and .theoretical formulations. It can the~ be used with
(i)
groups interested in relationships between concepts
in know•
ledge structure.
·
(ii)

rirganizations.

It can then be used with graups interested in
systems and in soeial systems in guner:il •

~nter-o.rganhational

{iii) problems. It can then be used with groups interested in
relationships batmeen problems e.g. in environmental systems,
(iv) personal beliefs. Though less relevant to the immeciiata
concerns of this report,· the program could also be of great.
use to psychologists tuorking on the visualization of an
individual's belief aystem i.e. a medium into mhich the subject
can subjectively associate.
For example, in the organization case, the programs are to be used
to illustr·ate "the importance of visual display units os a me:ins of
clarifying the relationships between complex groups of organizations.
Examples of such. groups are {a) nettoiorks of intetnational agencies,
such as the United Nations, which has an unknown number of commissions
and .sub-commissio:ns whose interconnection it is currently impossible
to handle on conventional .media; (b) networks of governmental agencies
within any given country, where the same situation applies, p<n-t icularl y with regard to the d~fficulty .of making evident cases of dupli- .
cati6n and overlap between lower levels of different ministeries;
.
(c) ~etworks of business corporations and holding companies which take
much study to unravel but which .even then are difficult to make comprehensible.
:i,'··

The programs mill therefore draw the attention to a new management
tocil for examining data bank held information to determine activities
of dist.ant def.iartment.s of an org,rnizational network and the extent of
their interconnection. Specified in this way such networks can be
"explored 0 from the known to thi> unknown. Where conven.tional retrieval systems require a key to be specific
the proposed system ,would.
draw onto the screen the required item .~ any other organizational
units which .had been directly or indirectly related to. it, thus

drawing management's attentfo~ to unsuspecteo links. This facility
becomes increasingly important a~ organization groups become more
complex.
Exactly. the same technique can be used in library systems to explore
the manner in which coniepts are linked in indexing aystems and thus
dett1ct now key.,ords unde.r ,.. hich relevant material may be held. . To .
date, no soluqon has been found to the problem of showing the
interrelationship of organizatic;inal, activity, geo.graphical or
conceptual entities. The visual display unit could prove ta be the
significant breakthrough in this area. ·
Domonstration program .A
Specific features required are·:
(i)

insert entity by pointing to a position on ~he screen
Wileroit is to be placed.

(ii)

~ entity with mnemonic code whic.h can be called onto thet"

screen against the node. Insert explanatory pa:~agraph or
phrase of text ::'hiCh can bs called onto a windo•;t on th11. scrael'l
by pointing at th~ node in questi~n.
(Hi) moami of coding entity type so that entities of a given typo
can be called onto the screen or erased.
It should tie possible to type code entities• at ttl/9 levels.. Firstly;
•a "major" range of types should be selectab+e (e.g. A, e. C. etc.
mhen each rel'ers to a different cod:ing dimension, such that A mighf;
bo "orguni2:ation category" and B "organization budget"}. . Within ..
1rnch major rnnge, it should be possible to p.rov ida de1;ailed · coaino

.. e.g.

Rongo A.= "organization categon:"
A1
A2

A3

= governmen.ta1
= enterprise
= academic

A4 "

etc.

Range B

= "$

budget"

81 = "10,000,0DO"
82 • ""1,000,0DO"
83
"100,000"
84 = etc.
Diachronic change can be shown by arrang~ng that ·ans
z·anges .is a time period
i.e.

' ".

ci1f

the type

C1 = "1900 - 1910"
C2
"1910
1920"
C3 = "1920 - 1930"
Cti
etc.

Thus tty simply pushing the "type" button, the ~snt advahces a
:and has the new entities and new links added.
{·iv)

inser.t link (as per {i))

(v)

insert link label (as per (ii))

(vi)

insert link·type code (ae per (iii))

;,. 4
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fv.i.i) some means of building 'up the structure in a simulated
3-dimensicinal c~ordinata system
either by rotating the structure and addin~ elements to
the .2-dimensional plane so exposed
,;
.
or PY usin9 a ·program routine to· "rearran-ge" the network
'of entities periodically so that they are clustered such
<:·.
that certain parts of .the display ara'not unduly croiuded.
•. :(v1£i)c~nverti~g to ~he ~istance mat~ix of which the network is o
·
· repras•ntati6n •. (It ma~ be possibl~ to avoid.computing this
by simply editing the data structure h~ld in memory,)
(h) "redefine" the display so that .sub-network making up any node
in the main network may also be insertt!d.
, (x)
"integrntion qilculation" t:Jy computing the intor-connoctedness
of the partial network. ~onatituted by entities specified wit~
the light~pen.
·
·
·. 01nnonstration program B
ti..,ta input could be from tap'e' onto disc. or perhaps directly into
memory. Format ls: · ·

'

'.

l'eference
. numbel'

(entity 1) · · .54361

."
fl

•

"
"
"
".

{ant.it)' 2)

31094

etc.
(entity 3)

record

cross~

.1xE.!L

~

·header.
0
. title
0
addl."ess
0
. conta.c't p 3219
" ~ ~ ..... , etc. 4 219
contact Q 1298
etc.
contact R 4990
etc,
head el'
0

geographic
co do

france

numeric value
dHscrietors
Aa c D E f G
Commission on.
2 Broad Stroot.
s T U V Wx y
s T u \! w x y

India

s

T

u v w x·.v

Algeria

s

T

u \! w x y

U.S.A.

A B C D E f' G

U.K.

u.s.A,

52001'

etc.
To be erfective the numbe~ Of entitie~ displayable and the. number of
their inter-connections (i.e. the P, ti, R type records) should be large
enough to· show the value. of the visual display unit as a means of
ardering a complex situation for convenient examination. Clearly they
should not all be on the screen at· the same time, but it should be
possible to'draw them onto the screen from memory.
Program B requirements
1..

Show menu of desqrip'tors A to G on screen. User picks three to be
used as the three coo.rdinate dimensions and spocifi.es the range
of values to be cover;ed, Program then displays all entities on
the screen according to these coordinates, giving reference
numbers as identificat.ion. (This bears some rasemb1ance to the
lDIIOM molecular rot~tion display.)

Descript~rs A to G may ~e'verbaily described (i.e. in pres~nting
the program) as representing such means of describing an organization as:. size aT budget, size or personnel, assets, type
. (govornmental, business, academic, etb,) · . ·
·
2. Show menu of link types ?, Q and R of which one may be chosen by
user. Program now draws. il'I links bet\lleen entities ·displayed ft>r
the type chosen. (i.e. from raference l;o cross-reference in each
case for oll P typos, for exawple). {Again this· bears lame
resemblance to the molecular rotation. program) •
User nom ·is able to manipulate the structure sho>.m to clarify
"hidden features". Program must permit rotation of the structure;
increase in size and roduction in siz~. Parts going outside the
scruan must be chopped off, (Again this bears resemblance to the ·
molecular rotation program.)
~
This procedure allow& the user to see hot!l diffarent organizational
units are linked in terms of, fol' example': P, cih'ere. P is interprutod as meaning a flow of fu'nds; Q, 1uhere Q is interpreted as ·
·meaning a flo1u of decisio('ls; or R, where H is inte.rpret..ed ns
meaning a fl om of ·.information. Other. such fl oms could be envisoged,
difft~rent flo~'S being more significant· for. the four types or
body likely to be interested in this application, "Thus commercial
organizations are likely to be more interested in share allocatien,
voting po$er, and the manner in which funds are allocated. Others
illill .be intex-ested in the flow of information, memberships links,
etc.
·
.·. 4. This link display can now be. refined by displaying a menu or·
num1:n:ic value descriptors S to Y. Users may select one of these •
This causes the links to be re-displayed in t.erms of their signiFiconce o~ given by the numeric values •. Tllio techniQues .may b~
envisaged. The links may be increased ~n 'brightnes• according
to the values given in each record in each case. Or the links'
may be blinked .according to a frequen1=Y governed by. the value,
A thj.rd possibility elds.ts that the links might be ·made dotted._
This approach enables the user to detarmin~ m~ich ·•r~ the active
or important links according to
particular criteria which he
defines. Clearly it would.be of benefit to him to alternate fail'ly
rapidly between different descriptors S to Y, and even betwaan
different link types P tb R. This might show. ham the funds flow
·was related to the decision o~ inform~tion flow pattern, for
example.

.s.

6.

As a refinement on point 1 1 the entities could be displayed such
thit the values oT one of the descriptors A to G governed the
number of rings {concentric) around the point, thus givin~~ size
indication of importance.
Ona ar~ument. against this typ~ of display for management purposes ••
iq that it lacks descriptive detai.l.. There is ho1;1ever no reaso:n
why the light-pen cannot be used to indicate nodes or links on
which textual comment is requiretl. This can be retrieved and
displayed on the whole screen or in an appropriate windo~.
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The user should be able to work with the display to explore
parts of the network not held on the screen:
·
{a) point to given node, program re-displays with. thnt node at
centre/origin, drawing in and pushing out parts .of tho
network·,
This ·is used to focus on an organization previously on the
piiriphery of the display and to detii.rmine its contacts.
{b) Nodes as concepts or or~anization~, ~ay be envisaged as
having other nodes (i.e. sub-concepts or subsidiary organiz;:itions) n!ilsted within them. Such nesting could be made
evident by instructin.g the program to "explore" a given node
identified by ~he light-pen. This new information fills the
whole screen.
(c) The converse of (b) ~ay al~o be·~nvisaged, The whole of a
display may be considered as an organizational or concupt
system ilihich can be considered as a nodii. The"display may
theriifore be "imploded"(using a key or part of the menu) to
re-display the network in terms of th.at node taken at thq
origin.
Techniques (b) and (c) can be u~ed as means of exploring orgnni-·
zational hierarchies in a "vertical" direction, whilst permitting
the program to removii all .information from a higher or lournr level.
of the hierarchy. Technique {a) permits ~orizontal exploration
of hierarchies and organizational networks.
Visual examination of a network is not sufficient. The eye
cannot always foe.us on or detect significant features of the net-·.
work. Programs could be envisaged to perform the follotuing;
(a} Examine a displayed network and then display a.list of nodes,
ranked in orde·r of the number of links to them (i.e. most
.
'linke'd to organization first). This is a means of focussing
on key organizations in a network. A very practical Follow
up is to then select those titles for which name and address
li$t outs are. required on the teI"minal. This pe1·mits rnpid
transfer from declding that a giviin organization is in a key
position and making arrangemente. to write or send something
to it.
·
·
·
(b) Similarly, a list out could be envisaged of organizations in
terms of the extent to which they function as "bottle-neck"
for flows throuljh the in..
·
(c} If some o.f the de.scriptor·s are considered to cover information transfer and processing rates at and between nodiis, then
node pairs can be ranked in terms of. the time taken for in"
formation to travel along the most direct route between them.
~hese

techniques are extremely ~seful for tho analysis or organizational networks •e information transfer systems, prior to
recommending the creation of a new organizational unit to improve
the performa~ce of the system, Much time and money is currently
spent on .this in a very ad .hii·c manner. A future development
might for example permit t'he user to add in an organizational
unit at a particular point. in the net1uork, defining its characteristics, and then recomp,uta the characterietics of. the sys tam.
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Additional possibilities in summary are
(a) listing of "opposite numbers" in organizational hierarchies
i.e. who is conciirned with a given subject in another
of the nutuJOrk.
·
(b) listing of p~ojects undertaken by an organization (held.·
as text), or products sold by an organization
(c) development. of techniques to compute. cases of OVE1rl;;ip and
duplication
(d) use. of' such displays in educational iinvironment t,o. p'ermi.t
oxplorution of national or international organizationa.l
structures in conjunction with a progr,ammed learning typ,e
environment where a particular step in the exploz·ation waa .
~.--not,. 1.11Jderstood,
(e) linking use of the system to E\/R for educaHonal purposes~' ·

Appendix C1
Representation of Concept

~tworks

using Graph Theory

· This project is concern-ed with the _collection of _entiti.es and the
indication of relationships, if any, between _those nntities.
Expressed in these genetal terms, the technique~ of graph theory
may be used in this project. Graph theory is concerned with the
·"arcs" (links or relationships) between "nodes" (entitiea) and
the vadous· structural properties. of the nettuork so constituted.
I~can b~ of great assistance in dealing with a broad range of
combinatorial problems which occur in various economic, sociolo~
-gical or technolo9ical tields. It is, perh<ips, thot aspect of th!l
theory of sets which can· produce the most fruitful results. not
only for the pure mathematician, the angin~er, and the organizer,
but also for the biologist, the psychologist, the sociologist
and many others. Graphscan bo used to ropros·ent structures such
as1 a neturorl< of roads, an elect:i:ica.l circuit, .communication in a
group, a complex chemical molecule, circulation of' documents
in an organization, kinship structures, etc. (•)

Its use in ~onnection with relations between more abstract social
entities· such as organizations and nations is much less frequent (•*).

(*}

A. Kaufman. Griiphs' dynamic programming and f :inite games •.
N.Y., Academic, 1967.
Claude Ber9e. Theorie des graphes et ses applications .•
Paris, Dunod, 1958, 2?7 p.

. {**) Claude r1ament.

Theorie des 9raphes et structu1'es sociales.
Paris, Mouton, 1965,. (Engiish edition, Prentice-Hall)
J. Clyde Mitchell (Ed,). Social Networks in Urban Sit~otions~
Mancheste.r U,P., 1969

Norman Schofield. A topological model of international
relations. {Papter preisented to Piece Research International
meet.i.ng, London, 1971).
George M. Seal et d. System linkages among women 1 s organizations. Departmen~ .of Sociology and Anthropology, Io:ua
State Univerlity, 1967.
Robert O. Anderson. A so_ciometric approach to- the analysis
of ·inter-organizational relationships. Institute for Community
Development and Services, Michigan State University, 1969
O. Car.twright. The potential contributions of graph theory to
organizatio.n theory. In: M. Haire (Ed.) Modern Organiz<Jtion
Theory, Wiley, 1959.

:. ;2.:.

Itscuse for handling
~van rarer

psycho-~ocial ibstraction~

appears.to

b~

(*).

The image of a 1 network or meb of. ideas, to represent a complex
sat of i~te~-relationships in a sphere of knowledge, and particularly C~tlture, i_s a fairly familiar one (H•). This use of 'network',
howovar, ·1s purely metaphorical and is very diffe~ent from the
notion of a network of c·oncepts as a specific set of linkages among
a defined set of concepts, with the additional property that the
characteristics of these linkages eis a whole may be used to interpret
the semantic significance of the ~oncepts involved.
Somo features of concept networks
Point$ 1 to 3 belou1 are concerned w_i;th the' shape of the net.work,
4 to 8 with interactions within the network.
1. Centrality. A measurr= {ir1 topological .!!£1Ji. quantitative terms).
. .
Gf the extant to which a given thetiretibal entity (e.g. a concept}
is directly or indirectly "related" via links to other entities ·
i.e. the extent to which it -is "distent~ fro~ anothe~ entity.
One can speak of a "key" concept or of ~ concept being "central"
to the concerns of a particular discipline. It may also be
considi:!rod a measure of the degree of "isolation" of the entity.
.- A systemo.tic am1ly$is of' the centrality of theoretica1 entities
c_ould indicate u1here new concepts are necessar'y to bridge conceptual gaps and link isolated domains.

'"!-------

(*)Oelililf systems (see Appendix C2 ), Social science dnta management (see Appendix 82 ) • In the field pf documentation a
-~--thesaurus- may be represented "graphically" but. more for tho
·
visual presentation facility (see Appendix D3 ) than for any .
graph theoretic filoSsibilities. ror example; the "g!!netic maps"
of· thei u.s, Armeid Services Technical Information ~gency (ASTIA),·
the concentric cirde diagram of the Technische D1Jkumentatiei en Informotie Centrum voo.r de Krijgemacht (TOCK,, The 1ia91Je}, the
arrow dingrams used by EURATOM and the Bureau d'etudos· vnn Dijk in
Brussels (see f'igu.re 1). See also the computer established
"association maps" of Lauren B. Doyle, (Indexing and abstratting
by association. American Documentationi Defaber, 1962).
·
Sae alao: Kurt Lewin. The Principles of Topdipgicul Poychology.
N. Y., McGraw~Hill 1 ·1936;
£. Zierer,· The theory of graphs in
linguistics, The Hague, Mouton, 1970 1 62 p •. ; R. Quillan.
Seman Uc memo-ry. In: M. Minsky (Ed.). Semantii: I formation
Processing. Cambridge, M.I.T., 1968, p. 225-270; R.8. BanarJi.·
A language for the description of concepts. Unpublished pc.per,
System Research _Center, Case Institute of Technolc1gy, 1964.
~~For exa~plo,

Ruth N; Anshen. "What World Perspectivei meani" •.
Epilogue to Lewie Mumford. The Transfor-mations of' Man.. N. ':'.
Collies. 1962.
"Man's sit.uation is new. and his response must be' new. For
the nature of man is knowable in .many ,different ways and. all of
these paths of knowledge are interconnectable and some are
interconnect_ed, like a great .network, a great nettuork ·of peioplo,
betwee~ ideas, between systems of knowl•dge, a rationalized
kind of structure w-hich is human culture and huma_n· society."

,_
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2. Cqh~. A measure of the degree of "interconnectedne:ss" ·
or "density" of o group of concepts. This may be considered as
tho degreo to which a system of concepts is "complete". Differ
ences in density would reflect the tendency for more highly
coherent concept systems to appear more self-reinforcing in
comparison to less organized parts of the network. In soma
respects this is an indication of the degree of "development"
of a group cf concepts.
3. ~J.£· Some concepts are directly related to many other co~cepts,
oth Grs to very few. The range of a concept is a measure of the
nu.mber of other entities to which it is directly related~

k·g•,11111'; 2
¥.1u1p•••·nt 2
MttUlU' I

J.oo~•~••
AlhU"·•
AM"'.t1o..t<J-•\\
AniAl1••
.... 1 ..... tloct
!l!H.-nt

lrwt•

cr.. ..... rr.~

c:iu-"'....,''r•il'WI

C!'t<>t.dl\1~-t

c-tr4l•

c..,.1_"'4r

&01,1,.,.c-.
J:ao.t.t-...tf•n

L-.....,..,.....,.

1'1111titSt!~pltf·
,.,,..,.~

L1i41•-1io
k•.e>vtent10i!$
N.k!11otnq
... , •"7111C'9

'Gii!I.•

l)b••l"""r'•l.
· 1 - t ·... ntaAH•

Rarige could be considered an indication of the "vulnerabil~ty" of
a concept, to the extent that a high range concept would be less
vulnerable to attack than a low range concept, since it has
mo£e bonds anchoring it. to its semantic environment. High range
points are therefore either key points in resistance to conceptual
change or else key points in terms bf which orderly chang~ c~n be
introduced.•
4. Cont::£.!]i. The "content" of a relationship be.hrnen entitins is the .
nature or reason for existence of that relationship. Jhe differint
typos of relationship are covered in Appendix A5 • In ge,neral;
different relationship contents are required for each model (sea
. Appendix A3 ) ,

p1..,.. ... ,,., ..

P~••·i•r•
PTM•i•rwh~4
1'"r'l)ooj.aolt~

P'ro<:&>iOtlYlt'
Q\Mll.li1'
"'-A.:1-...At

•••u.r' ''

G•11••ri•l
1tJ.1111pUth•U-.

Orp.au.-u ..

Tnva£1
.1

X-C\.loe l'i• :C

Figure

1,

Arrow diagram wsed in special indexes

Simple graphs have onfy one link between any two entities;
multigraphs have two or more links, each of.differerit content.
5. Directedness. A relationship between two entities may have
some. "direction" i.e. A to B, or B to A. The different types
of directedness for dil'ferent models is described in Appendix A3.
Tha most important for this prbject is probably: A 0 is a subset
of" B, i.e. directedness points to the more fundamental concept
of a pair. In a multigraph, one li~k may point from A to B
and the other From 8 to A -- where each is moie significant in
terms of different content.
6. Durability. A measure of the period over which a certain relaship between entities is activated and used, In fact, any entity
may be considered, by someone, to be linked to any other, At
one extreme, there are the links activated only on a "one-shot"
basis (e.g. a "trial balloon" idea), at the other there are
links, end sets of links, which are considered stabLe over
centuries (e.g. the concepts associated with "~roperty").
Links may be considered stable and durable, unstable and
short-lived, and metastable. Metastable links are tho.se lUhlch
would disappear if the approp~iate arguments were brought to
b~ar -- but otherwise persist as a localized ~bnormality.
burability is clearly important for historical moae1s (see
Append ix A3 ) •

.d.'1

A

~
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. .•.. · ..
A •· ... ·.·.··B
. .

B ".

7 •. Intensitx• ·A measure of the •trength of the link or bbnd between
two entities • . Two concepts may be said to be "strongly bbund
together": In some modals1 the intensity is a measure of the
amount of the ·~flow" or "transaction" betwden the entities
(see Appendix A3 ).
·

E

D 1.1

'The link from A to 8 may be strong, and that from 8 to A, weak.

a.

frequencx. A link bet~een two entities may only be established
intermittently. This •easuro is less significant to this project ·
{except ,perhaps in cyclic approaches to tho history of ideas or
to the activation of concepts over a 24 hour period.)

9. Rearranqeabilitx and blocking. A connecting netmork is en
arrangement of entities and relationships allowing a certain
set of entities to be connected together ih various possible
combinations. Two suggestive properties of such networks,
which are extensive! y analyzed in telephone communications ( *),
are:

c

'

01
~

2 .1

~··

.

.

3.3

J.1

~,'·
···.· ......
..

~eriphetal concepts are D and C in (1.2);
61
and r in (1.3); 8, C and r in .(1.4). There. are no peripheral concepts in (1.1)~

A

b) In gtoup {1),

,c,. E

4 .1 '.

4 .2

c) In group.(1), the range of A in (1.3) is 4 1 in.{1.4) i t is 3.

· d) In Qroup (1), the reathability or A in

------

in (1.3) it is 1, and in (1.4) it is 2.

(1.1) and

(1.2) is 3 1
rigure 2

(*)V .E. Benes. ·Mathematical Thaoi-y or Connecting Networks and
Telephone Traffic. .N.Y. Academic, 1965, p. 53

4e

1.4

2.4

~xamples

a) Ir:i the non-directed example·s of group (1), A is the central
concept ln (1.3) 1 A aMd Din (1.4) 1 A and·f in (1.2). In {1.1);
t.here·ie ·na central concept.

c '.

.·2 .3

.

of txpes of network patterns
Soma of the a.bove features of networks of concepts ( ot other entities)'
may be illustrated by the set or diagtams in figure 1. Each entity
is rB'presented by a lethr of the alphabet. Four simple types of •
entity group• ~re shown. £~ch type is further distinguished if the
.relatiqnships between· entities are directed.

·. ,'

.

',
X

blocking: a network .is in a blocking state if some pair·
of entities ,cannot ):Je connected.

D

.
X

2.2

rearrangeability; a network is rearrangeable, if alternative
paths con· be found to link any pair of entities by rearrangi~g the linkµ between other entities.

.

E:xa~ples of simple netW:orks.of

.

F
.

.'

'3,4

Appendix C2
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e) In all the directed ex8mples of group { 2), A is the contral concept
with at lea"Sti3'"8nd f" as direct component concepts (•). In all
except (2.3), there are even sub-sub-components of A.
f) In all the directed examples of group (3), A is the central
concept but only as a common sub~component. D is also e common
sub-component in (2.1).

In considering the possibility of coding definitions of concepts,
and like entities, it is important to benefit as
much as possible from related work on artificial intelligence,
and possibly pattern recognition. Artificial intelligence and
projects to simulate human ~ersonality or belie~ systems have
had to develop methods and computer techniques which can
handlo and interrelate entities such as concepts and propositions. Cleorly the object of such projects is not attained
onco on inventory of entities can be examined, even if it is
highly btructured in the form of a thesaurus. It is therefore
interesting to look at both the techniques used to handle
concepts and the types of computer-based interrogations that
are then possible.
propo~itions

g) In all the directed exampleo of group (4), there is a chain of
component/sub-component links. In (4.1), this is continuou!Jly
forming a loop. In (4.2) and (4.4), C is the major concept.
In (4.3), A is the central concept but only by having f" and E
as sub-compone~ts and being itself a common sub-component to
B and C.
The above features are all evident, almost io the point of being
trivial. But most cases of interest are likely to be much more
complex, with many nested levels of concepts and cross-linking
relationships. These may be examined by matrix analysis techniques,
• particularly using computers (to which the propo9ed record layout
is suited) (**). Computer programs exist to detect properties of
netlllorks.
Specific reference
domains related to
indexing (Appendix
personal construct

The suggestion that techniques of handling individuals' "beliefs"
about interpersonal relations should have some parallel to a
community of scholars' attitudes towards the concepts, propositions, etc., which constitute its territory, may appear ·
somewhat provocative. Does a school of thought constitute a
belief system?

is made to the use of network techniques in
this project. Mention hos been made of citation
D3 ), artificial intelligence (Appondix t2 ),
theory (Appendix CJ ).

(*)The set/subset relationship is usod to illustrate those directed
example~ but other meanings are also possible (sari Appendix A3 ),
In particular, time order of formulation of concepts, and
cybernetic information flows between·problem areas or within
organizational networks.

Rolationship to Artificial Intelligence Projects

'

(**)C. Berge. The Theory of Graphs and its Applications. London,
Me.thuen, 1962.
C. Flament. Applications of Graph Theory to Group Structure.
Englewood-Cliffs, Prentice~Hall, 1963; .
f". Harary and R.Z. Norman.
Graph Theory as a Mathematical
Model in Social Sciences. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 1953
f. Harary, R.Z, Norman and D. Cartwright. Structural Models:
an introduction to the theory of directed graphs. N.Y., Wiley, 1965

T.S. Kuhn (•) usos the terms "belief","metaphysic","commitment•, and
"conversion" in connection with a scientific community's attitude
towards a paradigm and paradigm change. He mentions a nonscientific rel8tionship between the community and its current
paradigms. ·rn addition, the direct structural relations between
belief ancl thought are conve.niently summarized by Milton Hokeach (**),
It is no~ necessary to go into this point, however, because it
is only tho insights concerning the approach to handling highlyinterrelated "entities" which are of immediate interest.
The poihts made in this section are a summary, mostly direct extracts, of a paper by Kerineth M, Colby and colleagues (•••). Colby
is a psychiatrist working on the Stanford University Artificial
Intolligonco Project.
TherH oxists a class of problems in the behavioral sciences that

(*)

(**)

(***)

T.S. Kuhn. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
Univfnsity of Chicago Pross, 1962.

Chicago,

Mil ton Rokeach. The Op on and Closed Mind; investigations~
the nature of beliof s stems and ersonalit s stems. Now
. York, Basic Books, '1960. see pages 16-19, and Part
III)
L. Tsrler, H. Enea and K.M. Colby. "A directed graph representation for computer simulation of belief systems~" Mathematical
~=iences, 2 1, 1/2, feb. 68, 19-40.
-

.. '·.
·,.

·,

has.been difficult to manage satisfactorily ~it~ informat!onprocess·ing methods because 'of a lack of a good computer ropre"'.
sentation for very large memory str~ctures. One oxa~pl~ is the
abstrict representation linguists term a "deep structure" into ·
which nat~ral language is translated and to which transformatii:>nal grammar is applied in generating natural language sentences.
. Another examp1o consists of the large data bases required in
computer simulation of human belief systems+
The paper describes a directed graph ·used for the representation
of the data base of a coinp1.1ter. made! that simulates the formation aryd processing of an actual person's or an artificial
system's beliefs about interpersonal relations. The graph
ct;)nstitutes a formal structure capable of abstractly representing
the great variety of semantic relationships found in human
concept and belief syst9ms.
T·he basic component of the data base is tha abstract entity
"cone.apt". E:xamplos of con·cepts ;;ire: parents, fear of women t'
old meri, hating auttio,rity, John, hatred,
Kinds of concepts used are': sets, individuals, and propositioml.
A "belief" in the moael is ·an attitude tow-ard a .proposition about
concepts. It is convenient to regard a propositiun 01 t• spet:ial
case of a .concept. A proposition is considered to have one of
· tu10 functions -· to reprea.ent a "fact" or to impart a "rule".
Not •all propositions need to be beliefs in the model. The d£1gree
to w.h·ich the model is willing to .accept a proposition· is called ·
the "credi!;>ility" of the proposition, while the degree to iuhich
evidence .substantiates a proposition ,iscalled its "foundation".
Credibility and fo1.1ndation are useful criteria determining whether
a proposition is rejected or retained. They are me<.1sured on
.
f:!rbitrary scales. fro-m 0 to 100. In addition, without regard for
their status as beliefs two propositions can still differ only in
"intensity"; for example, "John strongly believes in 'x'", and
"John w•akly believes in ·~··.
Different concepts in a m.odel c;an vary in th:ir 'importance to the
train of thought and a single concept can vary in its importance
from tim.e to time. The attribute measuring their differences
is ca:l.le.d "charge", e.g., "sex" may be a permanently charged
concept, whereas "washin~ the dishes" m.ight be temporarily·
charged.
·
Other distinctions can be made between concepts on the basis of'
their "longevity" (how long ago formed) and "inhibiti~n" (tendency to be. avoided in communication and reasoning).
·

Coricepts are represented in *he model by nod~s of a directed
graph• Simple relationships are represented by· qireicted arcs
between pairs of nodes. Each arc is labelled e, s or p, depen~
ding ori the type of relationship. The types of arcs are distinguished by their formal properties, but notions of t~eir
approximate meanin.gs can be outlined:
A e 8 • individual A ·is a membE!r of set 8
A s B • set A ii a subset of set B
or proposition A is a consequence of proposition 8
B p A _ A has B, or A has property 8, or 0 belongs
to A, or 8 is part of A, or the idea of A
suggest~ the idea Df B, or A does S
The same mode can be an individud, set, or proposHion in
dirt'eront "contexts". The f'ormal properties dintinguishing
the.throe types of arci;.are given by seven axioms of valid'
graph enlar~•ment.
·
Axiom 1
As A
s is reflexive
Axiom 2
A s B BsC - AsC
s is transitive
Axiom 3
AeS · BsC - AeC
A member of a
~ubject is a member
of the set
A property of a
Axiom 4
As\3 CpB - CpA
set is had by its

,, ..

S1JbS!3tS

Ax.lorn 5
Axiom 6

AeB
BpA

CpB - CpA
CpA
BsC

Axio·m 7

BpA

Bae. - CpA

Having a opecif ic
property implies
having the ·more
gen•ral property
ttrt

Thar~ are ·two·ways to- look at a directed graph; locally and

globally. local examination ,implies that exeminati.on begins
at some ·nede and proceeds only by following the arcs (in either
direction) that touch that node. Global examination requires
"stepping back" from the graph ·and looking for patterns:
Three basic methods of graph (or tree) searching are available
in soquontial processing: depth-before-breadth, breadth-boforedepth and a partially random approach. Special computer programs have been developed to ~o this,
·
Comment.
. It is clear that with t.he introduction of such addi t:ionol features as "credibility•i, "foundation", "·charge",· 'Tong· evity"
II•
h • b • t • II
II
•
• .
. . ·.
,
in i i ion ,
mod e II , an d II origin",.
a much
more dynamic.· picture
of the belief system emerges. for each of them ,an equivalent
exists within a discipline's ~onceptual world, ~ut whether it
~ould be.possible or useful to attempt to incorporate all such
information is another ~attar •. At first sight, it would be
particularly appropriate to attempt to do so for the educational

In addition to quantitative measures, concepts have qualitative
aspects. The ukind" (sat, individual, o-r proposition) and the
·. "origin" (a priori, ob~erved, or reasoned).
·
.•
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In thinking of the application to schools of thought, it is
interesting to note the comment made by Colby and his colleagues
on the status of the model held by the computer.

or historical .model types.
Use of computer models of belief systems,

Our problem -- how to construct a good model of the .
informant's belief process. The criteria for "good"
can be varied ·--are we getting at what the informant
"really" believes? What "really" means here is obscure, but it is common knowledge that people have
limited accessibility to their beliefs at a given momont. Even worse, they have the capacity to deceive
themselves, to rationalize, a~d to distort their own
.beliefs ••• In worrying about what is "really" believed,
we found it useful to keep in mind that we were constructing a model of·a model. A belief structure is
I
a represontation,and in giving information about himself,.
an informant tells us what he believej he believes.
·
He simulated himself and it is his accessible model
of himself that becomes the data base of a computer
model. Humans' ability to simulate themselves and
to make models of other models is of course a most
intere~ting property for a sumbolic system to have. (•)

Once a data base exists, it is possible to interrogate it and
discover what its beliefs are on particular topics (•). More
ambitiously, it is possible to'enter into dialogue with it, such
that it will examine and accept or reject propositions mode,
and thus extend or modify the data base on the basis of the
credibility of the informant. (**))
Work in this area is relatively advanried, although bound by
important constraints due to simplifying assumptions. (As an
illustration, a "paranoid" model permitting natural language
dialogue has been constructed by altering the sensitivity of
the model to statements on certain topics ln terms of three
spales of •tfear 1',J 1 angert 1 , ~nd t 1 mistrust• 1 • (***)
Comment.
There is no technical redson why the concepts and propositions
of a given discipline should not be handled in this way. The
fact that they do not all tie together into a consistent,
coherent whole represented by a monolithic hierarchy of concepts
is no obstacle, Individual belief systems are not consistent
or coherent, either. (The standard sentence forms used in such
models·can be taken not as crude approximations to English
_verbalization, but as quite gener0<l representations of properties
and relations among objects. Such relations and properties can
be expressed in a variety of symbolic forms other than verbal.
Thus the forms in which the model's beliefs are cast can be
seen as general and powerful cognitive schemas, and not merely
as exercises in Dick-and-Jane prose. (••••)

Elsewhere he notes that a belief system (like a school of
thought) is itse,lf a model (if only partial) of the univers>'e.
Ho considers that reasoning processes are aided in the individual by his simulation of his own mind -- by "autosimulation". It might be useful for disciplines Lo examine their
own conceptual structures in the same way as an aid to the
development of the discipline. It could be ~atticularly important as a means of highligh·tin\J tensions within the conceptual
stru[;;tures which lead up to Kuhn's paradigmatic changes,
This approach suggests a number of stages of sophistication in ·
the possible development of this project.
1.
2.

(•)

K.M. Colby, L. Tesler, H. Enea."Experiments with a Search
Algorithm on the Data Base of a Human Belief Structure, "
Stanford University, Artificial Intelligence Project, 1969,
(Memo AI-94).
John C. Loehlin. Computer Models of Personality. New York,
Random House, 1968.

(**)

K.M. Colby and D.C. Smith. "Dialogue Between Humans and an
Artificial Belief System.• Stanford University, Artificial
Intelligencs Project, 1969. (Memo AI-97)

( ***)

K.M. Colby, s. Weber and F.D. Hilf. "Artificial Paranoia,"
Stanford University, Artificial Intelligence Project, 1970,
(Mamo AIM-125).
K.M. Colby, and J.P. Gilbert. ~Programming a Computer Model
of Neurosis". Journal of Mathematical P~ychology, 1964,
1, 405-417.

(****)

J.C. Loehlin, op.cit.

p. 111.

3.
4.

5.

A static inventory of concepts and proposi~ions
A static network of interrelated concepts and propositions
"Activation" of propositions as rules governing the
relationships between entities ·
Treatment of a school of thought as a belief system
Extension to natural language interaction

On th{s last point, it may be possible to allow a (non-computeroriented) specialist in a particular field to "dialogue'' with the
concept data bass to permit him to discover and indicate wh1ire
he differs from its contents and what new he thinks should be
included (~•) This approach might ~e a ussful method of getting

{*)

( **)

K,M, Colby, L, Tesler, H. Enea, op.cit,, page 9,
See: K.M. Colby and H. Enea. Heuristic method for computer understanding of natural language in contextrestricted on-time dialogue. Ma~hematical Biosciences, 1.,1-25 1
1967.

.

'

'

· aro.und thE! behavioural prablems associatei:l with the power,'·
position of official classifiers in committees.

Relationship to Pers·anal 'Construct Evaluation TechnigutJs.

It is ~ve~ possible ~o havi many such people ihter~cting in
natural language with the data base via terminals to facilitate
· commun~cation (e.g., at a special seminar),

There exists a school of thought in psych~logy concerned with
the evalu.ation ·Of "pers.onal .cons'tructs" ( *). The argumen"ts in
this Appendix are based 'on extracts fi'lbm the most recent book
summarizing the field (**). A "construct• is. the basic contrast
between two conceptual groups, When it is. imposed, it serves ·
both to distinguish bebieen its elements and to group them.
Thus the construct refers to the nature of the.distinction
an individual attempts to make betuieen events, not to the
array in which his events appear to stan.d when he gets through
applying the distinction between each of them and all the
:
others. A constrt1ct system is made up of nothing but constructs,
on<J its or.ganization is based on constructs about constructs,
which may be·set up in concretistic pyramids or abstractly
cross-referenced in a hierarchical set of relationships.

This last sta9e raises the serious problems of "deep· structure"·
in linguistic analysis, the formalization of natural language
semantics within the limits 6P particular scientific dialects,
the need ta relate such lahguages to one another through
semantic and symbolic man1pula!;lons and tho question of mechan.
iied translation. These difficult problems are avoided or bypassed in the early stages because it is not the "1vords" in
the "surface structures" ~hich are coded but the mnanings of
these words as "terms". In other words, this project.is significant because· it attempts to code the elements of the deop
structure directly and in ~ manner which avoidt the verbiage
{and of course much richness) of the "carrier wave" functions
of natural language. Efforts at mechanized translation seom
to be· i'lttempting to translate natural language into terms.
This approach treate terms as conventional labels but not as
the goal of translation. Consultation at an e~~ly stage with
specialists in these areas would b.e vital,

'

As a future development of the application of techniques or simu.;..
. la ting bel ie'f systems to simulating schaols or thought, i:me ·can
envisage the possibility O'f an individual being able to intcrroga.te, or dial9gue with, different schools of thought, each r!Qpre•
~anted in a model.
The individual could compare responses and
.
examine their incompatabillties. Thi~ might hove some application
in the policy sc;tences where experts from different disciplires in
effect each submit different models of a problem situation and its
solution, It would however. be. particularly useful as an educational tool and for interdisciplinary research, (The individual is·
here an active participant in the dialogue. Of possible interest
wou.ld be a "dialogue" between computer models or two or more -disciplines sparked ofF by a topic selected by the indi.V.iduol to be
et1ucahd. Thie would proba.bly be oF mt?re value as an investigation of'
belief system behaviour under threat to conceptual territory.)
Other references:
·c.M. Eastman. In: H.S, Brinkers (Ed). Decision•makingf creativity;
Judgment, and systems, (in press),
.
'

r.tt.

George, ~Formation and analysis of concepts and hypotheses
·an a digital computer·." Mathematical B.iostiences,. 3, 91-113 1 1968.

K.M •.. Colby,. "Computer simulation of change in personal belief
systems," Behavi.oral Science, 12, 248-253, 1967,

R.P~ Abelson .and J.D. Carroll. ~~omputer simuiation of individual
American Behaviora.l Scientist, 1965, 8, 24·30.·

M.R. Quillan. Semantic Mem9ry. Bolt; Beranek and Newman. C>DC 'Report
· .AD 641-671, Oct.1966. Also published in:M. Minsky (Ed,) .Semantic
Information Processinef. ~.I.T.,1968~

'

The systep of constructs which .a person estabUshes for himself representi;; the network of path\Uays along which be is
free ta move. When a per·son must move, he is confqmted by
a series of dichotomous choices ·- each choice being channel-·
led by a construct. Each construct represents a pair of rival
hypotheses, eithbr of •hich may be applied to a new element
which the person seeks t,o copstrue. The construct system
sets the limit beyond which it is impossib~ e for the person to
perceive. Many constructs have no word labels and repres.ent ...
nonverbal and pr·everbal bases of discrimiriF1tion and org<miza-...
t.ion, and t11ese may occupy· important and even central places
.
in the economy of a person•..s orientation towards himself and·
the ~orld,

F'utyre

b.elief systems•:

. 1P.ppendix C3

6

'The construct system is evaluated using a grid-baaed interview method, which results in a matrix giv'ing tho. interrelati~nships between the elements o~ the systbm, This matrlx can
then be scanned by computer to h.ighlight clusters. A number
of computer programmes have been dev'eloped for this purpose. { * *')
Slater(••••) has pre-pared a program which accepts grids cast in
. ._,, ...

(*) G~~. Kelly, The Psychology of ~erson61 Constructs • . New
York, Norton, 2 vols•i 195S •

·. {**) O. Bannister

~nd J,M,M. Mair.
The [Ualaation·of Personal
Constructs, Loni:J.on, Academic Press, 1 !;!68,

. ( ***) for a summary see: J.C.J.

Bon~rius. "Rdsearch in the Personal
Construct Theory -of C.eorge A. Kelly." ln: B.A, M:aher. (Ed.)
Progress in Experimental Personal it~ Research. London,
• A~ademic Pi;ess, 1965, vol. 2.
·

P. Slater. The Principal Components of a Repertory Grid.
. London, Vincent Andreuts, 1965..
·
- - - - - · "Notes on Ingrid 67.·" London, Biometrics Unit,
Maudsley Hospital, ~9£7.

!
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any form and is a form of principal component analysis. This
analysis delineates significant orthogonal structure both of
constructs in relation to elements, 21nd of elements i'ilr'Olotion to constructs. Thus a fairly detailed overview can be
obtained in mathematical terms, and this can be examined
visually in terms of a hypersphere which represents a person's
psychological space as subsumed by grid method.
Comment
The authors of the volume, from which the above extracts were
obtained, point out that " ••• we have presented grids with only
one type of element -- namely, people, The limitation
was accepted for the sake of simplicity in presentation. We
cannot too strongly emphasize that the content of grids (the
constructs and elements) is, for practical purposes,·very
variable." (p. 72)
In their discussion of uses other than interpersonal relationships,
they mention only relations batwoen individuals and such eloments
as films, paintings, inanimate. objects, emotions, problem situations in a person's life. But Kelly himself points out that
"not only can the grid notion be generalized to all conceptualizations, but this mathematical notion can also be generalized.
The incidents and voids which populate a grid of intersects'
provide tho binary numerical basis for a mathematics of psychological space ••• Thus we may have a mathematical basis for
expressing and measuring the perceptual relationship between
the events which are uniquely i~terwoven in any person's
psychological space.• (op.cit. 301~2)
On this basis, therefore, it would seem that this techniquo
could be applied to determine the constructs used by a school
of thought or a discipline in ordering its own perception of
significant elements in its world view.
·one advantage of this approach is that it does not necessarily
impose any content dimensions on the subject (in this case a
school of thought). Each subject can be encouraged to express
the constructs· which he uses to make sense of areas of hi.s life.
In a sense tho resulting picture is culture-free and sub-culture
free in that the subject has been allowed to work in terms of
his own preferred language -- rather than in terms rif an "alien
tongue• chosen by the investigator, This lack of on imposed
language is most essential to any proposad effort to handle the
concepts of different schools of thought
if only to avoid
any form of conceptual itnperialism.
It is interesting to see· that these same authors reflect some
of the preoccupations of Fred Riggs and G, Sartori (•).
(*)

Fred Riggs. ~ords, concepts and terminology. Hawaii,
Social Science Research Institute, University of Hawaii,
1971 (COCTA Working Paper n° 1,
G. Sartori. Concept misformation 'in comparative politics.
American Political Science Review, 64~ n° 4, Oecember·1970,
p. 1 033-1 053.

3

"Many constructs are symbolized by verbal labels -a word or a group of words. All words in general
uea~e in any language have commonly-agreed dictionary meanings; but individuals may often use similar
words to describe different experiences or ideas, or·
different words to describe similar experiences or
ideas. Almost all psychological measures dapendent
on words have relied hea1 ily on the assumption that
different people will understand broadly the same
thing where a standard set of words is used (e.g.,in
·a quostionnuire) and will mean the. same thing when
thoy reply in some standard form, Grid method does
not assume th::it the subject means what the experimentor means by particular verbal labels involved in.
tho test -- on tho contrary, the method is designed
to help ascert::iin what the subject means by particular verbal labels •••• It is then possible to compare
their personal "meanings~ for words either with their
public meaning (the construct interrelationship implied by dictionary definition, or normative relation•
ships yielded by grid administration to groups) or
with the experimenter's meanings (either by having
the experimentor complete a similar grid, or by
having him prodict the construct relationships which
.would reflect his particular explanatory stance)~"
p.143)
Clearly this approach could be used by a modelling body:
{a) to obtain a systematic check on the degree of consensus
amongst its members
(b) to interview members of the school of thought on particulor. co?copts, propositions,. etc, 1 their interrelationship
and tho1r importance. In this case, the individual grids
are averaged by computer to obtain the dominant clusters
(which would seem to be the beginnings of a fairly "dam10cratic"model.ling system).
The authors note a major disadvantage of the grid method:
" ••• it is already appar~nt that the original binary grid and
its more recent variations cannot adequately subsume all the
ingenious and sometimes contorted forms of constructing which
tnen have undertaken. Not least among its limitations. is its
fixity in expresE;ing only one type of linkage between constructs
(~he.reciprocal linkage ~epresented by a unitary index of associations), and its failure to i11corporate some important aspects
of construct theory." (p.74)
Finally,· it is very instructive to examine the formal descrip~
tion ~f personal constructs theory replacing "person" and
"user" by "school of thought• or "discipline" (se~ figure
reproduced from Bannister and Mair, op.cit.}
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.Appendix CS

structure by putting.numbers ori all the complex interconnections ,that link t·he various sectors of the economy,n (*)

Use .of Input/Output analys!L(*)
.Network .analysis is cl~·sely related mathem;'ltically. to inputoutput analysis. which has been .used for some years by economists to analyze the ·tradihg transfers between different sectors of industry.
·

The abi.!.i t y of t.his technique to highlight intel:'d~pendenci.es
and weaknesses in a system of ·producers and consumers of goods
{represente.d by their funds 1 equivalent) suggests a similar ·
use to highlight interdependencies between differe.nt sectors
of the psycho-social system~ In this case it is necessary to
deal in terms of producers and consumers of information --in
its broadest sense. This technique could then. be used with
the cybet·netic models (Appendix
).

"It has long been ractignizei:l that in the economy of any
town, city, state or n·ation, each business .~:l_ep.t!.n_d_l! on
products ~nd services of other industries in order to
f?roduce products or services of its 01un. This interdependence of industries within an 13conomy is entirely
obvious, but difficult to measure, and becomes mote
..
di ff icul t as the economy .becomes more complel< and more ·
mature. The "squor!'l m<itrix" of interindustry transacticms -- which shows thes.e interdep·endt•ncies ond meusures
them for a given'period -- is, in combination with elec•
ti:onic data processing, beconling a valuable basis f'oifutur·e economic planning for business, industt-ial firms,
and governments -- local, regional or national.- f'or
'both sudden and gradual changes in industrial, government of consumer areas of supply and demand alter ill ·
other relationships, and individual companies stand to
pt-of it or suffer in the transition •••• Application of
Jnput/Output to marketing problems assures improved
information generated through the use of a systems
approach: analyzing a problem in relation to tho whole
economy, rather than as a series of unrelated cases.» (••}

The' sit1Jation becomes very complex since. the table or network
becomes multidimensional, There ~re many ~ethods of avoiding
these problems and obtaining new insights.. As an 1example, an
"inform.otion map" in input,'."output table form was developed
for the State of California by concenttating on informntion
flows. A survey w.as carried out to indicate ''every instance
whera information was exchanged between a particular organization and the State government. and the local government," These·
interchanges u1ere shown by means of a code on an input/output
table covering all of the State organizations, ci tie.s, counties,
f'ederal Government agencies, and private:enterprises. Aside
from giving <Jn overview of the State information rnltwork,
the table highlighted cases where one group of organizations
needed information f'rom another group but could not obtain
it because it was not available. (~*)
.
.

It ,i.s quite clear from this. that interdepenclence or industry

It might be "possible .to employ the same technique t.o handle
information bet.ween disciplines and thus 'provide one aspect or
the interdisciplinary chart mentioned by Rent§ Maheu, Director..,
General, UNCSCO:
.

sectors and the constit~ent enterp~ises has been widely recog•
nized. This recognition is of courje limited to internctions
detectable from an economic perGpective. The same P·J.>inci'!)le
·
applies 1 howtlver, to all interacti1;ms (funds, inform<Jtion, goo.ds, ,
etc.) conce.rried with alr i;ubject areas (development' environment, education• etc~). This is not generally recogni~ed.
.

It is interesting to note that Wassily Leontief, who. developed
the input-output technique, now foresees t.hat input-output
tables aright b!!l expanded .to quantify the byproducts with which
the various industrles pollute t~e atm 0 sphere. Ho considors
this would lead to a sharp unc!erstanding of the connections
between economic processes and the environment and thu.s help
to solve this major prot)lem in.the developed countries, namely
the rapid ~eterioration in the quality of life (Business Week,
22 November 1969, p.126).
"The unique service of input-outpu.t analysis is its
ability to give a detailed picture of the industrial

..

,.·.:,

'·

..

' . , •.

.(*) Business Week, 22 November 1969, p~ 125 • .
(**) Hearings· before the Special Subc·ommittee on the Utilization
of Scient.ific Manpower of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfai:e, United States Senate, 89th Congre.ss
2662, 1965'.'"
66, p. 35-38.
.

,s.

w.

Clark and A.J~N.
Judge. Development of transdisciplinar·y conceptual aids.
Brussels, Union of lilternational Associations, 1970.

( *) This appendix is based on extracts from: Jeri;i

"One of the most significant resul.ts· that shoul.d ·
naturally emerge from a ljltudy such as this, is
the preparation of a ch.art .;._ admittedly provi~·
sional and subj.act tc constant revis~on -- of the
strong points and wea.k points of interdisciplinarY, ..
c.ooperation and o·f their substratum, and the idem-·
tification of prj.cirity areas to which research scien•
tists should direct their thinking and institutions
their activities." (***)

,.

•,,

·(**) facts on f"ortune's 1966 Inpvt/Output Matrix -- Computer-age

( ***) Ren~ Maheu in the preface to: Main Trends of Research in the ·
Social and Human Sciences. Part one: social sciences. Paris,
Unesco, 1970, p, .x11.

Tool. p.2-5. See als'O: Wassily Leontieff. Input-output .analysis.
Oxford. U.P., 1967.
·
''<.·
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Appendix D1
Related and E<irlier Attempts at Concept Coding
There have been many attempts at isolating and classifying elements
of meaning at the root of complex concepts. De Grolier (•) notes
that methods and the need for them have been regularly discovered
and rediscovered since the time of Leibniz or even earlier. He
then ~tates: "We dra~ attention to these 'anteriorities', not in
order to underrate the ~ork pe~formed by the various researchers
or teams of researchers -- who, in most cases, truly believed that
they had discovered a 'new method' -- but to persuade them, rather
than to advocate unilaterially any one 'exclusive' process, to
agree that they are all engaged in work on common basic principles,
whatever may be the differences (at times very minor) in the coding
method or the particular type of machine adopted."
De Grolier has summarized the work on classification around the
world but only a few initiatives seem to be directly related to this
project. Usually the work has been directed towards solving a
classification problem in som~ particular field which strongly
·
influences the design of the scheme (see Appendix A2 ), The foilowing, noted by de Grolier, is of more direct relevance!
1. Perry and Ken( (Western Reserve University)
Developed a coding method fbr the field of metall8rgy based on
•semantic analysis' of complex terms into 'individual terms',
30,000 terms were assembled f.rom a variety of sources. The
notation is however very cumbersome.
2. S.M. Newman (u:s. Patent Office)
A 'vast attempt at defining or redefining concepts, uihich could
perhaps be entitled -- to paraphrase a famoui title -- 'In search
of lost simplicity': to discover or rediscover non-equivocal
terms beyond the complications of natural language, which
'unfortunately' does not have "uniform or logical rulec for the
denomination of devices or things". In effect this is an
attempt at creating a metalanguage -- but again results in a
cumbersome notation.
3, C.G. Smith (U.S. Patent Office)
Suggested a system which would isolate "ultimate concepts •••
required in the definition of more specific concepts •.•• There
is a basic layer of concepts which do not require definition,
It is the use of such elemental concepts which is contemplated
in the present system .••• A fundamental feature is to seek
beneath composite words the basic organization of elemental
concepts which they represent, and to develop the essential
combination for the definition of these wcrds."(••)
This
was conceived mainly for "patentable contriyances on the US
(*)Eric de Grolier. A Study of General Categories applicable
to Classification and Coding in Documentation.
Paris,
UNESCO, 1953.
(**)C.G. Smith. Descriptive documentation, International Conference
on Scientific Information, 195.8; Proceodings. Washington,
National Academy of Sciences~ 1959 1 p. 1103

Patent Office Interrelated Logic Accumulating Scanner, It
docs however permit chains of related concepts to be handled,
4. Cordonnier
Worked on methods "to symbolize the elementary points of· view
of the classification of ideas and ••• to study the grouping of
those symbols in order to obtain composite symbols representing
the structure of complex concepts".
He also suggests that
"intuition permits the representation in an intellectual space
or a logical figure, to n dimensions, a synthesis of the relation•
ships between a group of ideas into the different classes which
arrange them naturally according to the various possible indi·
vidual viewpoints~.
5. M.. r: .. Stevens
Worked on us.CJ of computers to handle interrelationships betgw
terms and to 'define', by supplying the generic and djscriptive
termo related to the term of which the definition is sought;
• cicvelop 1 , by furnishing specific examples of a generic term;
'localize', by indicating the place which can be associated
with the proposed concept; 'match', by comparing several proposed terms together, in order to find a •common point! making
it possible to relate to these terms another term possessing tho
same characteristic; and carry out other logical operations.(•)·
6. Others
Dtht?r ·initiatives and their relationship to thi1> project are
reportod in separate appendixes. Of particular interest is tho
highly gcheral approach adopted by the M.I,T. ADMINS system
(Appendix 82 ) ,
££!lsl~

Most of these attempts appear, from the perspective of this proje~t,
to fall foul of one of the following difficulties: cumbersome
notation, rigid and exclusive category or relationship structure,
focus on one specialized field of knowledge, difficult to.implement
because the administrative and intellectual tasks are not dis~
t ingu;l shed,

(*)

Mary E. Stevens. A machine model of recall, Paris, UNESCO
NS/ICIP/J.5.4, 1959. See also: T.Kilburn, R.L. Grimsdale 1
. and.F.H. Summer, Experiments in machine learning and thinking.
· ParJ.S 1 UNESCO, NS/ICIP/5/6/15 1 _1959,
0
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•"·- toncep.tual dict{onaries :(*)
The outstanding importance of dictionaries .in the modern world
explains· \uhf some lexicoQraphsrs are dis•atisfied \uith the mechanical m.ethod of arranging \uords in· alphabetical order,·.· and
w.ould prefer to classify th.em according to the ccmcepts which
· they express.
One would be mistaken in believing that this ii a recent trend,
since, as Franz Dornseif'f reminds us in his remnrkoble 'Vorrede'
{Preamble), Der Deutsche Wortsch~tz noch Sachgr~poen (The
German vocabulary by subject groups), Berlin, w. de Gruytl'!r,
1934 1 one finds tentative systematic vocabu~aries at Babylon
in the third millennium before Christ. In modern Europe,
the most Important Wol'k on systematic lexicology wns that of'
·Peter Mark Roget; in the nineteenth century 1 the The:Hiurus of'
. EngH,sh words and phrases 1 which he was in process of prcporing
-os early.as 1806 1 and of which the first ed1tion appeared in
185.2; see al so among numerouo contempoli'ury editione that of
Penguin Books, Lendon, 19·53 ~ Concerning Hoget, see Henry
Sweet, "Words, Logic, and Grammar", Trans. Philoloqic::il Soc.,
1875-76, p. 470-503, reproduced in his Collected Papprs, P.
1-33. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1913;
The Seventh International Congress of ~inguists put "concep':'.·
tual dictionaries" on its agenda (point AS): see f. Mezger•s·
report, p. 77-85, the contributions, p.86"."9, and the discussion·
p.443-73. One of the most remarkoble idcrilogical dictionories . ·
was !:hot of J. Casai:es, .Diccionario ide.ologico de la lon.!l.!:!£
.
espanola (Ideological dictionary of the Spqnish longuuge),
Barcelona, 1942; see als.o his Introduccion s la lexicirafia
moderna, Madrid, 1950. Under the impulsion of Antoine Thomas·,
a cettain number of French dialectological studies were made on
a systematic basis, e.g. L~ Lhermet, Contribution b la l~xico
logie du dielecte aurilhcios 1 Paris, 1931. It would obviouoly
be u great convenience if conceptual dictionari11s of different
languages, periods, or i:iingle authors could conform to th.a same
general pattern so ·that they could be readi_ly compared .with one
another. To this and one would require a conceptual framework
so comprehensive and yet so elastic that the most diverse
languages and the m6at idiosyncratic writ~rs would fit smoothly
into it. Such a broad classification of' concepts was put forward by Fl. Hallig and W. ~on Wartburg ih 1952.
\

Walther van Wartburg constituted himself the protagonist of
the general application of such a method, see his report "Das
IneinandEJtgreifen van des'kriptiver und .historischer Sprachwissenschaft (1931); "Betrachtungen i.iber die Gliederung des

(*) This Appendix consists of extrnOts from S, Ullmann, Semunticst
,•'.

an introduction to the science of meaning. Oxford• Block well 1
p.254-5j but especially from Eric de Grolier. A Study of General Cate cries A licable. to Classification and Godin in
Documentation. Paris, Unesco, 1962, P•f26-228 Note 89 •

.2
.:

. .

..

Wortschatzes urid di~ Gestaltun9 des· Wort-ei:buchs' (The interaction· or descriptive and historical linguistics (1931); views
on the structure of the vocabulary and the formation of the
dictionary).Melangeci £Jallv,. 1939; Probl9mes et mathodes de la .
linguistigue , p, 159-62, Paris, Presses Univei:silaires de
Fronce, 19116; Rudolf Hallig ahd W, von Wnrtburg, "Begriffssystem
als Grudlage fur die Lexikographie; llersuch eines Ordnungsschemos" (The system··of concepts as the foundation for lexicography;
a tentative system of arrangement), Abhandlungen der deutschen
Akodemio dnr Wissenschaft zu Berlin Klasse fUr 5 racho1
Literatur und Kunst !Jruceedings of the German Accidemy of. 5ci1;mces
in Berlin, Class for language 1 literature, and art), 1952,
n° 4. See ~n this subject W. Runkewits, "Kritische Betrachtungen :zum Begriffssyst.ern van Hallig v. Wartburg irn Zusammenhong mit den Arbei ten am Altge.skognischen Wi:irterbuch" (Critical
remarks on the system of concepts of H.v. Wartburg in connection
with the uiork on the· Old .Gascon dictionar¥), Monatsberichte der ·
Deutschen Akodemie der Wissenschaftl)ln zu Berlin, 19t16-56, p.
379-88. See also recently f. de Tollenaere, "Lexicographie
<Jl phabtitique ou ideologique," Cahiers de lexicologi'e, n°2, ·
p. 19-20.

·; .,

·-

See eopeciolly K. Baldinger Die Gestaltund der wiss,enschaftllchen Worterbuchs", Romantisohes Jahrbuoh, v (1952), pp.6594, K. Baldihger, "Grundsat:zlicher ..:ur Geetaltung des u1issen- _
schaftlichen Wor-terbuchs", Deutsche Akadef1!ie der Wissenschaften
zu Berlin, 19tiG-1956, Berlin, 1956, pp. 379-80; K. 13uldinger,
"Alphabebischor oder b.egrifflich geqliedertsr Wortel:'buch?".
Aloo JuUus.Gould and W.L. Kolb. 'A Dictionary of the Social
'Scienceo (compiled under the auspices of Unesco). J~ew York,
·Fi:ee Preiss of Glencoe, 19611, (discussed in Appendix P9).
The German research on "semantic fields", which later inspired
Georges Matord, La. mdtl:lode sn.lexicolbgiet domains fran9ais,·
(Method in lexicology in the field of the ,french lf.lnguage),
Paris, Didier, 1953; he offers· here (p.70~4) a diagram of a
"comprehensive·cl~asiFicotion of lexicon facts" different From
that of Hollig and Wartburg, and, moreover, less satisfactory•
lt will be noted that Matord, in defining lexicology as a
sociological discipline using words as its linguistic material,
trieo to make of it an "autonomous ~iscipline" the field of
which partly covers that of linguist.lea, but independently of
.
iti for reasons other .than those of certain American structuralists
·.this position results in a.diamemberment of linguistics in a
way which does not seem to be. any longer justifiable (p. 50-1)
•
·Concerning s·tructural semantics in general, and its (desira.ble)
,,. ·
relationships with other parts qf' structural ling.uistics, ·see
5, U).lmann in the second edition of his Ptinciples of semun~' p.307-21 1 op.cit., with numerous rOferonces, and Uriel
Weinreich, "On Semantic UMiversals" (duplicated, 71 pp. March
1961, with an important bibliography), an cl als.o his programm.e
of studies,"5emantic structure of natural languagesM (duplicated
memorand~urt, 5 May 1961). At the eighth International Congress.
of Linguists (Oslo, 1957) there was a (rather disappointing) discussion c1n the subject "To what extent can meaning be said to
be structured? (p. 636:"'704 of the Proceedings), of urhich the
most interesting item was the paper by HjEilmslev, which we
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Relationship to titntion Indexing Method,

have already mentioned. See also Hans Pollak, "Gibt ss Wortklassen vom Standpunkt das Hedcutting?" (Are there word-classes
from the point of view of meaning?), Beitrtige zur Geuchichte
der deutschen Sprache und Literatur (TUbingen) 80 19S8 p.
33-47.
'
'

Tho arguments and examples in this Appendix are based on minor
modifications to extracts from a paper by Eugene Garfield (*).
Ths reservations are due to the focus on documents ~s opposed
to tho focue of this project on concepts. The traditional philosophy of classification system design implies that individual
ontitius (usually documents) can be treated as though they were
independent of one another. This basic fallacy not only results
in the loss of important informational links, but it is basicall~
inufficient. Little or no effort is made to establish a possible relationship between the entity being classified and the
entities already classified, There are exoeptions ta this
rule, but gonorally the building-block development of human
knowlodgB is not percopt.ib.ly reflected in traditional classification systems. In conventional word indexing systems, the indexors cannot afford the time to establish linkages between
concepts.

There is also Andrew Paul Ush~nko, The field theory of meaning.
Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1958; F.F. Nesbit,
Language, meanino, and reality, New York, 1955; fi.R. Walpole,
Semantics, Norton, 1941. On basic concepts, see Eric H. Lenne~
berg and John M. Roberts, The language of experience, supplement
to the International journal of American linguistics, 22, (2)
Charles E. Osgood and his collaborators have tried to apply a
method carled the method of "semantic differential", to obtain
.a "measurement" of meaning: sea C.E. Osgood, Goorgo J. Suci and
Percy H. Tannenbaum, Tne measurement of meaning, Urbana, Uni-·
varsity of Illinois Press,. 1957; but Uriel Weinreich ·h<:Js rightly observed in "Tr<:Jvels through semantic sp<:Jce", Word 14
(2-3), 1958, p.346-66) that the •sem<:Jntic differenti3i• me<:Jsures
"meaning" only. in a psychological sense, from the point of
view of the emotional reactions of the subjects studied to such
and such a word (cf, especially p. 358-60 of his article).

Each addition to the body of knowledge is treated as one of a
series of independent events, like molecules of a gas. But the
literature is not an "ideal gas"--the molecules interact. Similarly, the body of knowledge, partly embodied in the literature,
is. composed of highly interrEilated elements. It is a hee1vily ·
cross-linked network.
The clearly-visible linkages are those·
ordinarily provided by authors in the form of explicit citations.
Loss clearly seen nro implicit references as in eponyms and neologisme. Almost invisible linkages exist in the natural language expressions which obscure the relationships, expocially
to an unskirlod observer. Conventional bibliography is essentially a simple listing or inventory of publications which dis•
regards most of the interrelationships between the items in
the inventory. In contrast, citation indexing integrates this
necessary and useful listing in a huge graph or network. In
this graphf each entity (in this case documents) is a node or
vertex in a huge multi-dimensional network. By analogy, this
model of tho literature (which Garfield considers to be equival ont to manJs knowledge) is like a large road map in which the
cities and towns share varying degrees of connectivity. [ven
the smallest hamlets are nodes on the citation map of science.

Needless to say, the Hallig-Wartburg system is only one of
various possible ways in which concepts could be classified;
the aim was not so much to devise an ideal scheme as to have a
unique basis for specific investigations. If this ide<:J •ere t6
be widely adopted, a series of coordinated research projects
could be planned with sufficient flexibility to adapt the
scheme to the material examined, and yet with enough .common
ground to make the results comparable.
The recent work of the Inter~<:Jtional Center for the Terminology
of the Social Sciences is discussed in Appendix D12.

~arfield
refers to previous work of his on this typo of historical map.(**) Since each document is an "event" and bears a date
a graphical history may be displayed, but with the important ad- 1
vantag~ of being able to show the interrelationahips among events
(see Figure D1 ). This is a legitimate starting point for the

(*)

(**)

51

Eugene Garfield, "Primordial concepts, citation indexing
"and historio-bibliography." Journal of Library Histou 1
n° 2(3) 1 235-249 (1967).
see also: Eugene Garfield. "Science Citation Index; a new
dimension in indexing." Science, 144, 649-654 1 (1964)
E. Garfieid. Citation indexing: a natural science literature
retrieval system for the social sciences. American Behavioral
Scientist, 7 (10) 58~61 (1&64).

' ~

·t;"
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hist.orian•· It should be noted that· this~-technique has been in
full operation for a number of years, in the form of the
.
Science Citation Index produqed commercially by the Institute for
·science Information (U.S.A.).
·
·
Comment.
" . Ther-e is clearly no tec!'rnfoal obstacle .to handling co'nceptual
entities in the same manner as documents. This would clearly
be of valu.e to both the historical and educational model types.:
Garfield himself refers to the possi,bility of having such grophs
displayed directly onto a computer-controlle:d TV screen (see
Appendix 83) / or plotted onto graph paper by a plot ting dov ice.
Computerd ~urrently plot such graphs on standard lin~ printers
as output from the commonly-used Pf;IH programs.
Garfield is ·only concerned with the time or historical dime.nsion as a means of sequencing entities 1 md only with the
citation relationship between such entities •. There is no reason,
however, why other dimensions and relationships should not ba
.used: geographical, educational, lo~ical, etc., corresponding
in fact to.more.of the model-types listed in Appendix A3.

.

Appendix 04

Rel~t.ionsf:lip to the U.6.C./Oe111ey Classiricatlori 'schemes (*) ·
·Introduction
·The Universal Ded.mal Class,f.fication (UDC), originally deri·- ...
ved from the Oeutey Dacill!al Classification (DC), hes been, and .
is still being, extend~d for use in "classifying articles in ·
periodicals monographs and documents of all kinds,"u;nder the
auspices of the F~deration Internationale de Documentation,
which authorizes publicati6n of varioua international editions
of tho UDC in different languai:ges.
The general plttern of the D.C. is as follows: The whole Field
of knowledge is divided into 9 ma.in cl.asses, numbered 100/900
(U.D.C. 1/9), general works constituting a tenth cla,ss, 000,
Each main claas is divided into 9 subclasses, e.g., class 300
( So-cial Sciences} into 310/3.90 (U. D.C. 31 /39). General works .
on the Social Sciences constitute a tenth aubclass, divided
into 301/309 according to the form in·which the veneral subject
is presented, e.g. 304 Essays. Each subclass is divided into
9 further subclasses, e.g. 320 (Political Science~ into 321/
329, general works constituting a tenth subclass, divided into
320.1/320.9. This division into ten may be continued indefinitely
hence "docim.al clasiiification."
The use of the decimal notation has been one of the most successful features of the o.c., afferin~ infinite hospitality
to now s~bjects whilst using the best knoutn and simplest cir ··
symbols -· Arabic numerals. It was these two factorsr and
tho fact that the o.c. was a classificati.on of subjects, independent of language or race, that chiefly determined the
adoption of the D.c. by the· Institut International' de Biblio9raphie (I.I.B.) in 1895. Hence, the nrder of subjects iri
the D.C. and U.D.C. schedule·s is substantially the scime.
But the D, C. introduced, in conjunction with its decimal not a ..
tion, two other structural features t11hich have been immensely
significant in the development 'Of the U. O.C.:

_ ..

·, 1.

..-

.....
(*)

. ,..
~··

'.'

'"

~-· ,

The synthetic pi;inciple, whereby recurrent e1eries of
concepts ai:e arranged in c.oneistent orders and .allocated a consistent notation. For example, in ciass
4 00 {Philol.ogy}
the 'order of subclass.es within
each language is the same -- Orthography, Etymology,
etc., and the notation representing them is also the
same, e.g. 425 English grammar,· 435 German grammar,
etc •

This Appendix takes the form of extracts from the introductory pages to the Universal Decimal Classification; abridged
English ec;lition. London, British S.tandards Institution,
5,
1961, (3rd edition).
~
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2.

The use of a disti['l_te_t;_i_v_e_ .9_Y_!11_g_gJ_t_Q_i_l}_Lr:.Q..dUC'?_
in_c;_ip_l_e__~iJ!..-i.~.i.9.!l • For exa mp le, the appearance of a zero in a D.C.
number usually means that the subject represented by the preceeding digits is now divided by the principle "form of presentation";
so 677,05 means the subject Textile Manufacture 677 presented in the form of a periodical.

.§_..£fl..~ t_i:.£!:!..fil_P. r

It should be clearly understood that "decimal classification"
refers essentially to the structure of the notation, since it
is theoretically absurd, as Dewey stated, to divide each class
into just nine subclasses. This means that the "expressiveness" of the notation in reflecting ~a-ordination and subordination is often sacriticed. If more than 9 subclasses have
to be accommodated, some must "share" ~number, e.g. 9~1
(Scotland) and 941.5 (Ireland); if less than 9 subclasses
are required, they are spread over the 9 numbers, thereby
shortening the length of the class number - e.g. 592/S95 ·
Invertebrates.
Two distinctive modifications of the D.C. pattern by U,D.C.
may be noted. firstly, as an international scheme, U.D.C •
.remove~ the occasional American emphasis found in the D.C.
nitation -e.g. at 329 (Political Parties). Division of any
su6ject by place finds all countries equally provided for.
Secondly, whilst U,D.C., like D.C., is a general classification, not a composite of speci.al classifications, the U.D.C,
do~s prnvidc, via its Points-of-view numbers, a mechanism
whereby the structure of the general scheme may be adjusted
to the needs of a special classification.
The Universal Decimal Classification (U.D.C,) is a scheme for
classifying the .whole field of knowledge. It can be applied
both to the literature which records knowledge, and to the
catalogues, indexes, etc., which refer to the literature. It
enables these to be arranged in such a way that all refsrences
to information on a particular subject can be brought together
and the information located with the minimum of searching.
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Of tho thre~ full international editions based on the 2nd
edition, the only one completed since the encl of the Second
World War is the 3rd (German) edition, comprising 7 volumes
of tables and a 3-volume alphabetical index. The 4th (£nglisht edition is still in preparation, and the only sections
so far published are O, 5 and parts of 62 and 67, and 669.
Rather more has appeared of the 5th edition (again in french)1
namely 0,2,3, 61 and 62 and 65, but difficulties are being
encoyntered and progress is slow. Other editions in Japanese
and in Spanish have bSen begun, and one in Portuguese is contemplated.
Abridged editions have been bean published in Czechi Dutch,
English, Finnish, German, Japanese, Polish, Spanish, Swec11sh 1
and qther languages, while Arabic and Portuguese editions
are in preparation, Only a very brief outline schedule exists
in French, but a standard abridged text is included in the
impb~tant new 3-language edition issued jointly by the Deutscher
Norm~nausschuss (D,N.A,), and the British Standards Institution
(B.S.I.), with the Association Salge de Documentation (A,B.D.)
and th1~ Union Frani;aise des Org;anismes de Documentation (u.r~o.o.).

Tho development and maintenance of a system as comprehensive1
and widely-used as the U.D.C. could hardly have been achieved
without some form of effective supervision and control. The
ultim~te autf)ority on general U.. D.C. policy and development is
tho International Committee on Universal Classification, on
which all national member committees of the F,I.D. are entitled to be represented, but its membership is too diffuse to
maintbin continuity between r.I.D. Conferences. Day-to-day
control and supervision are vested in the more compact Central
Classification Committee (c.c,c.), which consists of the f.I.D,·
General Secretariat at The Hague, where an up-to-date master
copy of the complete U.D.C. is maintained, based on proposals
submitted by U.D.C, revision committees or individuals. in many
parts of the world.
·
·
·

Availability.
The preparation of the 2nd international edition of the U.D.C.
involved somd forty specialists, under the general editorship
of Otlet and La Fontaine (co-founders of the Union of International Associations), who were concerned chiefly with the Humanities,. and Mr. f. Danker Duyvis (later General Secretary of the
F.I.D.) who was responsible for most of the sections on Science
and Technology. Containin~ some 70,000 subdivisions, this 2nd
edition in French was published durin3 the years 1927-33 under
the title of"Classification D~cimale Univer~elle" and has since
served as the author.itative basis fo_r all subsequent schedules,
full and abridged.
·
·

Three basic principles are evident in t.he Universa.l Decimal
Classification:1. It is a classification in the strictest sense, ~spending
on the analysis of idea content, ~o that related concepts and
groups, 1~f concepb; are brought together, and the arbitrary and
often haphazard systematization of alphabetical and other arrangements is avoided.
2. It, :Ls a unive!~<;il-_£],_~ssification in that an attempt is made
to include in it every field of knowledge, not as a pa€chwork
of isolated, self-sufficient specialist groupings., but as an.
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integrated pattern of correlated subjects. This universa1ity
at the conceptual level is supported by notational devices,
which permit the linkini of simple main numbers (for simple
ideas) either with other main .numbers or with auxiliaries
denoting Place, Time Bnd similar commonly recurring categories in each case forming combined or compound numbers. If separate
index entries are made under each single main number forming
-part of a combined number, the' complex subject can be located
from each point of view, regardless of any subjective approach
on the part of .the classifier.
3. It is a universal decimal classification, constructed on
the principle of proceeding from the general to the more particular by the (arbitrary) division of the whole of human
knowledge into ten main branches, each further subdivided
decimally to the required degree. This principle con be
applied to any notation, but Arabic numerals are internationally familiar in a recognized order, whereas letters and other
symbols are not.
Structure
A.

Main structure
The· whole Field of human knowledge, regarded as Dnity, ~~
divided into ten main branches denoted by decimal fractions
as follows:·
.o Generalities:methodology, documentation,scripts;
. recording, c6llection and dissemination of information
,1
Philosophyr metaphysics, logic, ethics. Psychology
.2
Religion. Theology
.3
Social sciences: including statistics, law, education
.4
Philology. Languages
.5 · Pure science, mathematical and natural
·.6
Applied science: medicine and technology
• 7 . The Arts, incl u·d ing architecture, photography, entertainment and sport
.8
Literature
.9
Geography, Biography. History•
On this foundation, the notation is built up by continuous
extension of the decimal fractions, on the principle of
proceeding from the general to the particular. Thus, every
concept within the domain of pure science is represented
- by a. decimal fraction greater than .5 and less than .6,
the subdivision being carried to any required degree, as
shown by the following example:
Pure science, mathemBtical and natural
.5
.51
Mathematics
,52
Astronomy, geodesy
Physics, with mechanics
.53
.531 ·
Mechanics (of solid bodies)
Measurement of geometrical and medhanical
.531 7
magnitudes
Measurement of length, linear dimensions
,531 71

,532
. B,

Fluid mechan~cs
etc. 1, etc.

Auxiliaries

Auxiliary numb.ers and signs are a means of eliminating
repetition by groupi~g ~ecurring subordinate concepts
such os lariguuge, form, place, time and point of view
(i) ~q_d_i_t_i_o.[I sign +, used to link commonly associated
concepts, e.g. 622 + 669 for mining and ~etallurgy,
(ii) extension sign,/, used to denote a range of concepts
which collectively form a branch of knowledge, e.g.
624/628 for civil engineering.
(iii) relotion sign, : , used to link related concepts of
equal value, e.g. 31:63 for statistics as applied
to agriculture.
(iv) language sign, = , used to give the language of the
document, e.g. 22,05:30 for the Bible in German
(v) form sign, (o ••• ), used to give the nature of the
document (pe,riodical, book, etc.-,), e.g. 58(021) for
a comprehensive botany J:iandbo_ci!:. or -~_l!_l!EJ:.
(vi) place sign, (1) to (9), used to give the geographical
range of the subject denoted, e.g. 385(43) for the
Gorman railway system.
(vii) nationality or race sign(= •• ,), used to indicate the
recial aspects of the subject denoted, e.g. 291.33
(=947.5) fdr witchcraft among the Eskimos.
(viii) time sign," ••• ", used to allocate dates or other time
asp~cts to the subject denoted, e.g. 341 "1898.12.11"
for international law as at 11th December 1898.
(ix) ·alphabetical subdivision used to cover particular
features, e.g. 820 (Shakespeare) for the works of
Shakespeare
(x) point of vie~ sign, 00 •••• , used to indicate the broader
aspects of a subject from a particular viewpoint; e.g.
622.009 for the social and ethical aspects of mining
(xi) note on application sign, - ••• , used to indicate the
manner in.which the subject denoted is used, e.g. 331.64055,2 for labour services for women
(xii)_ synthetic sign, 1 ••• , used to build up c1Jmpound numbers
e.g. 547.29 1 26 for carboxy-acid esters
Commenf~.

1.

Some examples of typical numbers generated by the UOC are
--159.9+331,826+37.048,2
--338.984.4: 622.33+669.1(4)
--621.039.004.14:327.3
--572+930.6+41(98/99)

This SClrt of variable length/multiple sign number is definitely
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current users to readjust their files and to avoid widespread
confusion of the older and newer meanings. IIJ.i_s,_p_o_l)_cy__und_o_u_b_t:.•
_e_dJ_y___s_l,o_w.s__d_o_w_ri__ .i::_e._IC.:!:_§..ion, but probably creates least dissatisfaction, especially when applied with discretion and some degree
,of flexibility.

not oriented toward standard data processing methods. (One
computer system is however in operation in the. USSR which handles
these codes).
2. Thdre is no attempt to take care of semantic differences
associated with multiple use of the same term, each to denote a
subtle difference of meaning which can only be classified by a
definition in the form of a seiies of phrases, (see Appendix A2)
This can be handled, but only by increasing the depth of the
indexing to create rather unwieldy cude numbers,
3. Despite references to its applicability to the "whole field
of knowledge" the scheme is primarily intended and used for
the classification of documents, Most of the people and organizations involved in it~s-;-;r-8 documentalists with a commitment
to document handling. For example, the UDC coordinot~ng body
is the International federation for Documentation. Little value
is seen in divorcing knowledge from t'h·e--ciO-cum·e-ri-i;-5 in which an
attempt is made to record it. This divorce is however now possible with new techniques of handling information,
4, The development of the system leads to unbalanced depth of
coding. The best example is the field of p_u_r_e__ s_c_i_o.Jl_c_~ which
is confined to 5. The tremendous development in this field
since the scheme was conceived means that a code must be made
quite lengthy before it is significant, a~ opposed to the case
.in a less developed field such as philolcgy, 4.
5. Revision and reconceptualization is very difficult and slow
as the following extracts indicate. The process of reconceptualization is not seen to be an essential Feature of the advance
of knowledge, but rather as cinnoyingly inconvenient to continued development within traditional knowledge hierarchies,
·
In revision, conflicti_fl.!l__tendencios are inevi_i:_~~L~: the older
established users, having built up extensive u.o.c. catalogues
over the years, tend to resist changes, whilst the newer and prospective ones, with little or no existing U.D.C.-classified
material, are often anxious for drastic rearrangement, sometimes
in the interests of logic alone. Howaver, the majority of those
active in U.D.C. revision ha.ve accepted a policy of compromis.e:
they endeavour to make the classification better for established
users, and more attractive to non-usersi to reduce confusions and
shortcomings, and to introduce new concepts without disturbing the
existing tables too much.
The gov~rning rule in all U.D.c. revision work is that the significance of a particular number may be extended or restricted,
but may not be completely alter.ed. IF a U.D.C. number (with
any subdivisions) is obsolete, it may be "cancelled", which
means that its use is no longer authorized because a better or
more up-to-date arrangement has been developed under another
rumber, often a "free" (unused) number. Eventually, the cancelled
number becomes "free" (by disuse) ~nd may then be authorized with
a completely different: significance, but only after a period of
10 years, which is considered the minimum necessary to enable
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5. The UNISIST St~dy Repo~t on the feasibility of a World
Science Information System has the following to say about Ehe
UDC and other systems:
"Librarians and information specialists would generally
agree that a world-wide scheme ~f sub~ect cat~gorization
is needed to facilitate document and information exchanges, •• Opinions differ, however, when it comes to deciding which scheme best suits the purpose. Several encyclopedic classifications are in competition ~- the Dewey
Decimal Classification, the List of Subject Headings
used in the Library of Congress, the Colon Classification,
tho Universnl Decimal Classification, etc. -- and although
tho lost named has benef itted from extensive ihternational
support through fID, it is by no means the unique c~ndi
dote for world-wide recognition as the §.!;_~~ subject
category list. Its advantages and shortcomings were examinod by the UNISIST \forking Group on Research Needs in
Documentation, who came to a twofold conclusion: (a) organizational and technical measures could be taken to obviate
tho manage rial drawbacks of UDC, e.g. sJ ow ri;iv is ion procedure, infrequent re-editions, etc.; (b) on the. other hand,
. no cl Eiar answer coult:!_be _gJy_en to the more con_t_;-_Q_\!.'l.r:.?J.~
g~8"s_t:__.[on ·o_f'.___g:v~e.Nil or loc<Jl inadequacy, as regar<;J.2_-:-'tt:i.e__.s_qntent and structures of UDC divisions,,,further studies and
experiments are required to assess the potential value of
UDC in its present state, as the unique world list of subject headings for broad categorization, or "shallow" indexing of documents." (p.95)
7. As the UNI S IST extract above acknowledges, UDt is one •omongst
many classification schemes which are i!l.._£_q_m_p_~tLt_i__o_CJ.!_ The tendency for different classifying groups to favour different cat•
egoiy breakdowns should be contained and facilitated within an
infcirmation system and not left to deteriorate into sordid
squabbles which do not recognize the value to knawledga advance·
of cilternative views, and a continuing effort at. reconcept~al•
izatioh, restr~cturing and redefinition of knowledge.
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Relationship to the UN/m:cD Aligned l:is t of Description ( •)

olem.ents; or "uniterms", which lent themselves. to m.ultiph.
combinations,·· This Ul!l.s .tested by 14 national and i1nternational organizations.

Introduction.·

~Jork on a new Aligned list continued to completion in 1968.

An

.

.

The aim was not to establish a list of keywords tak;lng account of othar descriptor lists at the level of an arbitrary chosen c01nmon ~enominatot, but rat.her to combine ·all the
vocabularias in use into a sin9le whole, leaving each responsible or.ganiz:ation to make the ad.justmrrnts. deemed niiceasar.y'
by common agreement, In 1968 it was <1greed that all UN agencies should be urged.to cooperate in this effort in Engl.igh
and f'rench ond German, and that extension to Russian <ind Spanish should be envisaged•

important fol;e.rnationel effort to coorditiate subject index.ing approaches· hae been made by ,libraries. of' international
a 9 encies concern1;1d with "economic and soc;r.al development"in
its governmental sense. Those initially involved were:
·--rnternational Labour Office (ILO)
· --International Committee for Social Sciences Documentation
--Deutsche Stiftung fUr EntwicklungsHlnder
--food and Agriculture Organiz.iition of the UN
--Organization for tconomic Cooperation and Development
(OECO)
The fi:lllowing have_ already (in 1%9) expressed their intention
· to cooperate in the undertaking:
.... Gt'\TT for international economic relations
--tCMT for transport economics ·
--UNIDO for industrial development
--UNESCO (Social Sciences Deportment) fot ilociology
--ICSSD. for economics
Otbe.r ot9aniz<1tions such as
·•World Health Organization {WHO}
•"International Atomic (nergy Agency (IAf:A)
!)ave declared their raadine.ss to determine, in the l~ght of
.
their particular ac;tivities, the most suitable .descuption. fo.r
inclusion in a lexicon of economic and soi::izi.l developmaht. ln
addition th.Ls work is followed with close interest'·by the
United Nations Inh!.'-Agency Wo1·king Party on 1ndexing· and Doc•
• umentation in which many of the above bodies participate. {The
UN agencies are under pressure from ECOSOC to establish ua
central index of the major documents of the United Nations'
system as a measure th•t should enhance the usefulness of exist•
ing documentation",· although some agency repl.'esentatives are
quite sceptical about:, the feasibility and even the desirability
of this effort.}
·
The project for an international lexicon of economic and social
development originated in a suggestion made by the Secretariat
of the Uni tad Nations to the DECO Development Centre in 1964.
.
Word lists were drawn Uf' which resulted in 1966 in the publi· ·
~ation of a draft Aligned Description List which was a sort of
compromise between a .number of agency descriptor lists and
·
_indexes prepared by reducing their essential contents to simple
The mahrial in this. Appendix is based primarily on extracts from the introduction to the Aligned List of Descriptions, Paris, OECD, 1969.

.. · . '

•poscriptors,
The descriptors used are single wo;ds or compound e>epressions.
The single words are meeningf'ul terms with a r.etrieval value, the expressions are formed, in order to achieve a certain specific character from the outset (e.g.,
c.ommuni ty development, rural development, etc,) or to avoid
tho ambiguities inherent in the exclusive \I.SS of un1terms.:
As o gener:al rule the descriptors are t?Ubstantives and given in the singular.
Certain descriptors having mo,re than one meaning are accompanied b~ an appropriate "scope note." delimiting their use.
Structure,.
Since .one of the underlying reasons fat the Aligned List .was
to ensure consistency aF the differend descriptor lists, it
wns necessary to group all the d"Sscriptars into s.emantic
fields. It woul.d obviously have bee.n impossible to bring.·
any inconsistencies to light from a purely alphabetical list
of several thousand tei.ms,
·
There i.s nothing sy·stematic about the proposed structure, which
is not based upon any preconceived ideas or theories and dif.
fers from all the models offered by hierarchical classifications;
it simply emerged gradually, once it was started. to arrange.
the descriptors by affinHies. It seemed convenient for the
aim in view nnd nothing more. rt is fully recognized that the tit
may be a score of other possible arrangements, all equally
practical; the essential thing was to decide. on one.

. it

is at present arranged in ten 'major blocks nu"'1bered from I·
to x.· Within each of these blocks a certain number of rela. tively extensive ~emantic fields have become evident. Each·
of th~se fields can be identified by one or more descriptors.
These are simple "recognition signals"; the·y do not really
cover the field, since they are members of it1 they ara not .
0,
_imposed on it, as a generic term is impcised on a more specific·.·

'•
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terms, they merely aer~i to call·it to. the attention of the
analysts and ensure its inclusion in the block in strictly
alpha6etical order. In most cases, these extended semantic
fields are br~ken down into more restricted units numbered 1,.
2,3,4, etc. The series is gener~lly headed ~y a unit 0 rela·ting more directly to the descriptor (or group !ilf descript.ors)
which.best identifies the semantic field. For greater conven·ience, and without necessarily givin~ them a particular label, .
a certain number of descriptors which bel6ng to these fields
and seem significant to their content have been grouped be~
tween brackets at the head of the d.ifferent restricted units.

..

Comment.
1.

This way of structuring the vocabulary may seem complicated,
bu~ is really simplicity itself, and has the advantage of
always being easy to revise, since the restricted units can
be shifted from one field to another, or ,rearranged in new .
fields according to the requirements or logic of more special~
ized documentary undertakings. Above all, we hove sought to ·
avoid the inflexibility of hiararchical classifications which
.freeze knowledge at a given moment of time and give their
terms no meaning except in the li.ght of the available IJlhOle.

'rhe Aligned List' is a success for those bodies iuho most
closel~
collaborated in its elaboration. The organizaUons have a .similar perspecti v.e and a common frame o"f
.r1ference1 .na!Tlely "davelopment".
II is claimed that the List is open to other o~ganiza, tions, but this is clearly only to the extent that such ·
bodies subscribe to the structuring or the semantic fields
already ·established -~ or else are so specialized that
t~eir descriptions constitute an isolated sub-set which
ir)teracts with none of the existing fields,
· ·
Tlie degree of agreement already achie.ved is di rr icul t
to establish. There are rumouts at "problems of revis..iion" and thut the system is now "coming apart. at the»
seams" and t_hese are difficult to dispel beca.use the
o~ficial reports ~ll seem t~ have a public relations
cqmponent.
One ~njor dir'ficulty is that to the extent that a pai,'ti ..
organization is less committed to the doctrine
of "development" as a missit:m-orientation, the more
q~est'i onoble the "agreed" semantic fields become~
The
schieme is· the result of g.overnmental decisions def in.,
irig the scmnntics of economic and social dalfelopment.
11 l)avelopment 11 'has been a significamt term s.l,nce the
la\h 1950 1 s." There is. no guarantee ttiat it will not
be upl<lced by intergovernmental decisions on ''environme:n·t" or sorne. other mission-oriented term which. will . .
shiift all the semantic fields. Furthermore, if at. any
ti,m•9 several ·such programmes have equfil status, multiple
ovier-lapping fields would be required and cannot be suppl,i•3d.
Th~e list of descriptions is therefore an excellent modal.
fa~ the purpose for which it mas concei~ed 7 hut cannot be
corrnidiored of permunent value as a .means of .handling .evol.•
virg, alte.rnative patterns cif knowledge.
c~pating

In the process of preparing these.semantic groupings, it has
proved possible to pinpoint and eliminate a certain number or
inconsistencies between the descriptor lists. In. addition,
this grouping has two other advant:ages: it should guide analysts
in the search for pertinent descriptors; in the absence of sco~e
notes for. all terms used, i t also makes i t possible to avoid
troublesome ambiguities, by .prescribing the correct us.age of
certain polysemant.ic desoriptiors .bY the mere fact of situa•
ting th·e~ in proxi.mity to ,other non-ambiguous descriptors.
Unquestionably, this grouping is imperfect; certoin of its
sections could be further develope.d. I,n. ariy event, i t should
be regarded as a simple working instrullll!nt, 'and not as a. mandatory structure."
·
Use. and Development.
z.

"In its present form, the Aligned List does not constitute a
gem-!ine thesaurus, but it i$ substantially more than a simple ·
list of keywords for documentary u.se. We have refrained from
carrying it any ful;'ther for two main reasons~ it was important,
in the context
effective international cooperation, to a.how
the exact state of the work.undertaken by each of the particip;;iting inst.ituti(lns, and it was just as important to think of
the future, by leaving access to the List open to other organ· izations who might wish to develop those sections appropriate
to their special ihterests."

of

",_,;:

.'"

The list is term-oriented, by det'inHion; The semantic
f ia~.d is of secondary importance. Computer programs have1
be~n developed to handlei the terms in different langu3ges.
These programs are. organize-cl to handle the alphabetic tet·me.:
anp obtain other language equivalents. Because it is language oriented, rather than C(lde number-oriented, interlo('lguage problems arise before a ta.rm has been. agreed in
thl! other languages. There is a . ''.favQured language" prob-·'
le• for different parts of the list a~ diffetant times, •s
the introduction to it explains.
·
"In the first place English dominates the major part
of the List which is er.ranged in semantic fields;
secondly, French, and, to a lesser extent, German,
are generally used as ~imple languages of transla-
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Even where the descriptors proper to the different organizations have been translated (From
English,.or from German to French or English) by
these organizations themselves, or under their control, the list which they constitute differs quite
appreciably, by the mere fact of being a translated
list, from a list which might have been prepared
in the same language. Thire is therefore nothing
surprising about the somewhat subordinate character
of the list in French, or the inadequacies of the
English list in the parts translated from Gorman,
or conversely, a certain lack of substance in the
German list translating the English. This is a
purely transitional situation. The prolonged
use of the Aligned List along its three porollel
lines will grodually ollow these deficiencies to
be made up; either by the replacement of ombiguous
terms by more apt descriptors, or above all, by
the introduction in french and Encligh of synonyms
which form a more reliable guide to leod the analysts
towards the most useful word or expression."

rrom the perspective of this proposal, the following operations have been blurred together to contribute to t~is
"transitional" situation:
entities are lnbelled by terms
terms have to be classified into semantic fieldi
to be incorporated
terms have to be translated· and agreed a~ terms
to avoid language depend~~ce
When terms are dropped, the reverse procedure affecting
the structure of the list must be followed.
Each of these steps involves operational and intellectual
difficulties which tend to slow down and resist modification. Much more flexibility would have been obtained
by a number orientation.
Lis~' makes
term~or1ented,

The

great efforts to be flexible by being
To do this it has had to avoid hierarchical classification of any depth, This choice is not
in the interests of those users who need a "deep" classification structure,

£l.eJ.o.t.i.tiD.§bJ.P•• ..t2_t__h_e_jJ}l_LSl.SLE'.i;_cip_9._s~_ls f!l£3....!!.tJ£1.1:L§.cie_!1_i:;.£
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The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Or~ ·
ganization (UNESCO) and tho International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU) created a joint committee in 1967 to study and ·
report on the feasibility of a world science informotion system. The ropoit was published in 1971 (•) and ita recommendations wore the subject of a major intergovernmental conferenc~
at Unesco in October 1971.
.;
It is useful to look at this report, becouse there are sugges~
tions in it th~t its scops should be extended to cover the
··
"behnvioural disciplines" despite a primary emphasis on the
•tbusic sbiences " (p.136).
"The problem the Committee was called on to review is a complex
ono, In its popularly recognized form, it has been unfortu- '
nntoly termed the "information explosion". It is frequently
allnged that scientific and technical article:3 anl:J reports
are increasing at a rate which makes it extremely difficult
for scientists to keep up with the wotk of their colleagues.
Faulty distribution practices and understocked and understaffed libraries make access to these reports difficult; once
access is obtained linguistic barriers interpose comprehension
difficulties.
There are the more familiar characteristics of the problem,
Less obvious, but more radical, are the changing needs of the
world. scientific community for information. The interdisci-·
plinary approach to problems of the environment, for example,
requires information drawn from a variety of sciences: che.mistry, biology, sociology, to name only a few, The emerging
needs of opplied science, technology, and engineering add
further complexities. The classic information services 1 the
scientific journals, abstracting and indexing services lib~
rories, have oll demonstrated ~ cultural lag in accomm~dating
to these new requirements. The achievement ·or new and flexible forms of information services to meet these new needs is
the fundumontol problem ••• "
Tho report notes that:
", •• so many institutions are already engaged i~ sponsoring or·
condu?ting projects subservient to UNlSIST's objectives •••
that it would be both unreasonable and impracticable to conceptualize at this sta9e a transfer or subordinatic1n of their
duties ta a new international organization, henceforward acknowledged as the unique authority in this area. For one
thing, few if any of the existing agencies or services would
be ready to accept the authority ••• "(p~127)
(•)

UNESCO and rcsu. UNISIST; study report on the feasibility
of a world science information system. Paris,UNESC0,1971,
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It therefore recommend§ the establishment of an ongoing project to move towards a world science information system conceived as follows:
"A 'World Science Information System' in this. case, is any
complex set of rules and media that may be devised with the
purpose of· actualizing this concept of world-wide information
sharing in the transfer of scientific and technical informa•
tion from scattered producers to dispersed users in all regions of the earth. This preliminary definition hGs several
implicatio~s. (a) A major one is that there is no room in this
"system" for a centralization of document processing in a single
world institute, as proposed by some,,,the world iystem is ~o
be thought of as a "system of systems", or better o network
of systems, whose components are the operating information
systems of the world whatever their scope,,,(b) However, there
is a sense in which the proposed scheme may qualify as a
system in its own right. The common "rules and media" that
provide the b<isis for the interconnection of tho' components
·are often designated as systems, ~r even networks,.,What is
meant then is that some systematization of current practices
is needed,,,"(p,80-1)

The report is deceptive on a rather fundamental point.
UNISIST project, it is stated, stands for:

The

"The unimpeded exchange of published .or publishable scientific information ~nd data among scientists in all countries" (p1)
"The world-wide availability of scientific documents or data should be·acknowledged as one of the
ultimate goals of' UN!SIST ... " (p.115)
It would appear from this that the UNISIST criteria is the
maximization of diffusion of documents and inform3tion. The
relationship to the diffusion and avallabil-ity of-kf;°~-u~ledQe
is not explored, In fact, the transfer and availability of
knowledge is identified with the transfer and availability
of information,
"Knowledge (scientific and technical): the subject
and findings of research (facts, theories, hypotheses, etc~) as embodied in scientific "information"
and "data" (Gloss<iry, p.146)
"Information.(scientific and technical)1 the symbolic
elements used for communicating scientific and tech: nical "knowledge", irrespective of their nature (numerical, textual., ·iconic, etc,), material carriers,
form of presentation, etc.
The word minformation" i~ this report, is not differentiated from "documentation";cit refers both to the
substance, or content of scientific documents, and to
their ~hysical ~xistence." (Glossary, p.148)

Tho, blurring goes so far that one suspects distlnctione urnre
not clearly osL:iblishod in the minds of tho Committee rn 'signifi~ant to it.
As an illustration, the Committee had a
"Working Group on the Evaluation, Compression, and Organi<~a..
tion of Scientific Information" (list of groups, p. 152), which
is r1Jferred to as t~liori«ing-Group on "Evaluation, Compression
and Organization of Scientific Knowledge" (p.103) and whose
work is referred to as the nevaluation and compression of
scientific documents or data". (p,139), and as "improvirig the
qua'Llty-of- ··;;·ci~:r;t-i r"{;-·cio·c-u"m-,; nt s t hr.oug h evaluation 1 comp n1ssi on, etc." (p,20).
These remarks would be trivial were it
not that knowledge, information,. and documents each demand a
.QJJfr;_refl! <ipprnach to maximize transfer and availability.
Oricfly, documnnts pose 3 .E.b.i:.;~c,::_~J,_ handling, transfer and
filing problem (which may be eased by reproduction at a distance).
Information, consists of signs whic~ can be read, transferred,
mcinipulatnd gnd filod £.1:..§.l.~.t_l:'_o_r_1.i..C:.~l..l.J.• They function as symbols of units of human knowlodge, but only during the shor.tduration process of being read for meaning. Knowledge trnnsfer depends on the ability of the momentary psychological
system "sign and reader" to generate an unambiguous, coherent
and consistent meaning in the mind of the reader, and conversely to convert a di~tinct meaning or concept into a suitable
sign which can be interpreted with equal ease by another re 0der.
Information, in the form of signs, can be read without·resultin~
in the transfer of knowledge and. p.articularly of the knowledge
intended (e.g. undecipherable hieroglyphic writing can be "read"
without knowledge transfer).
Availability of knowledge
Informcition can be made available on the location and content
of documents containing lnformation (e.g.as ~bstracts). The
documents may even be made physically accessible (•.g. to the
point of being in 3 pile on one's desk). These accomplish··
ments do not constitute "availability of knowledge."
The Study does not recbgnite that the period covered by the
proposed system is. one in which increasingly, it is almost impossible for the decision-maker or tesearcher to determine what
information from which discipline is "relevant" (•). If .he attemp~s to order all the relevant documents (or ev~n subscribes
to tho appropriate abstracting service), the purchase or transport costs will be prohibitive (except to a small elite); if he
waits for all the relevant information, it will be too 13te for
him to make a useful decision; if he gets all the relevant information in the form it currently takes, he will have neither
T*T"'• ... how is a prnctitioner of any one discipline to-knc;-;-in a
particular case if another discipline is better equipped to
handle the problem than is he? Is would be rare indeed if a
representative of any one of these disciplines did not feel
that his approach to a particular organizational problem would
be very fruitful, if not the m.ost fruitful ••• " (R.L. Ackoff,
Systems, organizations, and interdisciplinary research.)
.
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the time, the training, nor the inclination to read it all;
and if he reads and comprehends it all, he will not have the
time or the ability to convey his understanding to those whoirn
support he must .obtain tci carry a vote on the matter or, Ultimately, to the man in the street~
"Among the responses to such pressure is greater
specialization. Yet .••• this exp.edient is not always
satisfsctory, for the degree to which one specialty
impinges on another also is increosin~, and mith it
the amount of information with relevance to any one
field of endeavour,"
( SATCOM, .• 17tl-9)

It ii queationable, in visrn of present trends, whether knowludgu transfer can continua fo be effectively accomplished
primarily via document transfer. The United Nations is potentially the most significant institution in existence and
iB at a vital nexGs Of multidisciplinary, international knowledge transrer -- which it currently accomplishes via documonts (•). And yet it has a documentation problem (which in
a sense is equivalent to that of many, if not most, other
large organizations).
'
"This issue has been repeatedly recognized by the General
Assombly, the Economic and Social Council, ths Joint Inspection Unit and nearly a dozen of other UN bodies as
one which directly affects the functioning of the UN.
Suffice it here to nots that in 1970, the UN, both.in Now
York nnd Genova, produced nearly a million page documentation in all languages, The massive volume of documentation produced by the UN prompted a former President of
the Genoral Assembly, Mr, lester B. Pear·son of Canada, to
romark that "the United Nations is drowning in its·own
words and suffocating in its own documentation." The Joint
Inspection Unit stated recently in its report submitted to
the present General Assembly session that "the inspectors
do not hesitbtn to say that the point of saturation hos
now been reached and indeed overstepped." (••)

Any attempt to divide up the task merely poses once more all
the problems of· adequate coordination and integration of programmes and the. need for a clear o~erall perspective, A
multidisciplinary synthesis cannot be effectively conveyed in
a report. Tha s~orter the report, the less depth and detail
it can contain, and the less credible it becomes, particularly
if the validity of the argument depends on many successive
steps. The longer the report, the less likely it is that it
will be.read and understood.
"Consider this dilemma: while our technological abil~
ities to generate and disseminate potentially useful
data ·have increased manyfold in the past few years~
man'" physical p_a_p.a_cj._!;_r to register and to process
potentially informative data has probably increased
very little, if indeed at all. The sheer volume of
data that crosses the typical executive's desk today
should serve to spotlight ths inadequacies of the
education a.nd development of our acquisition strote.gies and. practices. But no gain in _9bi_l_i_t1 could
offset ths widening gap between the sxponentiallyincreasing quantity of data.available for consumption
and 'man's very limited capacity for acquiring and pi~o
cessing useful information." (•)

Tho last quote in fact continues with the significant phrase
"end that 'the law of diminishing returns is taking over •••
Beyond strictly financial considsratiohs, thsrefore •••• the
future usefulness of the Organization may well hinge on its
ability and dete.rmination to sst ones and for all, and strictly
enforce a reasonable but drastically.reduced ceiling to the
volume of documentation 1ts various bodies call for and its
services produce." (•••)

Even if th~ signs ers in the reader's native language and in
the jargon of his discipline, knowledge transfer has not necessarily been significantly facilitated. for when and if he hes
the time to digest the symbolic value of ths signs contained in
the document, they may not constitute an unambiguous, coherent
communication. The signs may have a symbolic or ~onceptual
value for the reader which diffe~s from that of the author (•).
T*T lee Thayer. Communication an·a-cc;;;;;-nu-nrc-ati"O-;;-systsms"l i.n organization, management, and interpersonal relations. Homewood,
Irvin, 1968,P.202.
{**) Colin Chsrry.(World Communication:Threat or Promise? N.Y., Wiley,
1971) notes with respect to a BBC study that: "within a country's
own borders it is only recently, after 45 years of broadcasting,
that the importance of word whoice is really becoming apprecia- ·
ted •••• lt is now being realized that many words con1mc1n:ly used
by broadcasters to peop~s of their own countries ars unknown
in meaning to many listeners •••• If this is so with internal,
national broadcasting, what abtiut over~eas broadcasting in
foreign langua~es? What misunderstandings have bssn inhocently
created? (p.15)

'~

Stemming the generation of nsw knowledge in developed countries• ia
however, not as feasible as lowering the birth rats in developing countries (••••).· To severely reduce one means of storing
and disseminating such knowledge, without seeking a more a~pr~p
riate complementary medium; could only bs counter-productive
and unsatisfactory.
The limitation of the documentation system approach can also be
usefully studied .tf .the problems of physical accessibility and
NIJrHTAR/EUR 372, 1971,- p.2. "Only recently ths SscretaryGenernl of ths United Nations affirmed that ths Organization's
most important working tools were documents. Thus the main·
medium for conveying information consists of documents."
(••) UNITAR~ The Interest o~ the United Nations Instifute for
Training and Rssea}:ch in·ths question of United Natbns documentation. Geneva, UNITAR/Eur 3/1, 1971,p.1.
(***)UN Document A/8319, 2 June, 1971 (or JIU/REP/71/4)
(****) UN Document A/7576, 25 July 1969, para.2 1 shows that document
production by Nsw York HQ increased by 50%, from 1964 to 1967,
to 600 million page-units. This does not include production of
of the regional or Geneva offices or specialized agencies.

"

....
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(Thin inferonco may howuvor be very dangerous in the case of
non-Inda-European language users, for whom the "obje~ti~e"
nature of the world moy oppoor less significant, (Seo Appendix
E2) Out any extension of the world science information systom,as it is conceiued,to the social sciences would only be
of superficial significance if the above distinctions were not
made clear. This is because in the social sciences, most of
the debate concerns the relation between perceptual·inuariants
detected (by the consensus of a group), signs (selected by the
group) and the associated conceptual meaning -- as has been
recently pointed out by Jean Piaget (•),

indexing are considered eliminated. Wh~t problems would porsint
if one had a computer terminal beside one's desk giving zorocost access to all the world's literature as published (•), with
an immediate view end. copy of any page desired, and translated
from any language? This is an ideal documentation system -but no synthesis or overview of knowledge in a field emerges.
"Reviews of· the literature" by persons with the special slant
of particular schools of thought are• the only substitute. It
is questionable whether one's mobility in "semantic space",
outside one's own narrow territory (in which one knows what
one wants to know and who knows it) would be significantly
improved.

"All tho social and human sciences are more or less
closely concerned, in their diachronic aspects, with
the development of knowledge (as a subject) ••• The roregoing considerations show that the human sciences, in
so for as they necessarily include in their field of
study tho subject of knowledge -- the source of the
,
logical and mathematical structures on which they depena-do not merely maintain a set of interdisciplinary relutions between one another ~·· but are part of an extensive circuit or network that really covers all the scien~
ces ••• It was escential to recall this so as. to be able
to shape our conclusions in such a way that they might
succeed in revealing the true significance of interdisciplinary relations.

One is not exposed to alternative hierarchies of conceptual nexuses linked directly or indirectly to more distant nexuses
from which relevant knowledge may be obtained. (There are no
"heights" in documentation systems -- the general is filed with
the particular cf, the treatment of documents with an interdisciplinary emphasis.) The potential ~alue of a knowledge-oriented
information system as an active stimulus for creative social
change and problem-solving may even be directly proportional to
its ability-to draw attention to the existence of established
relationships of low ~robability (i.e. low entropy) between.
concept nexuses. This is not a criteria of document informatim systems where the emphasis is -- for cost rensons ·- on
facilitating access to those documents which are ~ost probably relevant in terms of demand frequency.
-~-

"For th•ir significance far exceeds that of a mere tool
for facilitating work, which is all they would amount
to if used solely in a common exploration bf the boundaries of knowledge. This way of viewing collaboration
between specialists in different branches of knowledge
would be the only possible one if we admitted a thesis
to which far too many research workers still unwittingly
cling --that the frontiers of each branch of knowledge ·
are fixed once and for all, and that they will inevitably remain so in the future. But the main object of a
work such as this ••• is to push back the Frontiero
horizontally and to challenge them transversally. Tho
j._rJu_o_iJ.!J_j_o_c_L_ci f in t_e_r:_dj.§_cjp_l),!1~2..§_D.?I.%...J; hB.£.!JLOl_l'!J_· i !?_
.!_p__I.2 sh2.J:lil_..9_L.F~..9-1:.9. a_n_:Lz..e_t_b;~ fie l_S!L_Qi._!<_11_Q.'_U_l_e_d_g_o_, by
means of exchangos which are in fact constructive recombinations." (p.521-524, emphasis added)

Natural science vs. sociaJ_Efi..!l.I!.£§!.·
Treatment of documen~ation as synonymous with information and
both as symbols of knowledge (or the presence of knowledge)
creates the illusion that the world science information system
will in some way make knowledge more accessible.
'This may in fact be true in the case of the scientific and technical information covered by the UNISIST project. tor there,
invariants in the objective world are represented by signs
which can in most cases be directly and unambiguously attached
to the object in question, to the satisfaction of the natural
science community. The sign for the object and the conceptualization of it are intimately and 0nambiguously related. Another
sign in anbther language may be used but the rules of transformation are clear (the natural language verbiage is oriotner matter, but is less significant). It is a case of "one sign one
concept, one object". It is therefore pcssible to infer fhat
knowledge transfer tends to accompany informati·on transfer,

( *)

The natural sciences are therefore primarily interested in
the debate on the, usually tangible, content of categories
{which are considered to be relatively permanent), and the
dynamic lies in subdividing the categories and discovering
re1atic1nships between their content. Whereas the social

One could thi"nk in terms of a personal library of 30
million books. A recent UNITAR document (UNITAR/Eur/ 3/2~
notes that there will probably be one million journals in
30 years time. Currently it is estimated that about 2000
books (i.e, 1 million pages) appear every minute throughout
each day.
·
~

(*)

Jean Piaget. General problems of interdisciplin~ry research and common mechanismss. In: Unesco. Main trends
of research in the social and human sciences. Paris,
Unesco, vol.1, 1970, pp. 467-52~.

.'
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primarily interested in the ..categories themselves and their
lnte.rrelationships, and the dynamic lies in reformulatin\;i,
resliaping, and regrouping the system cf categ.ories in an
effort to get closer to the cont~nt (*). It is clear that
the li<1tural sciences could easily adjust to an arbitrary
permanent category hierarchy• whereas the social sciences
would be straight-jacketed and ill-!lerved by any s).lch sys-· ·

·.>·

•

:

E>.A.' Strickl<Jnd has suggested' C*) that the Shepard's Citati'On coding system for American case and statutor)• law
might provide suggestions as to how to handle tne·concept
coding problems on computer.
The beauty of' t~e Citator system is that it too is ~esigned
to convey acc.urate information about embiguou$ concepts arid
about ide'as tho mcrnning and validity of. which arc themselves
in dispute. The" basic logic of it is this: The units of
analysis {judicial decisions.an<:! statutes} are ordered according to real time, Since these elements are already ref'ei•
red to by number (e.g. 351 U.S .• 147,1956, meaning a certain
volume of the U.S. Rnports at a certain page, for the given
year), the task of tho cit a tor is som.ehow to ch,aracterize ·
the relation .of the elements across time... Note that at
this level the co.ntent of a unit need not be described or
charac;terized one way or .the other; what i! represented is
the relationship between two units.

tern.,

Shuffl.j.ng 11ocuments an·d signs might facilitate the transf'ar
of meaning and knowledge betweeri those who could identify
t.ha representati va 0:f t.he group f'or whom a particular set of'
meanings could be consistently and unambiguously attached
to the signs. But even within that group, advances in knowl,edge and rectinci;lp.tualization have to b!l carefully x:elated.
tti the original set of meanings. However, m<iking the documents and signs of' that group available to other "outside''
·groups would only introduce "noise" and confusion. A
f<noUJ_l_e_'!,s_"'!.::!ti:..~e.!).te_it inrormation .system would be needed to
avoid $Uch confusion and fai;:ilitate fruitful interaction
between different schools of thought within the social
sciences.

"

'

.

The simplest way of connecting· the units is to designate which
of them explicitly cites whi.ch others. Hence, a later· cas·e
· w·ould not be cited at. all, under the entry for an anterior
·one, unle.ss tbe former were somehow dl;lpendent on the latter.
f'.or e~ample:
· ·
·

Perhaps the clearest example· of' the need for a concept- or
f<nowl.edge·-oriented appr.(lach in the case of the social sci1mces
is, given by the confusion of meanings.associated with tho•
conc-ept "democ1'acy". f'.ew people know that Unesco arranglid an
expel:'t meeting to clarify. its .meaning. The meeting concluded
that at least thirty distinc.t meaning.s were required and in
use.• (*} The 1'eport was iuithdrau:n for circulation fOr political reasons -- it is political dynamite. It means that in
most international debates (in which_ the word is a vital
element of the .consensus. of interest and common goal on 111hich
the discussion is founde.d) participants are simply talkin,g
past one another, and resolutions containing the word are ot
questionable significance. In fact, the multiplicity of interpretations implicit in term-orienteo discussions and report ·
production may-be considered a direct stimulus to the production or Further reports giving clarifying.or alternative inte1'-·
pretations --· thus Further clogging document systems.
·

63 Mich. 709. (1961)
j 64 Mch 328
d 86 Mch 96
r 94 Mch 18
.115 Mch 667
(etc.)

The citation without a iower .. case ptef'J.x is merely one which
relies on .the case-in-chief in othru than one of' the ways
desi9nated by the standard pref ix es. Th'.e prefixes stand fo.r ·..
Judgements about. the ,nature of the connections, e.g. that the
later caso dissents From (d) the earlier one, or reverses
(r) it. (The need for precision in this area stems of course
from the American adherence . to stare. d11cisis.)
-

(*)

.

• J!!E~J:l2£!ird's CitaJor - .:_codiJlg J!!chniqu.!•

s~.i'ence~; u~~ble to latch cinto an unambiguous corit"e~t,, orJ

This approach is possible with the coding syitem in zone b.1
(Appendix A6) •
.

.

Strickland then·suggests two possible refinements:·,
Both natural and social science have conceptual parsimony
as a criterion, 111hereas the •sciences humaines" are interested in multiplying the number of possible concepts and
increasing their variety.

(**) ffentioned by f'..A. Casadio 1 Director, Societa Italiana per
l'Organi~zione

Internationale.

( *) Internal note to COCTA members, 9 October 1971.
The
text of this Appendix is entirely based on the contents
of' the note.
;:.
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{i)

·.

use of codes to indicate topoiagic~l relatiorishi~s

e

·Use bf the Intornational. Standard Book Nuin6.ering Te.chnigue

is included in A

8 includes A

to

Ther'o is a strong temptation to adopt a technique similar
that. of ~he International Standard Book Numbering (ISBN).
syst~m ·now used (on tho reverse of all racent book tit.la·
pa9os) to givo a .unique code to each book. This number co111~
sists of 10 digits made up of the fallowing parts:

. 8 overlaps A
B is ob~erse of A
B contradicts A (i.e. "has nothing to do zith A")
B is included in A and includes C
etc.
These features are covered by the coding system in Appendix

..
.•

Appendix DB

group identifiers (i~e., national, geographical,
language or other convenient group).·· An "agancy"
coordinates the allcication ~f number~within each
~roup
e.g., one for Anglo-American publications
.("O."), one for UN system publications, etc:.
!

(ii) indication of the degree o.f consensus on the characterization
of a concept "inasmuch as reasonable men will differ not only
about the exact meaning{s) of a political concept, but also
therefore i;ibovt the simplest relat.ions between such concepts."
Such coding is possible in zone b .2 (sea Appendix A6 ) •
.:

The group identiri~r is allocated by an intern•·
tionnl staridard book numberiqg agency (in formation.*) •.
(This could be consid.ered as a concept fil,ing .
.
·centre i.d.entifier allocated by some loose coordinating body.)
.. -·-

..

•:

book 'publisher identifiers.. The publisher identifier is allocated internally within the group by .
the group agency. (This could be considered as an
accredited concept filing sourc:e identifier alloca-·
tod with respect ta the filing centre for which it .
locates new conceptual entities) ·
book title identifiers. A block or s@guence numbers'
is reserved for each publisher to permit hlm to
select the next available foT the next book. (This
could be considered as a block of sequence numb~rs
for concepts, so that each-accredited source can.
select the next number as each nelll concept is ident if iec;!.)
·
· ·

·--

••• -~-

,->

check digit. This ensures that the code has been
correctly transcribed· and input to the computor. ·A
computer pre-9enerated list of "available" sequen.c1~
numbers incorporates this digit (which.is calculated
on a modular 11 with weights 10-2, using X in lieu
of 10 where 10 ~ould occur as • check digit).

The total length is 10 digits, but the three identifiers onlly
total 9 digits. In order to avoid wastage of numbers or 'lack
of sufficient numbers, publishers with a large book output (of
which there are few) have a two or three digit identif iilr so
that ·the title identifiers can use six. or fiv.e digits. A
( *) Sea proceetlihgs of International Or9anizatlon for Standnrdi- ·.
z1atioh. Technical Committee 46, Working Group 1 on ISHN/
ISSN (ISO/TC 46/ WG1). Lisbon, April-May, 1971. for ae'C:essible description, see'.:- Suzann'e Honore. La numer'ote1Uon normalises internationale du livre. Bulletin des. ·
Bibliotheques de France, 14, 28, August 1g5a, p~ 32,3:53, bibl •

'·

..

.
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smai1 publisher (of whi~h there are many) has a five or six
digit identifier so that the titlR identifier can use two or
three digits. The Publisher idantifisr is therefore selected
on the basis of his output using from two to six digits es
required. Hyphen separators are used.

Sources f'or social science concepts

The temptation to use this system should however be resisted.
While the significance attached to ttlB digits is only "administrative" and has no "theoretical" implications, problems of
overflowing the allocated blocks are bound to occur. The system will "bulge" in unpredictable areas as the U.D.C. has
~one.
It is also questionable whether so much significance
should be placed -0n the source which, once the concept has
been incorporated, will quickly become irrelevant within the
network of other related concepts from other sources.

1.

Guidahce in limiting •cope can be o~t~ined by concentrating,
in the light of the priorities in Appendix A7, on concepts
mentioned in such publications. as:
David L. Sills. (Ed.). International Encyclopadia·of the
Social Sciences, Macmillan, 1968.
Approx. 2500 main antries; 50,000 oross-referenca entries,
covoring tho concepts, theories, and method~ of the following disciplines1
Anthro~ology -- includes cultural, economic, physical ,
political, social, and applied anthropolog~, as well
as archeology, ethnography, ethnology, and linguistics.
Economics -- includes econometrics, economic history, the
history of economic thought, economic development, ~gri
culturol economics, industrial organization, international
economics, labor economics, money and banking, public
finance, and certain aspec€s of business management.
-- include1s cultural, economic, political, and
social geography, but not physical geography.
Histou -- includes the traditional subject.:.matter fields
of history and the scope and methods of historiography.

Googr~

-- includes jurisprudence, the major legal systems,
legal thoory, and the relationship of law to the other
social .sciences.

~

Political science -- includes public administration, public
law 1 international relations, comparatlve politics, political theory, and the study of policy making and political behaviour.
Psychiatry -- inch1de·s theories and descriptions of the
principal mental disorders and methods of diagnosis a~d
treatment.
Pnych~

-- includes clinical, counseling, educational,·
experimental, personality, physiological, social, and
applied psychology.

Sociology -~ includes economic, organi2ational, political,
rural, and urban sociology; the sociologiea of knowledge,
law, religion, and medicine; human ecology; thei history
of social thought, sociometry and -0ther small-group
research; survey research; and such special fields as
criminology and demography,
·
Statis.!:1.£§_ -- includes theoretical statistics; the design
of experiments, non-sampling errors, sample surveys,
government statist:ics, and the use of statistic:al methods
in social science research,

2.

Julius Gould and W.L. Kolb (Ed.) A Dictionary of the Social
Selene~ (Compiled under the auspices of UNESCO). New
York, Free Press of Glencoe, 1964.

3
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This volume is the result of international meetings and
national pilot projects (1952-1956) under the auspices of
UNESCO to define the key concepts most widoly employed in
various social science disciplines. The experts recommended
that the everyday usage of th~ terms defined should be
given as well as the most widely accepted scientific usages,
which should be illustrated by short quotations from the
literature. The aim was to find ~ynthetic scientific definitions that would constitute a common denominator in the
different usages.
It was recognized that the selection of 1000 "general"
concepts and terms used in the social sciences would be
a difficult and, in part, arbitrary undertaking. Tentative
selections were made from a study of the literature in the
fields of political science, social anthropology, economics,
social psychology, and sociology -- the aim being to select
terms that were general and/or in some way basic to the discipline concerned.
·

seeking" social sciences and covers sociology (Lazarsfeld) 1
political sciHncc (Mackenzie), psychology (Piaget), economics
(~ovoral authors), demography (Bourgeois-Pichat), linguistics
(Jakobson), interdisciplinary problems (Piaget), mathematical models (Boudon), problem-focused research (de Bie), ·
comparative research (Rokken), and research policy (Trist).

for the most part terms were omitted that were unduly technical or appeared to be used only in the analysis of minor
or local phenomena. As attempt was made to exclude those
terms about whose meaning there was little dispute or whore
little could be added to a standard dictionary definition~
In deciding upon the number of terms to be drawn from each
discipline, the editorswere guided by the desire to achieve
a r6ugh balance between the disciplines. Despite this,
concepts from poritical science and sociology were in the
majority. On the other hohd, it was noted that many of the
concepts·were "general" in a special sense, in that they
were used in two or more social science disciplines.
Each entry was divided into a number of sections:
~.
giving the core meaning or meanings of the term as. usod
in one or more of the social sciences
B.

International Committee for Social Sciences Documentation.
International bibliography of the social sciences. London,
Tavistock, 4 annual volumes (sociology, political science,
economics, social and cultural anthropology).
Those volumes do not, of course, attempt an~ synthesis at
overview from which key concepts could be extracted, They
do, howevor 1 have good indexes which could assist in the
location of frequently-occurring concepts. The bibltographical entries are also classified into subject group•
ings in a helpful manner.

5.

Key textbooks in each discipline.
In each discipline there are a few key textbooks which are
recognized as offering the clearest insight into the concepts
of the discipline.

6.

Other sources.
Consideration could be given to using the major abstracts
for each ~isciplino to isolate the key concepts used with
a certain frequency (e.g. Sociological Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, etc.). The U.S. Dissertation Abstracts
might also be useful.

7.

Specialized multi-lingual dictionaries.
for example:
. (1) CDnter Hcenich. Dictionary of international relations
and oolitics; systemati~ and alphabetical in four
languages (Cerman/Cnglish/French/Spanish). Elsevier, 1965,

giving a historical background of these meanings and/or
more detailed discussion

This dictionary has S778 terms with equivalents in the
four languages.

C/D/E etc. giving more historical background plus details
of the controversies and divergencies of meaning. The
aim was to clarify the extent and sources of divergence
and to describe the many convergences that could be
noted·.

(2) I. Paenson, English/fr~nch/Spanish/Russian Systematis
Glossary of Select Economic and Social Terms.
Pergammon, 1964.

The entries were prepared by individual scholars, in some
cases with "second opinions".
3.

4,

UNESCO. Main Trends of Research in the Social and Human
Sciences. Paris, Unesco, (Port one: social sciences, 1970
,819 p; Part two: human sciences, 1972?).Also in Franch ed~tioh.
These volumes are potentially useful as a guide to selecting
concepts and sources. Part one is confined to the "law-

'II

Oxford,

Attempts to present a system of inter-related concepts
which reflect a vertical hierarchy and are presented .
within a continuous text in a systematic GX'pqsition of
a given subject (see Appendix 012).
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·International O~gan.i~ahons lliossibh Interested
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·Appendix 011 ·

t.'!-~J1~_$.llT.G..QJ1Ji~_o1nm_~ndatib~s

In tlie U.S.A. the National Academy. of Sciences and the .
National Academy of Engineering appointed a committee on
. Scientific and Technical Communication (sATCOM) which undertook a three-year.survey (1966-68) funded by the National
Science Foundation.

Interriatianal Federation far Documentation {Classification Group)
International Sociological Association
Internet ion al Pali ti.cal Science Association
Saci~ty for General Systems Research
European Centre for .coari::Jination of Research and. Documentation

This resulted in a report.(*) and recommendations.

in the So.cial Sci.ences
Institute of International Law

or major concern Illas the increase in ~he volume of such
int'orma ti on, the emergence of new disc:i.plinEis, and· 1Jf new
links bctllleen existing ones, and the iRcteasing diversify
of user groups and user needs• The Committee made :~ecommend
atians with respe.ct to improvements "to the structuring, flolli
and transfer or scientific and technical information and in.sight•"

International Association for Analytical Psychology
Internati,anal Association of legal; Science
International· Association of Applied Psychology
International Association of 'Individual Psychology
International lnstitute of Administrative Science

On the question of fufther research, the Committee reported
that "More exciting than retrieval or information from a
static store is evolutionary indexing, in which user's
.
.
additions, modifications, restructuring, and critical commen-·.
tarios steadily improve the initial indexing •• ~" NSF funding of investigation into this approach was. recam~ended.

Internatitinal Unio11 tif Psychological Science
Internati~inal Comrniuian for a History of the Scientific and
Cultural Development of Mankind
International Committee for Historical Sciences:

•·

The report laid great st;ess· tin the intel.'disciplinary inf or•
m~tion problem.
"With, the expansion of the body of recorded
informat i.on, the Ii kelihood that all .the informaf;ion which
could be of use in a given operation will ·have its origin in .
tho geographic,. temporal or disciplinary neighborhood or (its)
potential point of applica-tion decreases." If; concludes
that an area requiring further action "related to the slowly
knitt,l.ng, massive, mission-oriented pro.grams of recent years
which deal with major so 0 ial concerns ••• Economic, demographic ·
ond sociological information will have to. be readily av;iilable and used in .complete integration 111ith engineering, gee.graphic, and other relevant kinds of information."

International Council for Philosophy and Humanistic st·ud5,e13
International Institut11 of Socit>logy
International Law Association
Interna&nal Institute of Philosophy
International Social Science Council
International rederation of Societies of Philosophy
International Society for General Semantics
_
International Union ofAnthropological and Ethnological. Sciences
Pugwash Conference an Sr;ience and World Affairs
· International U.nion of Orientalist$
World A.cadHy of /\rt and Science
International r ederation for Modern l..~nguag&s ancf

.

International Association of Universities
European Society of Culture
Intaramerican Society of' Psycholo9y
International Bureau of Differential Anthl'.opology

-~

...

.-'"•'

( *) Scientific and Technical Communication; a prtJsSing nati-onal
·
problem and J;"ecommendations for its so;LuU1on. Washington,
· N.ational Academy of Sciences, 1969.
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Appendix

Glossary of Sele.cted Term.s in Public Lalll,
International Center ·fo·r the Terminolo
(INTERCENTRE

•.

of the Social

INTERCENTRE is now in the process of completing terms in
subject area, and will shortly be publishin9 the result,

This centre, under the leadership of Dr. I.saac Paenson, tia s. >
been· active. in the production of glt:issaries; as an aid to .. , : .
translators and specialists in the econo~ic and social .
disciplines, o·r. Panason specifically makes the point that
the olossaries are not "word lists with s~ts of definitions,"
but ~n the contrary are attempts to pres~nt a system of inter•
related ~oncepts lll~ich reflect a vertical hierarchy and are
presented within a coritinuous text. Ha racognizes that the
dirffct translation of a word or phrase l"rom a foreign language
· is only part of the way to comprehension, and has aimed at
conveying not merely the .right word to use in a particular ..
·context, but also the idea ·the word expresses.• Every effort is
evidently made to ensure that '!;h.e texts are authoritative,
· ... ·
The glossaries. produced so far have ,been supported fintin~iall.Y ,:
Qr 'othetwise by contacts with Unesco and the Intern.ational ·
Social Science. Council.· An effort has been made to maintain .
contact with na.t:ionai and regional centres interested· .~n the.Ela.
a.pproaches.
·
S stematic tloss~r ~f Selected Ec~nomic and Social Terms
French S anish Russian·· Ptirgamon Press, 1964.

En li~h

Section headings: Demand, Production, Business E:conomics, Labour
tond Social Security Questions, Financial Questions, Economic
Theories, International Trade, ·Alphabetic lndex of Terms in
all four languages.
The Glossary is almost entirely concerned uiith economic terms,
the only social terms includ.ed are those with' respect to soCial
security •. The general approach is to take, topic by topic,
·.
each aspect of economics and fq:;- ·each concept within e.ach aspect
to give a sentence or pbrase and its equivalents in each lan.·
guage. There, is not a· great deal of emphasis ·on differences
.
of meaning itl specific terms • . Thet'e are some exceptions to this;
For .example, different economic theories are given in some detail.
"National inco~e" is given with various alternative dePinitions. ~
But in general, each term is tt'eated a~ having a :single meaning •.

..

No attempt i!l made to show the interconnections bet1ueen terms
i.n any syste.mat.ic Way• ·The structure is not ·a ·Very deep one,
and is f:l.asEid on his breakdown of economics. "Concepts ore not
broken do·wn into sub-uni ts,· in the way that is planned irr
proje6t,
·
· ·
·

,,r

6f Statistical Methods
S •stemati.c Clossat' of the Terminolo
tnglish.french Spanish 8ussian • Pergamon pr~ss, 1970.
. ,
This is prepared on ;th!il. samt1·.,bai;i~ as· the ,previous itol4me~
Again,the;emphasii,is on·providioO a cla~r definition 6f~ ·
each term uiithin a systematic e1<posit ion a.f th.a subject. The
presentation is given in the at.tached extract.

Cle1;1rly, the work of this Centre could repreiient an important
aid to this pi:oject, and it is also very probable that the ·
output or the project would be of great use to the Centre in
preparing further glossaries, There is, however, a very clear
distinction between the concerns of this project, namely to :
c!arify differences in meanings and to register' different
contiepts, and· .the INTERCENT.RE: emphuia on defining terms within ··
a specific·framework.
·

···.'.

C. l'RELIMINARY TREATMENT OF DATA

C. TRAITEHENT PRfLIMINAIRE DES
· DONN~ES .

(I) Before studying the various movements of time~" it Is rsscntiol to insure the contl"'rability
Of the obmvutiuns incJ.ud<d by 1113.king necos.ary
· adjustincnts fot. inlu nlio:

(I) Avant d'etuditr lt1 di!Tlrcnts mouvements de~
ebtooolo11lq11tt " ii est .. scnticl de s'o~urc~ de ta ·
<Olllp3rabilit.C ·des observations dTt:t:t-uh:,;, e11 proddant -aux. ajuste-ments 116tcssairn pour tcnir
("omrtc, (nlrc Aulrcs.~ des

(ll) •riatloGI hi lht ID!trnl of lime"•

fcausccl

by

of

·l!uctuation.. ttsultiri& partly from t!tl: incidence
holidays. in the numbers of eolttt"-r d1yo" or .
workln& d•JJ" per month, per quarter. elc./;

~l po~atlOll ....,... ti /to •llminatc tlltir influen<:t!
. tS-rln" are often Qlculated 011 a por ~pita

1'Mls "I;
(cl prlet clwo1<s '' /to diminat< their infiutn« valtic

dllta forming t1,...,.,.r1..·11 ate dMd<li /ddlatc4/ by

. {Wt•""')•

.

the prkt lit.lien... for lite corresponding rennds
and thus 'l&•atu,. lndt•" •• are ntabliJh<d/.

iles fti1<tuations qui rlsulten.t en part!• de l'lncidtnce. · ;;, ··
· des jours de fate 1Ut )( ·non_tbt~ de )»tri cJfilt Jt :OU ·· . . ,
de J<rurs Ouna~tn •J- par moi!, trimcstre ttc./ ;
(bJ ••tla!IOllS cle la pop.iatlon" {pour climiner leur illfiuence. lt1 sirl.. cbronol<Efqut1 1 ~ aont sou•cnt cal•
cul~.. l'>I me "I ;

cl••

·"'*····I
!..................

M>nt ainsi ttahili\/.

{l) The first step to be taken in the aft•lysis ot ~

ti) La pre,,.iC.c l1arr de l'anal)>e de shle1 ~
loil'flltO H<tousi>tO ttl feur .r<pt6~ntatiOJI grarhiqllc

l1tlHI" inay be

1:::} on •~h a

chart-ft<eltand or wilh a transparent ruler-as a <~• or
as a $1rairhl line thus enabling us 10 . .rudy it as
well a• the deviaiit>ns from it due to eyclk~l '',
et--..1" or nn4om f1c1.>n 11 (s. 9.,(1).~bove). This
method or trcrul-llttill&" ~ont.ains. hOwcnr, • cer•
lain •~bjec!ivc clement And is. very IJlptodmatt,
lf V<t 1'tnl to nmke foreculJ ,., based on lbe

-

• $0.cellod

·---··ct."·

Cll.«1to...

!="';.,} ordlu~ cu du peplet.

l!"drill' acml*'•"•hmlque " uu (douNcmcot) loprithm'4i.tt "' tr. Ch. JV. A.2 .• (2) et (3)]. Le: ,,._
ian<e an.!rale 11 pcul tltt aju•I~ IUr un lei Jfl•
phiquc .t. main lute ou A !'aide •l'un• rtgle transpartnte suiv•nl uoc courbe- ou· vne droite, cc ,qui
pcrnid de rt1udier ••
l•mr• quc 1.. tcatU
par rapport A clit, dus au• faet....,. cri:llq- '>,
. aalloADk111" OU aecW...lcla .. [v. B., (I), ci.d... v.sJ.
Cttt• m~bodc d'1)mtram:t .. II t...U11Cc" contitnl,
pourtant, un t!tmtpt ·sul>jtctif et flt trh approx!-

· ·'

· f.

A., Ill, .,.......

Ullmann cites: its introduction of' a truly structural method
into a.branch of linguistics, the possibility of' formulating
problems which would otherwise .pess unobserved; and a method'
of approach to the problem of' t.he inf'luence of' language on
thinkin9.

. At thia point, the field theory links up with. another recent
development in linguistics, the so-called Sapis-Who~r hypbthe~·~

...•

'•""'

60

.

.

A aemantic rield does not m•rely reflect the ideas, values and
outlook of conte~porary society, but it crystallizes and perpet~.
uates thcnt: it hands douin to the oncoming generation a readymade analysis of experience through which the world will be
Viewed until tho analysis becomes so palpably inadequate and
out-of-date. that the whole. f'ield has to be reca.st,

ml•••

- • ct.

.

Those limitations must not, however, be allowed to obacure
outstanding i_mportance of the field theory•·

(G~NllRALE)

1ur du P"Pl<r

.

The. field theory has been strongly criticised f'rom various
.quarters and ·some of the claims put f'orward by its champions
are no .doubt extravagant and unconvincing. The neatness with
mhich wtfrds deUmit each other and. build up a k:i.nd of mosaic,·
without any gaps or overlaps, has been greatly exaggerated~
Thij is true only of specialized and rigidly-defined systemsJ
in ordinary language, vagueness,synonymy, ambiguity and si~i
lar factors will produce a much less. tidy picture ••• Quite
apart from overlaps between the various conceptual spheres,
1t is clear that many of these have no systematic organization of any kind.
·
.

f<). >arhilkiM
prl~" {p<'ur tl<min<t !cur inffuence,
le!\ dl'nncc,. de yalcut coflstituai1t d('S llrits chr•o,,..
loi:lquts •• snnt dM•~U r•r ks lnditH •• prh "·.::
pour 1.. p.!rh,d~s corrcsrond~n\es, ct le1 hwket ~.

D. L'ANALYSE t>E LA TENDAWCE

r::i.::·. .1

\,.,

~

O, ANAl.YSl.S OF THE (SECUt.A,R) TREND

..rs.."

.

The' semantic.field th~ory (*).was f'its~ ~ut .iorward by Jost·
. Tries and is based on the conception of' fields as clos.ely,.knit
13ections of the vocabulary, in. which a particular sphere is
divided up, clansif.ied and organi:Zed in such a way that each
element helps to delimit its neighbors and is delimited by
them·. Their contours fit. into each other .like pieces of dif'ferent shapes· in a mosaic. In each field, the raw material
.
of exporienco is analysed.and elaborated in a unique way, dif~
faring from one language to another. and ofter f'rom one period
to another in the history of' the same idiom. In t.hh way, the
structure of semantic f'ields embodies a specif'ic philosophy ' ·
and a scale of values.
·

Jr1n1....ti.4<1_ .. ,.
I
{a) •arlatlOllS 4• )la ,......,. .,. ..,_,.1i.... ,.,1 /dues 1 :

..ildal ht

is fo plot them 00 ord!Dal')'
}'aper Qt M!ldloptithmle " or loptlllnt\lc '' p!Qttma
.,.,., It- Cit. IV, A.l., (l) and ())); 'fhr *'11ar

The eon6ept or<semantic f'ields · (*)

(*)

This Appendix consists of extracts fromt S. Ullman. Seman-·
tics; an introduction to the· sdence of ~Jlning.!. Oxfiird,
Biackwell, p. 243-253.

(**)

for recent work see: L. Weinberger,. Vo.n Weltbild der deutscher Spache. (Dusseldorf 1 1953-54, 2nd edition}.
. .
r. Hiorth. "!Jn the relatir;in between field research and ·
lexicogr.aphy." Studia Linguistica, 10' (.1956), pp. 57-66 •

"
',·'.
.~

,
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thesis on the influence of language upon thought. (see Appendix
'i:2}Modern philosophers, "linguistic analysts" and others, are
deeply concerned about the possibility that some philooophical
problems are pseudo-problems generated by the structure of our
languages. Benjamin Lee Wharf approached the question in a
novel and fruitful way: by comparing our own European languages
--"Standard Average European", as he called them -- with tho
totally different structure of Amerfcan Indian idioms. His
researches convinced him that each language contains a "hidden
metaphysiqs",that it embodies a unique way of viewing tho world
~nd imposes this outlook on its speakers. "The linguistic sys•
tem of each language," he argued,• is not merely a reproducing
system for voicing ideas, but rather is itself the shaper of
ideas, the program and guide For the indivldual 1 s mental activity, for his analysis of impressions, fur his systhesis of his
mental stock-in-trade. We dissect nature a~ong linas laid
down by our native languages."
During the last few years, a new concept of semantic fields
has been evolved by the French linguist Georges Matore:
c'est en partant de l'etuds du vacabulaire quo nous essnierons
d'~xpliquer une societe.
Aussi pourrons-nous definir la lexicologis comms une discipline sociologique utilisant le materiel
linguistique qua sont les mots." .His teaching and example
have also stimulated a number of enquiries into specialized
vocabularies, ranging from feudalism to railways and from
fashion to medicine. These investigations have found a focal
paint in the recently-established centre of lsxicological
studies at 8esangon 1 where large-scale research projects are
being organized with the .aid of modern mechanical devices. (•)

Use of sovoral
A•

and translation probloms.

.!1J?senco of a lingu_ura!:!.£~·
It would be optimistic to expect wide acc~ptancs of the
system if it was based on one language only. The UNISIST
Study notes (pp. 72-73) that:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

B.

J.angu~

E2

English now accounts for about 40% a~ the world
literature, regularly yielding (as are frsnch and
German) to the rising group of "Eastern" languages
s .g. Slavic, Chinese and Japanese.
Na one can predict what the situation will be twenty
or fifty years ahead, nor does anyone possess reliable
data on the present use of foreign language materials
in the sciontific community (but see Appendix E2,boction

The chances of securing international acceptance of
English as JllJ::. standard language of scienca are, in
present circumstances, very poor.

Language preferences.
Apart from these aspectsi there is the extremely serious
problem that social scientists in one language group tend
to eithar ignore foreign longuage moterial or find it "lnas
relevant" to their particular concerns. This is particularly
significant across tho English, French, German divide. Concepts given in foreign languages may be difficult to comprehend if one' is less than completely at home with the language in question. An unconscious hostility to concepts
expressed in foreign languages may even build up (see section

C•

.L ar!.9..l.!£9..(':_9.r_q_t,J_[J__~..Q.£.C!,IEJl.£.ti'!..bJ.1:..L_i:_:!__~ •

Thorn is also tha possibility that a concept may first be
expressed or may only bo expressible, in a given forsign
language. It would be an advantage to be ablo to file it
ad such and worry about the translation afterwards. The
author who has done much to emphasize the difficult-tocomprehend controsts between meanings in the standard IndoEuropean languages and those in other language groups ii
8enj<Jmin Lee Wharf. These contrasts are well-illustra.t'od
in the following extract from one of his papers (*):
·

(*) ·The centre, headed by 8. Qusmada, publishes a series sn~
titled,"Cahiers de Lexlcologis,"and a "Bulletin d'Infar-·
mation du Laboratoire d'Analyse_Lexicologique".
'

E).

The position of English as a lingua Franca of science
is contested by some governments either to consolidate
a new country via a national language or in the belief
that language can be artificially maintained as a
vehicle of a culture.

"The growth of the Inda-European language-culture
complex dates from ancient times. Much of its metaphorical reference to the nonspatial,~y the spatial.

(*) B.L .. Wharf. L,anguage Thoughh..i!_nd Rs.~l,_i_t{. New York, Wiley,
19SEI, 278 p. 1"The re atian of habitual thought and bshav iour
to l.artguaga")

E).
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was already fix~d in the ancient tongues, and more
especially in Latin. It is indeed a marked trait of
Latin. If we compare, say Hebrew, we find thot, tuhile
Hebrew has some allusion to not-space os space, Latin
has more. Latin terms for nonspatia1s, like educe,
L~-Li.9..i:.0..1 .Q.I).r::_g__i_p_i_~ .. .C:.0..fl!P..X:..!'.!..QPJ:i.r-Lo.., are usually ·m-;;-t-aphorized physical references: lead out, tying back, etc.
This is not true of all lang1.rnges -- i t is quite untrue of Hopi. The fact that in Latin the direction of.
development happened to be from spatial to nonsputiol
(partly because of secondary stimulation to abstract
thinking when the intellectually crude Romans encountered Greek culture} and that later tongues ~ere strongly
stimulated to mimic Latin, seems a likely reason for a
belief, which still lingers on among linguists, that
this is the natural direction of sem<.intic chungo in all
languages, and for the persistent notion in Western
learned circles (in strong contrast to Eastern cries)
that objective experience is prior to subjoctivn.
Philosophies make a strong case for the reverse, end
certainly the direction of development is sometimes the
reverse. Thus the Hopi word for "heart" can be shown
to be a late formation withi~ Hopi from a root meaning
think or remember. Or consider what has hoppened to
the· word "radio" in such a sentence as "he bought a
new radio" as compared to its prior mooning "science
of wireless telephony."
"To sum up the matter, concepts of "time• and "matter"
are not given in substanHelly the same form by experience to all men but depend upon the nature of the
language or languages through the use of mhich they have
been developed. Th~y do not depend so much upon any
one system (e.g. tense, ur nouns) within the grammar as
upon the ways of analyzing and reportiiig experience
which have become fixed in the ianguage as integrated
"fashions of speaking" and which cut across tho typical
grammatical classifications, so that such a "fashion"
may includ8 lexical, morphological, syntactic, and otherwise systemically diverse moans coordinated in a certain
framework of ~onsistency. Our o~n "time" differs
markedly from Hopi "duration". It is conceived as like
a space of strictly limited dimensions, or sometimes as
like a motion upon such a space, and employed as an
intellectual tool accordingly. Hopi "duration" seems
to be inconceivable in terms of space or motion, being
the mode in which life differs from form, and consciousness lD. toto from
the spatial elements of consciousness. Certain ideas born of our own time-concept, such
as that of obsolute simulUmeity, wo1Jld be either very.
difficult to express or impossible and devoid of meaning under the Hopi conception, and would be replaced by
operational concepts. Our "matter" is the physical
subtype of "substance~ or "stuff" which is conceived as
th.e formless extension.al item that must be joined with
form before there can be Feai existence, In Hopi there

seems to be nothing corresponding to itr there are no
formless extensional item~1 ~xistence may or may not
have form, but what it also has, with or without form,
is intensity and d1Jration, these being nonextensional
and at botto~ the same."
The differencris are not restricted to high level abstractions such as "time" and "matter" but may permeate the whole
perspective. The famous hypothesis associated with tho
work of van Humboldt, Sapir end formalized b~ Wharf suggests:
"thot the commonly held belief that the cognitive
processes of all.human beings possess a common
logical structure which operated prio~ to and independent! y of communication through 1 anguage, is erronoous. It is Wharf's view that the linguistic
patterns thum:rnlvos determine what tho individual
perceives in this world and how be thinks about it.
Sinco those patterns vary widely, the modes of thinking and perceiving in groups utilizing differe~t
linguistic systems will result in basically· different
world .views." (1)
"We are thus introduced to a new principle of relativity
which holds that all observers are not led by·the same
physical evidence to the same picture cf the universe,
unless their linguistic b~ckground~ are similar .•• We
cut up and organize the spread and flow of eventii as
me do largely because, through cur mother tongue, we
are parties of an agreement to do so, not because nature
itself is segmented in exactly that way For all to sea" (2)
Each language becomes a classification and organization of,
experience in its omn right. As such each may be significantly different from the other and may structure the forms
and categories by which the individual not only communicates'
but also analyzes nature, perceives or neglects particular
phenomena or relationships, and constructs his model of the
world (3).
A striking example of the possible differences ls given by
Marshall Walker in discussing the social. factors which affect
scientific models:
"Tho language of the Wintu Indians ~f California
seems to indicate a way of .thinking quits different
from our own. Imagine the surface of a. table with a.

z-;·.

f" earin~:··;, An e~~:::;io;··o;--;;:;-~-::-~t ions-o;-;.nj : : : -Whorf
in the light of theories of perception and cognition". In H.
.
Hoijor (Ed.) language in Cultyre. American Ahthropologist, 56,
{1954), Memoir 79, 47.
·
.

2
3

B.L. Whorf. £.aj~.£.tsd Pap~~~-etalinguist_ics. Washington,
foreign Ser11~cs Institute, Department of State, 1952,
See Wh.arf, £2.•ill•
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Such languages may not ·have parb•; or speech or sS:parate
subject and predicate. . In lndian Languages such as Nootka
and Hopi avaots as .a whole are signified. Instead ~f
"a light flashed" or "it flashed", Hopi uses a single term,
"flash" to signify that a hap~ening has occurred. There is
thus. no· dis.tinction betwe'Eln tenses, for the Hopi has no
general notion or intuition of .time as a smooth flowing continuum in which .everything in the 1.mi11erse proceeds ot an
equal rate, out of' a· futu·ui through a present., into a P?st.
The foc·us is rather on the totality accessible to the senses
at a given moment with no distinction b13tmeen pri;sent, post,
or e11eli the future or physic&lly distant where the latttJr
are accessible or represented. in memory. Navaho. is different
again l!!i th little development of tenses by an emphosis on
· types of activity or aspects of action. The first ~oncorn
of ·rndo-European languages can b·a defined. as time; of Hopi,
the 'validj:ty ·a i;t<i·tement' has' {in' terms 'Of fact, memory, ex•
. pectatfon; or custom), andof Navah.o I the: ,type Of octivity.(2)

.\

European languages may also have important and hitherto ,
unknown c.oncepts concernihll the functioning of social pro-.
c'osses -- an area in which continuity is even more vital
to understanding than is the natural sciences.

: ·.bocik lying on
The re.mainder or ·the surface is
· bare·.. In English one describes the situ:!ltion by say•
ing, "The ·book i·s on the!° table~"· In ·Wintu one says, . " ·
"The table bumps". Th~ En~lish phrase has already
committed the speaker to an entire analytical philo.
sophy of the situation: (1) there are ho objec;ts; (2}
ther~ is a polarity such that ~Ae object is above the • .
other; (3) there is an implic~tion that the book is
·
supported by the table. None of this analysis is pre- ·
sent in the ldintu sentence, which is purely topological •• ~. ·
The scientist who wishes to b.e as objective as possible
in his study of· the external world will try·to free
himself from the possible c.onstraints of hie own lon•.
guaga ; '" ( 1 ) ·

!

Some langu~ges may in fact constitute rich sources of co·ncepts which could prov.$ useful to the. undeutanding of or. ganized social complexity. Little work seems to have been
dono on this possibility -- most or the examples· re-fer to
. contrast~ or interest ta the·natural science perspecti~e.
In fact the field of comparative linguistics seems to be
mbde up'of "one· shot". studies with very little comporiaon.
Where compnrisons are made it·. is at the formal rather than
the conceptual lovEil (1) 1 so that with the exception 01P a
few st<1rtlir1g examples which augur for a fascinating variety·
of thinking styles, little information is available. lt
may. be thllt. few linguists a.re competent to 111.rite on the
concepts of more thn:n one or two non-Inda-European langoagas,
so that no wide-ranging study or classification is possibl~,
and· no "handbook" is a.va'ilabla. The absence Qf such. a
study only helps to conceal the many differences .from.the
Inda-European perspective-- the existence of ~uch differences
is certainly not widely recognized (2).

.

The .whole argumer1t ra1sas the possibilHy th&t the comp.uter
rocord.design cnlii.snged (see Appendix A6) would not be sur-·
r:lciently general and fle·><ible to be able to "contain" the
.c.oncepts ·of some other language groups. The aither.:or ·dis•
Unction between. "entities" and ''relationships" .may only. ·
amount to a magnificient exercise in handling A.ristotelian
"~iubstance" and "attribut.e" as. represented; in lndo,,;£urop.ean
nouns and predicate adjecfives. Is the concept of dist.inct,

.,-----,--·--·---.-.---·'-·-----. ------~·--:··;- ,...•
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,t-. Marshall Walbr .- · The Naturei of Sd..!;Jli.ill2_J_h_oJ.!.9h!;.
.
·Prent.£ce· ....... ,
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B~rtaienffy •s account Of the
Whorfian hypothesis in: "The rslatfvity of categories" in:

..

2 . These points are based on .Ludwig·· von

General Systems Theoi'y, New Y.ork, Braziller, 1968.

•',t

'1'1

'····--······.-·· ..... ··--

2 Mars.hall Walker (The 'Natura or Scientific Thought} notes (p.10:3-4h
"The student of sciem::e also hes a vital need for. comparative lln•
g'uist.ics "in order .to 'acqlJ.ir.e tlxperience in the .isolation Of COfl{;eptG
fr~~. the~r. language ·rnat.rix. T'he usu~l language departments of .11
·.
"uni.varsity are .not. much halp for this type or study•·• •• There h
nee.d for .a course for uridel'gt:aduates ( m:it language. majors) which
is designed ~:o illustrate. t.he expres~ion .a.f concepts by diff'eten-t
langvaga· ·ramUies. Peiid,i:ng the' arrival' of such cou.rses the' s.tude'nt' of ·science''will' have 'tio do it.t ' himself'
as bast f1e c1a'n."·
'

The suggesti.on has been made:, rcir example,· tha'.t a· langu.age
, like Hopi might be better sui tad. to verbalizing the concepts '
. o-f modern physics than 'EngliSh. But some of the non-Inda· ·
.

·~'

One reason is that a •major school o:f linguistics denies t.tm nead
to c:onsider. "semant.ics"· and "concepts" 1 claiming that all under•
standing relevant to th.a discipline can be- gai.ned from anol-ysis
of oyntox. A second reason may be• as Sapir has -0rgtiud, tbat
many linguists con.sider such languages "prim.itive" and ther.efore
unli.kely.to constitute a source of concepts unknown to the !ndoEuropean culture.

ilon Bertalanffy suggests that· the Whorf ian hypothesis may
be· extended.. He argu!'!s that the categories of knowledge
·depend on biological and cultural factors~ In particular,
he argues that Aristotelean logic actual1y covers only the
extremal y s.mall .field of subject-pred.icnte relations. The
all-a.r•n.one .concepts of traditional .logic fall shor.t of continuity concepts tiasic for. maj;hema.tical analy.si.s.. He is with ·
Wharf in hoping that othet languages mtiy· permit basically
diffetent kinds of "science" 1·1hich would rr)present· other
aspects of reality as <uell or even better than does the cur•
rent scientific w.or,ld picture.

Hall, 1963, p.103
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·persisting "entiti~s" dommon to all languages an& can·
.
all Concepts of "relationships" be adequate! Y repz:esented, ·
by graph-theoretic type area•?
David Bohm, a theoretical physicist interested in Pioget 1 s
and Gibson's work on the problems of per.caption, 'gives detailed' arguments again•t permanence of "entities" and concludes (1) 1
"it is clear t•hat both in common experience and ·in
scientific investigations, the objects, entH.ies,
,
subst<:1nc;es 1 etc., that we actually experience, perceive,
or observe have always (thus far) shouin themselves to
be only relatively invariant in their properties, this '
r·elative invariance having often been mistaken for
absolute permanence" (p.14)

minor influence on world society. The argument that many
learn an Indo~European "second~ language is weak in that
l:ieing present in classes at '·which such a second lenguage
is taught or used is no evidence that the language and ite
perspectiiio. "take" in the individual, -- as most sclhool
lriavers know. Even if they do take, it is questionable
whether it is 'sat! sractory to ignore the individual's
. ·
problems or transl<;itin,g betw1len the two conceptual systems.(1)

r;>.

It may astonish many people to know that contemporary. lin•
guistics h<is cuncl.uded that translation between langvages
is thE•oroticall y impossible. Chomsky notes {p •. 202): .
"In fact, al.though there_ is much reason to beHava
that langoaget are to a significant extent ~ast in
the same mold, there is little. reason to suppo13e that .·.
reasonable procedures (not involving extralinguistic ·
information) of ttanslation are iM general possiblah

-".lt is evident then that by considering entities and,
struc.tures as relatively invariant, mi th an as-yetunknot:1n domain of invariance, we avoid nmking unnecessary and unprovable assumptions concerning their absolute invariance. ~uch a procedure hae on-ormous <idvontages in research, because one or 'the main source's or
dirf iculty in the development or now concepts -- not
only in physics but also in the whole of science -hai; been the tendency to hold ont¢ old c¢ncepts beyond
their domain or validity~~ (p.121-2)

. Coot-gas Mounin, who notes . the saflla conclusion, has summarized tho theoretical ~iff iculties prior to considering why,
how, and within what limits the practical oper.a-tion of trans-·
·lations is relatively possible (1}..
.
Some of thu diff icul t-ies he' notes argue against any at tempt
to rorce this proj.uct into a unilinguel mode.
--cer.tain lnnguages have ,highly developed terminoi.o']ias
in areas where •thera ai-e few Indo-turopean ectuiv'alcnts
(e.g. the Pyallup lndi~ns and "salmon";'thu Eikimos
and ''snow" (30 tarms), some Afr.teen languag<l!I and
"palm trees"~ the Argentine gauchos and "horse colour~
ing" (ZOO)). There is little value _in attempt.ing a
de.finitive translation when no exact equivalemt exists.

Culi.n Cherry 1 a telecof!lmunications engineer interested in·
the psychology or. communication t:1ith developing countries,
considers that re lat ion ships may not be meuningfull y repre-sented by graph-theoretic links and that other forms of
' representation might be ·prefsruble.
One response is in the work on linguistic universals. It ,
is sugge~ted that tsrflls exist in all languages to designate
objects which meet a condition or spatio-temporal cont.i;iuity.
And, in general, that all languages are cut to the same pat, te.rn without there necess11ril y being any point by point correspondence between. particular langunges (2). It is recognized that work in this area· is only at the early stnges (3).
A close look at the logic~l assumptions built into the computer record design seems to be necess.ary.

It would seem important to avoid losing the richness or alternative perspectives by conrining. this projoct to onr. or
two langiiages in one language 9roup :.- particularly as the
concepts inventoried are supposed to be in s.ome way relevant
t{l the c.ul tures using scuch languages, That this is significant is indicated by the fact that •-% of the world's
population curretitly, us.es non-Inda-European languages (4).
· This includes-·the Chinese; who are unlikol y to remain a ·
David Bohm. The Spacial Theory or llelativ.l..u· t.t.v., Benjamin, 196S.
· 2 Noalll Chomsky. Aspects or th.e Theory of Syntax. Cambridge, MIT,
p. 29•30.
.
3 See:J.H.Greenberg (ed.)Univers~ls cf Language,Cambrit;fge,MH, 1963 •.
4

Pro bl erns of translati bn; .

--the situation becomes more comp:l_ax when dealing with
socio-cultural terms, e.g. how can "brpth~r" and ·sister
be translated.into Maya when that language ·only has
terms for "younggr brother" or "older tirot_her" ( 2)
Much close1· to the concerns .of this project is the
sin1ple p~·oblem or translaHng "people's. capit;alism"
into rrench (3).
,,

~-

Georges Moun in. 12..£2.!.!lE.illll~oret iques de la,· ti.~9.~.
Paris~ Gallimard, t963.
·
·
·2

A special iissue of the ETC {Institut.e of General Semanti~s), 15, 2,
March 1958 is entirely devoted tp inter,pretation and intercultural communication. ··It gives many examples or this sort of problem •.

3 • Georges

Mouniri~ £2.•£U.• p.67-68.

.
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Append ii(
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.~~ .another excellent example, noted by Calin Chorry

A d.ir.cipl inu.1 s model as a "language"

(XVU)

'

is that whilst there is no difficulty in translating the
·..
·colou. r "red" into and from Russian,the association in,
· the two languages are very different-. In English:
'" · ;. ·· blood red, red in tooth. an.d ·claw, red. ·.with anger, rod
,: '• :-. ·'.light district, etc, In Russian the translation of
~·
"red• is synonymous •ith~beautiPul" an~ has associations
equivalent to the English "golden" -- hence "Red Square"
, '· ·
· and the "Red Army" should be meaningful! y translated
as th~ "Golden Square" and the "Golden Army". How much
.has interna.tional tension been ag9ravated and reinforced
by this simple error? Similarly, l.n Chinese," rodi' is ·
primarily associated with "Jo.\f", "prosperity", "luck", and
"happiness" (*), Thus greeting cards, invitations, deco•·
rations, etc., ~re·usually in red, (To what extent have lhe
positive associations of the colour in the two cultures
·influences .the marked success 'or qocialism there, compar.ed to that·-.in Anglo-Saxon culture, whore it has more
negative as.sociai;ion'?) ,
.
.
,
£~

Use of foreign language ~aterial by social scientists
A recent study of 1000 social science research informatlon
users in Great Britain has just been completed (*•)
It
shows that 18:% of the sample read English only, 75% read
French, and 27% rea~ German, Of those who said they were
able t~ read a f~rel.gn language, only ona~third regularly
scan literature in that lan9uage. There is even a reluctance
to follow up articles in an-0ther language.
0

It was also noted that 22% make no use of abstracts or indexes
35% never use bibliographies, 22% do not use library catalogue~
and 48%... do not consult tho librarian.
'

F'.

Admi.nistrative delaYs
~f. the at~empt is ·made to translate. every theoretical formulation
into En9hsh.!. before filing, the;.-e will be a hold•UP similar
·
to that a.ssociated with the modelling activity, There is also
bound to be disagreement as to the adequacy af translations. It
may be pret'er~ble therefore to conceive of a Translation Phase
in parallel 1111th the filing, modelling, and term allocation
phases, and to give prioritles to the translation of given
terms according to need.

·.

.;.,.

ihii a~proach permits us t~ define the. possible ~e~ningful
subuni.ts or propositions· which may be generated from ths ~lis• · ....
cipline vocabulary. In effaOt ~xtremely ~tringent "g~~mmatica1"··
. rulen are thus. set up for the creation of valid elements c1f
.
··
·
· sentonces in the discipline Jargon. · ·
·,..

By thi.s approach, extra cond.i.tions on sehtenc.e formulation
are impaled, based~n the knowledge obtained'by use of the
disci.plin.es. In natural language such condit.ions cannot be
imposed because many meaningless· sentences in natural ianguage:·
are grammatically. correct. Because of the richness and .re dun;.
·dencies, size or vocabu.).ary and indifference to truth values
in n21tural language I any natural: language project would le·aif
to.very large numbers of permi.ssable. r·elations w'hich would be·
of little. use,. besid.es being impracticable. (Basically, in
natur<il langu~ge·, any adjeptiva may be used to qualify any
entity in the class. of 8 nouni"; any adverb may be used ~ith·
any entity in the class of "verbs", etc. -- and it is difficu1t to. introduc~ restrictions at a •ore detailed level~)·
Onpe tho sub.,.propositional units have· been detei~mined (perhaps
as "concept pairs") the-se in .effect amount to new compound
concepts {a.g. "voting procedure"). These·may either be regis·.·
tared as new concepts or left es permissable "9enerateable"
concepts 'tffi'Orely indicating the relationship betiu.een thE! component units,. rather than. showing .the component· u.nits as components of a new comp.aund unit). The choice w.ould depe,nd ·on the
frequency of' 4sage cif the composed unit.
:'
. .

•.The .procedur.e may then b~ repeated for the compound
·. ~ t.his is considered useful, in. order. to b.uild up· ..the
., .: .permissable .units cqmmonl y encountered; ·clearly ~at
point :in a particular domaini·
· '
-- · it becomes difl'icul t ·to determine. whether "higher level.
concepte are permissable because there ·ill£1ahingfulriess
. · , ...
iei. as yet untested, i.e.• -thay-.arli! ."new , . : .
·:it ·is .decreasingly useful .to create nelJ! units because
or the quantit'y
-· ,,

. to Mr". Thai Wo Ti;;an for t.hls .!,nformation.
(*).. I .am ,9ratef1:1l
( uj . Maurice Line (Ed). Info~mation Require~en1;s .or ,~es~ar~hers
in the Social. Sc~e!]ce,s, •. ~~t,h. ~1:d:~er~,1t.~,. 19,71; .. ~ vo.ls '! . . , •

:

for each entity or class of entities within· a discipline we
can attempt to indicate which other entities, relationships,
attributes m.ay be associated w:i.th it (i,e,, in a political
science .parlance, .what en ti ti.es or classes of anti ties ca·n th'e'
attribute •democratic• possibly be meaningfully applied to?).
In a given discipline the number of such per.missable relaUori-'
ships should be qui ta. limited for a given concept -- and even
if the number is larg.e it can be reduced by redefining ther .
ti ties in question as a class or class.es.
·
·

~· '<"

..

:" <:In ce.rtain. ·cases,. howe,vel'., the :build-tip., .can con.tinue to the
level .. 'of d.ef j,ning psrmh!lable .propos.;uons 1 i.e.:, a .px;opciait.i,onal
inventory ie built up from the unit.s. Other sub~units are
·

.~

''·

...

tl~

"', ...

3

developed in.some other field," (*, p.33-34)
."Thus, there exist models, principles, and laws .that appl~
to gcncroliied systemi or their subclastes, irrespective
of their particular kind, the nature of their component
clements, end the relations or ~forces" between them
we can ask for principles applying to systems in general,
irrespective of whether they are of physical, biological
or sociological nature,,,, To take a simple example, an
exponential law of growth applies to certain bacterial .
cells, to populations of bacteria, of animals or humans,
and to the progress of scientific research measured by
the number of publications iri genetics or science in general. Tho entities in question, such a~; bacteria, animals
men, books, etc., are completely different, and so are the
causal mnchanisms involved. Nevertheles.s, the mathematical
law is the same." (•, p. 32-33)

held in such a fbrm tha£ many probable propositions may be
generated automatically for inspection and possible coding as
requiring investigation, meaningless, false, etc. This procedure introduc~s further rules restricting the manner in which
the units may be combined. Modification and additions may of
course be made as new insights and data are obtained,
Once the concepts of a discipline ar~ held in this structured
form, some interesting investigations of levels of analysis
and degree of equivalence may be made. Where a set of propositions exists employing a given entity (e,g, "nation") which
is itself mode up of sub-units (e,g,"provinces"), or is itself
a sub-unit of a larger entity (e,g.,"continentol region") (•),
"new" propositions may. be systematically generated for the
higher or lower level by treating the terms as equivalent. These
propositions may tr.en be inspected as before,. to eliminate tho
obviously meaningless and inapplicable at the new level, The
remaining propositions may be added to the inventory if required.
A similar approach may be adopted between disciplines. In some
cases new insights may be suggestedbYtresting key entities
in different disciplines as equivalent and nubstituting the
entity from the second discipline into the propositions of the
first containing the proposEd counterpart. (e.g.,"individual"
in psychology may be substituted for "nation" in political
science or vice versa; •cellMfrom biology for "organization"
in organization theory(*•)), In the case of a given set of
propositions containing a limited number of concepts, equivalents for many of tho c6ncepts may be selected from the second
discipline, so that only the formal structure of the first
dis,cipline proposition is retained, This amounts to a general
system investigation of propositional invarianco or isomorphy
across discipline boundaries
without the need to define .any
questionable "meta language" in which the ,isomorphy is established ( • '*).

Clearly, investigation of ·propositions generated by this tech•
niquo would facilitate tho elimination of meaningless and false
propositions~ and the identification of isomorphisms
as distinct from superficial analogies.(**)

"In fact, similar concepts, models and lows have often,
appeared in widely different fields, independently and
based upon totally different facts. There arc many instances whe~o identical principles were discovered several times because the workers in one field were unaware
that the theoretical sttucture required was already well
ITcrn-"levels of analys-istt with res-Peet to interii'~tion8i Studies,
see Henry Teune,"Conceptual dimensions of linking international
and ~omparative research" (Paper presented to the International
Conference on the Relationship of Comparative and International
Studies, Bellagio, 1971)

(**)
(•**)

See M,Haire, Biological models and empirical histories of the
growth of organizations,in:M.Haire (ed),Modern Organization
Theor~. New York, Wiley, 1959 1 pp.272-306.
Some very interesting math for the detection of such isomorphy
is, gi van in: P .Jaffard et ~G. Poitou, "Int_roduction aux cati:lgor ies
et aux probldmes universals." Raris, Ediscience, 1971.

( *)

L. · von Bertalanffy,

General System. Theory,

Braziller, 1968,

("*) L.

von~ertalanffy, op.cit., p.64-5,

New York,

....
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. f..:.1:1tu;r.'LP.E.'?3P.£l;C_t_s": . .§l.!1•• }.~J3:?.!:...~~le_9_ge-..r.E!P:E_~2!:.!!~~tiE_r;i~~.!!1..
The ideal. "information" system in a given academic .field
has been sketched out as Follows by the U.S. National Academy of Science Committee on Information in the Behavioural
Sciences under the chairO)anship of David Easton. The idaal
is here portrayed (*) as a "computer analogue of the. avail•
able, intelligent, and informed coll'.engue."
·
t·.

"Such an ideal colleague would read widely, .have :·.....
total recall, evaluate what he read; he would be
able to reorganize materials, recogniz• fruitful
analogies, and synthesize .new ideas. In addition
the ideal colleague would· always. be accessible
and available to ail, either in pex·son or by phone,
Fina11y, such a colleague ~ould be sensitive to
ea.ch research worker's ·needs. He would be c;iware or·.·.-.;.,.
the general interests and current problelns of each
·scientist, and he 'could adopt bqth the context and·
style of his communication to &ach researcher•s know;:..
led gs, skills, and habits." ( **)
·

2

the handling of iriformatiori as noted by J.M. Ziman:
''I cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of
this activity of intellettual •ynthesis ••• Any .
notion that we may have about the nature of science
. .includes the Q:elief that. something like an ov'erall
pattern is to ba discovered and described. What we
need is sciontiFia·knowledge -- not more and more
iniscellaneous and u.nralatcd information, The start• :
ing ·point for a search should not have to be an ab- .. ·,
stract journnl or a computerized r~trie~al system -- :
it should ba an encyclopaedic treatise or .textbook
where the information hii-s been t.ransformed into an
intelligible pat tern or thought ••• from whic.h can be .
deduced the chtiracterization of the part.L:c1.1la:r dl!!tu61 1
1ipecimen or phenomenon that we .are st.udying •" ( *)
. The t:ompai.;ison ia. (lone . 1.n parallel. cb.t.umn. for ease- ol'
·1.1nderstenaing.
~

-.:

·:

. "' ""'

There have been many reports on the improvement and integra- :, .
tion of information systems and· it would .be Futi.le and inap:;. .
. propriate to comment on. them here. There" see:ms, however, to ....
have been little mention of what might be termed a "knowledge- :
. representation" system (***). The ideai coll.eague above would,
'be the key componenf in a knowledge-representation system~--'~
·he would, it is suggested, have no place in an"in.formatiori ...
or "documeintation" system as they' are currently conceived.
This Appendix attempts to cH1rify t·he -distinction between the·
knowledge-oriented and .document-orienttrd ·approac.hes· to system
design by comparing the functio.ning of a hypothetical know- ·
ledge-oriented system, now technically Feasible,. with the
· current approach. The intentio.n is not to imply th.at the
Former should replace the latter but rather that the former
offers various means of avoiding some or the key problems. ·
faced by the latter -- t.he two are however complementary. .The.
dis.tin.ct ion i's. basically between a synthesis' ~1'.. ato'misation in

(*) Cited in the

i:iier;~~ ·-;d~.'"7;~;;·Leonard '(Chair-man».~Rep.ort

and recommendations tow.ard an, international studies inte- ;·.' -.
. grated information .system. International Studies Associa·
.tion, Cqmmittee .tm Bibliographical and Documentation" Services,'
1969.
.
.

{**) David Easton (Chairman). Communication System and. Resources
in the Behavioural Scienqes; by the Comnri.tteia or\ Information
in the Behavioural. Sc.iericeio, Division of Behaviouz:a1 Scieni::es
of the National Research· Council., Washington; DC, .National
Academy ·or Sciences~ (Pub~-1'575), 1967, p.46 •..

.(*°**) "Knowledge-representation could be considered to mean "inFor-.
mation", but. there are so many other interpretations of the
latter that the new ·term .seeni's appropriate here.
·

(*) .J.M. Ziman. ".Information, ·comm1.1nic'ation1 l<nowledge•" :·"'.-: .{:!:: :,
Ni;itura, 224.1 25 Oct ·,1969, · p.323 ·

.. .'·

·
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Knowledge~roprosontotion

Information
1. Index tends to be based on

1, "Index" constitutes a complex

network giving a representation
of entities and relationships
and the dynomics of ony points
under debate which ~an only be
hand.led by multi-dimension'11
computer programming techniques,

simple hierarchy or alphabetic listing of subject,
author and title, which
can be handled on catalogue cards.

2. Users want documents; the

2. Users want access to the "net-

index is a temporary inconveninece to gain access to
the document •

work index" u~ich represents
the items of knowledge and
their relationships which they
need; documents are a temporary inconoenience if it is necessary to re-examine data and detailed arguments justifying the
entities and relationships incorporated. Document access is a
secondary problem for which a
documentation system may be used.

3. Author has "published"

• 3. Author has "published" when
the appropriate knowledge structure in th• "index" has been modified; incorporation in "index"
(through a terminal) is a high
priority for the author.
4. Research is conducted primarily
4. Research is conducted primarily using documents as a
using the knowledge-representation
stimulus to creativity.
structure as a stimulus ~o creativity, i.o., on the graphical
representation,
when document is in circulation and "available"; index •ntries ~f little signi•
ficance to author.
·

5. Access to knowledge via documents, means multiple rep- .
reduction and transfer of documents to a variety of libraries where they may or may
not be used.

S. Access to knowledge is dirc•ct and
does not require reproduction and
transfer of documents. (Only one
copy of the document justifying
the amendment need exist on microfiche so that copies neeef only be
prepared when the data and arguments must be re-examined in detail.)

6. Documentation system is em6, See 5.
barrassed when faced with ob-·
taining "ephemeral" or "phantom" material which has not
been made commercially available through the few standard
channels.
7. Out-of-date, rejected, low
7. Out-of-date, rejected, false.etc.
quality, false, old documents
entities or relationships are e!imare retained in the system
inated from the system by listing
and index with no index indithem on paper (or other "documents")
with the bibliographical source
cation to that effect.
from· which they were obtained (i.e.
they are available if .required but
do not clog th~_system).

B. Only the knowledge held in • 8. All knourledge is on-line, although the supporting documents
the documents physic~lly amay not be physically accessible
voilable is accessible. The
index only notes the documents held in the documentation centre in question.
9. Thinking momentum is maintained
9. Thinking momentum iQ consince the essence of any new
stantly interrupted when acdomains of knowledge is always
cess to now documents is
accessible -- all the links· and
required. (Long delays,2entities are there (Delays are
3 months, ore normal;50
measured in seconds).
months or more from initiation of research to appearance in abstracts)
10, Authors status, pride and
1rn. Author's status,pride and interest
interest associated with
are associated with ~he visible
visible document on some
entities and links in the graph
library shelves,
representation accessible to all.•·
11,Author's domain of inter11. Author's domain of int"erest and
est and home "territory" are
home "territory" are visibly
unclcarly defined.
defined.
12. The key figures in a dis12. The "luminaries" in a particular
cipline aAd the relationdiscipline are all" visible togethship betweon thair spheres
er with the
relationship between
of influence arc unclear.
their spheres of inf luencc.
13. Alternative concepts or con- 13. Alternative concepts, relationships
tradictory evidence can be
or contradicting evidence is immedconveniently ignored in a
iately forced on one's attention -document or textbook witheven in the case of relationships
out too much risk -- particlinking to other disciplines.
ularly where the counter argument comes from another
discipline (or a school of
thought publishing in a dif•
rorent languogo).

14. Interdisciplinary links are .14. Interdisciplinary links are already
ignored if the author has
no interest in them,

15. Documents carry a lot of
text which is verbal packaging for tho main points,
or didactic in intent,used
to honour the elders of the
profession, or provided in
order to define the frame of
discourse. Much of it is repeated in other documents on
the same point.

held in position whether tho author
wants to ignore them or not.
·

15. Non-essen~ial material is unnccessar,
because the points are in many cases
already embedded in tile kr1owlodg•1representation system. Argumunto
can be directed specifically to tho
use and relationships between particular entities. Such compacted
arguments might also be directly
accessible on call -- but only as a
clarifying presentation.

- 6.
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16. The pa no ramie v iclw of th.a en t iti cs
p~noramic summary of
and relationships in tho discipline
knowledge in a discipline
is always available and up to date.
-- the standard textbook-The author's extra.contribution is
must remasticate all the
all that needs to be added - he
extant views which are visdoes not need to recap the whole
ibly significant from the
environment.
author's perspective. The
Since the academic's status is bound
author must "redo" the whole
up with his specific modifications
discipline environment to
to the knowledge structure and not
provide the ·framework fot
the verbalizations hold in a docuany new contributions of
ment, the problem of adequat~ verhis own. There is no guarbalization may be handled separately;
antee that the rephrasing
Hopefully a limited number of skilled
(necessary for status and
verbal presentations, from a mini-.
copyright reasons) of other
mum number of dif fsrent perspecpeople's arguments will make
tives and.literary styles, Cliuld
them any clearer. One result
be constantly updated by profos- .
is to add a largo wad of
sional writers using the best
·
duplicate rmterial to the
verbal arguments bi any appropriate
documentation system, often
academics where appropriate.
of d6ubtful literary q~~lity.
17. Tho documentation system
.17. Each entity, link, and qualification
does not permit of any per~
is indicated in the knowlodgc repremanent representation of<
sentation system. In effect one
knowledge in a particular do:"layer" of the "collective mentality"
m~in.
Each verbal summary·
of a.discipline is rendered visiblo,
extant at a particular mo·.Each modification to knowledge
ment is under criticism and
in. the domain is entored on an hour- •·
subject to reserve from difby-hour basis.
ferent schools of thought,
within the discipline. In
this important respect a document arising from a single
group of authors can never
contain the totality of views
in a domain of knowledge. IL
is only the non-concrctJzed
interaction between a succession of documents which approx~
imates to it. These invisible qualifiers on any document are a feature of the "collective mentality" of the
members of the discipline.
The knowledge of the discipline at any moment is very
much in {and between) the
hands of its members rather
than on paper or in a row of
books.

16. Any

18.
18. Different styles of documnnts oro produced on the
same topic for research,
education, public information, program management,
policy making, etc~ purposes,
The same material is repeated,
with some extensions and some
omissions, for each audience.·
Out because it generally requires a parson with a different style of thought to present each type of document,
lags in the incorporation of
tho latest argumonts or vital
new evidence tend to be evident, so that therri may be
marked differences between the
entities and relationships
incorporated into each. This
leads to a ''spostic'' or ''a-·
phasic" response to new situations,by different portions
of society.
No attempt is made in
ument eotabliohed for
purpose to relate the
of knowledge to those
purposes.

a docone
elements
of other

The entities and relationships entered on the basis of research insights are also used for other purposes.
Instead of producing differunt documents and reprocessing the insighs,
different "filters" are used in presenting or displaying the entities
and relationships to different
audiences. In this way, each new
research insight is immediately incorporated into each other form of
knowledge-representation -- each
portion of society works from tha
same data base. (Problems registered
by non-research bodies are immediately
evident as a challenge to rosearch.)
In this way if an element of knowledge reprossnted cannot bo understood, the 0ser m~rsly calls for a
new method of representation (of the
same knowledge), possibly using isomorphs (or qven analogies) from a
domain with which ha is familiar.
At any point he can move into a programmed learning mode and work from
simple reptssentations.
·

19. The dotumentation problem is 19. By switching
oggrov<itnd by tho "publish or
perish" codo which governs much
of academic life. Unless an acadomic publishes, he is "invisiblu" --ho loses status in the
ayes al' his superior.s. I\ curriculum vitao is judged as much
on tho number of artilces,
books, etc., as on the· quality.

20. Disciplines aro psycho~
;20.
soc.ial groups in which
professional status and advances in knowledge are intimately rolatod. At preinnt
intra-disciplinary communication ~s via documents for
the knowledge advances, but
the status and credibility of
particular documents, and
their authors are governed
by ongoing informal word of
mouth communication centered
upon eldors who set the
fashions and designate ap-

~mphasis to the specific
entities and relationships which
the academic has formulatod, success•
fully, confirmod or criticized -his status is detElrminRd by thP.
bonds and entities with which ho is
associated. Each of his r:1mtribulions is "visible" until it is superseded and is riot subject to tho
vagaries of the documentation syste~.

In the knowledge representation
system, it is quits evident which
issues are currently under de~ate
and the manner in which tho demise
of a set of entities and relationships will entrain the fall of a
whole set of dependant elements. It
is also evident who are the key proponents or opponents -- directly
~r indirectly -- of particular knowledge elements; Ideally the knowledge representation system woul~ also
act es a continually updated voting
board for each entity and re1ationship. Each addition to the structure

7.
20.)proved new farihions.(and . (20,)of knowledge would cause some individuals in the profession to indicate
thus provide a needed elea modification in their pattern of
ment of stability). The
allegiance. At any one time it is
procedure may be fairly
then evident how much support a pardemocratic in that on each
ticular knowledge element can muster
topic there are invisible
and exactly tuhere the wenk links
collages ·Of proponent and
in the chain of support are. The
opposition "parties" in a
vague auras of inf lucnce which are
"lower house", each with
symptnmatic of the document-oriented
an eloquent voting constisystem are replnced by a precise
tuency. The approv~l of the
picture of the state of the gums,
"upper house" of elders is
Contrary views are represented on
required, It is by this onan exactly equal basis and are not
going formal-informal desubject to tha vagaries of the
bating mechanism that the
journal referee system.
disciplines stance at any
one time is determined, But
the channels by which members of a discipline are exposed to new views and indicate or withdraw their suppprt, are controlled, &ometirnes rather undemocratically, by well-placed elders.
~here is a tendency for new
and contrary views to have
difficulty in obtaining a
hearing, This may slow
the development o~ the discipline and make it aomewhat dependent upon a form
of intellectual nepotism
and "smoke-filled club room"
.democracy,
21. Many academics subscribe to. 21. Tl1;, "building bloc'l<s" are the entithe building block approach
ties and relationships added to the
to the advance.of knowledge~
network which constituteu the "building". Any part of the network can ·
particularly in the natural
sciences (e.g.chemistry can
be displayed as a visible represenbe considered to be a skytation of the "building" on which
scraper under construction,
academics are working. This has the
~ith 30 floors completed and
advantage of being a multJdimnnsional
in use, the 31st and 32nd
dynamic structure in which any eleunder construction, P.artiment can be questioned and modified
tions in the lower floors
without endangering the whole, The
. are modifie·d as required by
emphasis is on a community adding
new insights. In the more
entitles and links to a single exhuman sciences, the view
isting visible whole, however many
might be that each academic
levels and domains it may be subconstructs his own mansion
divided into -- individual initiainspired by the elements
tive, whatever its domain, is reof the style of his neighlatsd to that of the whole.
bors and predecessors.) This
is only a useful metaphor,
however, since there are no rec
· recognized "building blocks"

( 21,) Otld no concretized "bUil·•
ding" -- it also suffers
from the severe disadvantage of constituting a
"frozen pyramid" concept of
knowledge categories, Each
individual does his own
thing with no attempt to
relate it to the whble.
22. The forum of academic debate is concretized as a
scattering of journals and
other documents. There is
little interaction between
the journals but the debate
is somewhat summarized in a
scattering of abstracts in
which the contents index
gives some indication of
the interventions on related topics.

22. The knowledge representation system
constitutes a thinking forum in
which the juxtaposition of relevant
ideas from all sources is maximized.
The researcher is exposed to a pat~
tern of theoretical formulations in
the process of being continually
improved, and to which he can contribute, A dozen or more specialists
in a particular field (the "invisible
college" for that topic) cannot contribute simultaneously to ideas
being written on one memo pad,
They can do so via elactro~ic dialogue
support systems which help them to
respond to each otherts ideas (even.
if they are a continent apart) with
a rapidity that allows each of them
to maintain thinking momentum. Even
in such a rapid debate thm paternity
of each emerging formulation is idont
tif ied and registered. This mode of
operation should be compared with
soma discussions between academics
interestad in the same topic in
which progress is frustrated because
if someone thinks of a good idea he
wants to "publish" it (to gain credit) before c:ontributing to the
. thinking momentum of his colleagues this may take months.

